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Kurzfassung
In dieser Arbeit wird eine Suche nach R-parita¨tsverletzender Supersymmetrie vorgestellt,
welche die kompletten HERA Daten analysiert, die bei einer Schwerpunktsenergie von
√
s =
319 GeV mit dem H1 Detektor aufgezeichnet wurden. Die Daten entsprechen einer inte-
grierten Luminosita¨t von 255 pb−1 in Positron-Proton- und 183 pb−1 in Elektron-Proton-
Kollisionen. Einzelne Squarks ko¨nnen im untersuchten Modell resonant durch eine Lepton-
Quark-Squark Kopplung λ′ erzeugt werden. Mehrere exklusive Kana¨le werden untersucht,
die auf den Topologien der erwarteten Endzusta¨nde der Squarkzerfa¨lle basieren. Die unter-
suchten Zerfallsmoden der Squarks umfassen direkte Zerfa¨lle, aber auch Zerfa¨lle, die super-
symmetrische Partnerteilchen der Eich-Bosonen enthalten und zu Kaskadenzerfa¨llen fu¨hren.
Die Selektionskana¨le basieren entweder auf einem Elektron oder einem Neutrino im Endzu-
stand, und ko¨nnen weitere Jets und Leptonen enthalten. Die selektierten Ereignisse werden
mit Vorhersagen des Standard-Modells verglichen. Keine signifikanten Abweichungen von
der Untergrunderwartung in den Selektionskana¨len konnte festgestellt werden. Die Ergeb-
nisse werden im Rahmen des Minimal-Supersymmetrischen-Standardmodells und des mini-
malen Supergravitations-Modells interpretiert. Ausschlussgrenzen fu¨r die R-parita¨tsverletz-
enden Kopplungen λ′1j1 und λ
′
11k, sowie fu¨r supersymmetrische Modellparameter, werden
bestimmt, unter der Annahme, dass nur eine der Kopplungen die Produktion und den Zerfall
von Squarks dominiert. Fu¨r eine Sta¨rke der R-parita¨tsverletzenden Kopplungen, die ver-
gleichbar mit der elektromagnetischen Kopplungssta¨rke λ′1j1 bzw. λ
′
11k =
√
4παem = 0.3
ist, ko¨nnen Squarkmassen von u˜jL Squarks bis zu 275 GeV und von d˜
k
R Squarks sogar bis zu
290 GeV fu¨r alle Squarkgenerationen j, k = 1, 2, 3 auf 95% Konfidenzniveau ausgeschlossen
werden.
Abstract
A search for R-parity violating supersymmetry is performed in the complete HERA data set
taken at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 319 GeV with the H1 detector. The integrated
luminosity of the data sets corresponds to 255 pb−1 of positron-proton, and 183 pb−1 of
electron-proton collision data. By introducing a lepton-quark-squark coupling λ′ the reso-
nant production of single squarks is expected. Several exclusive selection channels, based
on the topologies of final states expected from direct squark decays, and squark decays via
gauginos are defined. The selection channels are based on an electron or a neutrino in the
final state, and may contain further jets and leptons. All of the selection channels show a
good agreement with the background expectation from standard model processes. The re-
sults are interpreted in terms of exclusion limits, obtained for the minimal supersymmetric
standard model, and for the minimal supergravity model, constraining the strength of the
R-parity violating couplings λ′1j1 and λ
′
11k, and the supersymmetric model parameters, un-
der the single coupling dominance hypothesis. For an 6Rp coupling strength comparable to
the electromagnetic coupling strength, λ′1j1 or λ
′
11k =
√
4παem = 0.3, squark masses up to
275 GeV are excluded for u˜jL squarks, with d˜
k
R squarks further excluded up to 290 GeV, for
all three squark generations j, k = 1, 2, 3 at the 95% confidence level.
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1 Introduction
“Are you the only institution doing this job?”
inquired Mr Tompkins. “Oh no! Similar machines exist in
Brookhaven National Laboratory on Long Island, New York;
in CERN (Corporation Europeenne de Recherche Nucleaire)
Laboratory near Geneva in Switzerland, and in
Shchelkunchik (Nutcracker) Laboratory near Moscow in Russia.
They are all looking for a needle in a haystack, and, by God,
they find one once in a while!”
from “Mr Tompkins explores the atom”
by George Gamow, The University Press (1951).
The discovery of the atomic nucleus, the electron, the neutrinos, and particles, which
are only found naturally in cosmic showers initiated by high-energetic particles from
across the universe, made scientists curious about exploring further the inner mech-
anisms by which matter in the universe is created and interacts. From fundamental
science emerged many revolutionary new theories in the last century: from Maxwell’s
description of electromagnetism; over Einstein’s theory of general relativity; the dis-
covery and classification of a complete zoo of elementary particles and fundamental
interactions; to an increasingly accurate description of the creation and history of the
universe. Much progress has been made in the field of elementary particles in the last
decades, which led to a simple framework incorporating the elementary particles and
the fundamental interactions: the standard model of particle physics.
Today, a great effort is spent on understanding the mechanism by which elementary
particles acquire their masses. The Higgs boson is expected to be the key to the
generation of mass of the fundamental particles, and the last missing observation in
the standard model particle zoo. Particle physics does not end with the discovery of
the Higgs boson, if at all. More fundamental theories have been proposed, extending
the standard model by adding new particles and interactions.
This work contributes to the scientific progress in a search for new particles, which
extend the known theory of the standard model. The complete data set collected during
15 years of operation of the electron-proton storage ring HERA at DESY (Hamburg,
Germany) is analysed in a search for new particles, which are called squarks. These
squarks emerge in the so called theory of supersymmetry, which extends the particle
content of the standard model. Supersymmetry proposes a new symmetry interrelating
bosons with fermions. This remarkable symmetry would resolve some of the existing
issues of the standard model theory. Squarks are expected to be created in direct
interactions of electrons and quarks of the proton, making HERA an ideally suited
testing ground. Previous searches for supersymmetry have shown no sign for new
physics processes at HERA. The data sets analysed in the course of this work represent
an increase of a factor of ≈ 13 for electron-proton, and a factor of ≈ 4 for positron-
proton collision data, compared to previously performed searches at HERA. Also in
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this work, no deviation of the data from the predictions of the standard model could
be discovered. However, the existing constraints on new physics scenarios could be
further extended into previously unexplored regions [1].
With the end of HERA operation, this analysis may represent the final word on su-
persymmetry searches in the collected data set. Other high energy collider experiments,
like the Large Hadron Collider at CERN, and the TeVatron collider, at Fermilab, are
able to probe new physics scenarios in much higher energy domains. These experiments
are also expected to find signs of the Higgs boson in the near future. Searches for new
physics have already been performed at these experiments, but did also find no signs
up to now.
The hunt for the needle in a haystack continues.
Chapter 2 summarises some aspects of the standard model theory relevant to the
presented analysis, and introduces the basic concepts of supersymmetry. The HERA
storage ring and the H1 experiment are introduced in chapter 3. Monte Carlo gen-
erators used for standard model predictions are discussed in chapter 4. The object
reconstruction methods are explained in chapter 5, and the methods for the recon-
struction of global event and object quantities are discussed in chapter 6. Criteria
ensuring a good quality of the analysed data sets are presented in chapter 7. The data
analysis is discussed in chapter 8, and the results are interpreted in chapter 9. Chapter
10 concludes with a summary of the presented analysis. Appendix A contains some
supplementary material.
Appendix B contains details on a supersymmetry search performed with the ATLAS
experiment at the LHC, and presents a cross check of the constraints derived for the
masses of supersymmetric particles.
2
2 Theory
In this chapter, an introduction to the basic concepts of the standard model theory
is given. The physics processes at HERA are discussed, and a motivation for theories
beyond the standard model is given. Supersymmetry, as a candidate for a new physics
scenario, is introduced, and previous searches for new physics are discussed.
2.1 The Standard Model of Particle Physics
The standard model (SM) of particle physics is a renormalisable quantum field theory,
which describes the fundamental processes of interaction between the fundamental
building blocks of matter [2; 3]. It describes the electroweak and strong interactions
between particles based on the gauge group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y , where the
indices indicate the type of charge the symmetry gauge groups act on: the color C; the
weak isospin L; and the weak hypercharge Y , respectively.
Standard Model Particle Content
Two fundamentally different kinds of elementary particles are distinguished within the
SM: Half-integer spin fermions describe matter particles, whereas integer spin bosons
represent gauge quanta, which mediate electroweak and strong interactions between
the matter particles. Fermions are further distinguished into leptons ℓ and quarks q.
Leptons exist in six different flavours, three electrically charged lepton flavours with
Q/e = −1, in units of the elementary charge e, and three electrically neutral lepton
flavours, so called neutrinos. Quarks exist also in six flavours, three up-type flavour
quarks with positive electric charge Q/e = +2
3
, and three down-type flavour quarks
with negative electric charge Q/e = −1
3
. Quarks and leptons can be arranged in
three generations i = 1, 2, 3, which each contain a charged lepton ℓ−i , a corresponding
neutrino νℓ,i, an up-type flavour quark ui, and a down-type flavour quark di.
The first generation consists of the lightest leptons and quarks, and contains the
electron e−, the electron-neutrino νe, the up-quark u, and the down-quark d. The
second generation contains heavier versions of the first generation fermions, and consists
of the muon µ−, the muon-neutrino νµ, the charm quark c, and the strange quark s. The
third generation contains the heaviest versions of leptons and quarks, and contains the
tau lepton τ−, the tau-neutrino ντ , the top quark t, and the bottom quark b. For each
fermion f also the antifermion f¯ state exists with inverted charge, e.g. the antielectron
is also called positron e+.
Leptons participate only in electroweak interactions, while quarks, which carry color
charge, are also subject to the strong interaction. Each quark flavour can carry three
different color charges (red, green, blue). Quarks are the constituents of all hadronic
matter, i.e. baryons (qqq) and mesons (qq¯). Contrary to leptons, quarks are not
observed as free particles, and must always be confined inside colorless objects. The
3
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particles of the first generation build up the ordinary matter in the universe. Second
and third generation particles are mainly produced in high-energy interactions.
Table 2.1 shows a summary of the SM fermions, arranged in weak isospin doublets L
and Q, and singlets E, U and D, respectively. The third component of the weak isospin
T3, and the electric charge Q of a particle are connected via the weak hypercharge Y
by the relation Q = T3 + Y/2. The baryon number B and the lepton number L are
quantum numbers, which are conserved in the SM interactions.
The well established theory of gravity is not included in the SM framework. Com-
pared to the electroweak and strong interactions, gravitational interactions between
elementary particles are completely negligible. Furthermore, the theory of gravity is
not renormalisable.
Strong Interaction
Quarks were first postulated in 1964 by M. Gell-Mann in form of the quark model [4].
From this picture emerged Quantum Chromo Dynamics (QCD), which is based on
the symmetry gauge group SU(3)C . The SU(3)C gauge group describes the strong
interactions between particles with color charge. The generators of the SU(3)C gauge
group are the Gell-Mann matrices Gi. Quarks transform as triplets under SU(3)C
gauge transformations. Leptons on the other hand, as non-colored objects, transform
as singlets under SU(3)C , and do participate in strong interaction. The gauge bosons
of the strong interaction are the eight massless gluons gi, i = 1, .., 8. They carry color
charge themselves, and are thus subject to self-interactions. The strength of the strong
interaction, given by the strong coupling αs, increases with increasing distance between
two color charges. This leads to the so called confinement which explains why quarks
cannot be observed as free particles, but can only be confined inside colorless hadrons.
Experimentally, quarks are only observed as jets, which are collimated showers of
hadrons. The opposite effect, a decreasing strong coupling for decreasing distances
between color charges, is known as asymptotic freedom. Quarks are considered to
behave as quasi-free particles, when confined inside a hadron, e.g. the neutron or
the proton. Asymptotic freedom corresponds to a small strong coupling αs, and is a
pre-requisite for perturbative calculations in QCD.
Electroweak Interaction
The electroweak theory, or GSW theory [5], designed by S.L. Glashow, A. Salam and S.
Weinberg during 1961-67, gives a unified description for the electromagnetic and weak
interactions. The electroweak formalism is based on the symmetry group SU(2)L ×
U(1)Y . The weak hypercharge Y is the generator of the gauge group U(1)Y . For the
weak isospin, the Pauli matrices σi are the generators of the gauge group SU(2)L. The
intermediate weak bosons W+,W−,W 0, and the B0 boson mediate the electroweak
force between fermions with coupling constants g and g′. After electroweak symmetry
breaking is introduced by the Higgs mechanism (see following section), the neutral
intermediate weak bosons W 0 and B0 mix via the Weinberg angle θW to form the
neutral mass eigenstates of the electroweak interaction, the Z0-boson and the massless
photon γ:
4
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(
γ
Z0
)
=
(
cos θW sin θW
− sin θW cos θW
)(
B0
W 0
)
The electroweak couplings g′ and g are related via the Weinberg angle g
′
g
= tan(θW ),
which can be expressed by the masses of the W and Z bosons:
sin2 θW = 1− M
2
W
M2Z
.
The experimental value of θW depends on the momentum transfer Q at which it is
measured in particle interactions, and on the used renormalisation scheme. A precise
measurement in e+e− collisions at the Z boson mass yields in the modified minimal
subtraction scheme MS a value of sin2(θW ) = 0.23108±0.00005 [6], which corresponds
to a weak mixing angle θW ≈ 28.7◦.
The electromagnetic interaction is mediated via the massless photon with coupling
constant αqed between all fermions with an electric charge. The weak interaction is
mediated via the exchange of the weak vector gauge bosons W± and Z0. The neutral
weak gauge boson Z0 can be exchanged by all fermions. By contrast, the charged
weak gauge bosons W± only couple to left-handed fermions. To account for this parity
violation in weak interactions, which was observed first in 1957 [7], fermions are treated
differently depending on their chirality state. A fermion field ψ = ψL + ψR is defined,
as the linear combination of a left-handed ψL and a right-handed ψR component.
ψℓiL =
(
νi
ℓ−i
)
L
, ψqiL =
(
ui
d′i
)
L
ψℓiR = ℓi,R, ψ
ui
R = ui,R, ψ
d′i
R = d
′
i,R
i = 1, 2, 3 family generation index
The left-handed fermions belong to isospin doublets of the symmetry gauge group
SU(2)L, whereas the right-handed fermions transform as singlets. For down-type
quarks, the weak physical eigenstates d′, s′, b′ arise from the mass eigenstates d, s, b
through mixing via the Cabibbo-Kobayashi-Maskawa [8] (CKM) matrix VCKM : d
′
i =∑
j Vijdj . Four parameters are introduced to parametrise the unitary CKM-matrix:
three angles and one CP -violating phase. The neutrino is treated with zero mass in
the SM, and thus only left-handed neutrinos exist. Although neutrinos are considered
massless in the SM theory, measurements of atmospheric and solar neutrino fluxes have
established masses for neutrinos. A formalism exists which mixes the neutrino mass
eigenstates to form flavour eigenstates via the Pontecorvo-Maki-Nakagawa-Sakata [9]
(PMNS) mixing matrix VPMNS. Some properties of the SM interactions are summarised
in Table 2.2.
The Higgs Mechanism
The SM Lagrangian consists of a part for the electroweak and strong gauge interactions,
and a part that contains the Higgs potential and the Higgs Yukawa interactions [10].
Because explicit mass terms in the SM Lagrangian are not invariant under SU(2)L
gauge transformations, and would destroy the renormalisability of the SM theory, the
5
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Higgs mechanism is needed to generate masses of fermions and weak gauge bosons,
invented in 1964 by P. Higgs [11].
The Higgs mechanism introduces a complex scalar field H , which transforms as an
isospin doublet under SU(2)L in the SM. The potential for this Higgs field is given by
V (H) = m2(H†H) +
λ
2
(H†H)2 with λ > 0, m2 < 0,
with the Higgs mass parameter m2 and the Higgs coupling constant λ. The electroweak
symmetry is spontaneously broken by the Higgs field acquiring a non-vanishing vacuum
expectation value ν =
√
λ/m2. One physical neutral scalar Higgs boson h0 is expected
to emerge from symmetry breaking, which is expected to have a mass in the order
of the electroweak breaking scale MEW ∼ 100 GeV. The photon remains massless
after symmetry breaking, fermions acquire mass coupling to the Higgs field, and the
intermediate weak bosons mix to form the massive weak gauge bosons.
The scalar Higgs boson h0 is the only particle of the SM theory that has not yet
been discovered experimentally. The world’s largest colliders are built to discover the
mechanism that gives mass to the elementary particles. Searches at modern collider
experiments constrain the Higgs mass parameter mH at the 95% confidence level. The
direct search for the SM Higgs boson at LEP has set a lower bound on the Higgs mass
at mH > 114.4 GeV [12]. The LEP Electroweak Working Group [13] has published
indirect constraints on the Higgs mass, determined in a fit of the SM to precision elec-
troweak measurements. The most probable value for the SM Higgs boson is determined
to mH = 92
+34
−26
GeV [13], which is already excluded by the direct search limit. An
upper limit from this fit constrains the Higgs mass to be lower than mH < 161 GeV.
The χ2 distribution of the fit is shown in Figure 2.1.
The TeVatron Electroweak Working Group [14] excluded in direct searches for the
Higgs boson the mass range 100 GeV < mH < 108 GeV and 156 GeV < mH < 177 GeV
using an integrated luminosity of 8.6 fb−1 [15]. Leaving only a small window open for
the Higgs mass. Most recently, the LHC experiments ATLAS and CMS were able to
join the hunt for the Higgs boson, and excluded already a wide range of Higgs scenarios
using 1.0 − 2.3 fb−1 for mass hypotheses: 146 GeV < mH < 232 GeV, 256 GeV <
mH < 282 GeV, and 296 GeV < mH < 466 GeV by the ATLAS experiment [16]; and
145 GeV < mH < 216 GeV, 226 GeV < mH < 288 GeV, and 310 GeV < mH <
400 GeV by the CMS experiment [17]. Just a small range remains for the SM Higgs.
2.2 Electron-Proton Interactions in the Standard Model
The collisions of electrons1 and protons at high energies can be studied at the HERA
collider (see section 3.1) using the H1 apparatus (see section 3.2). A brief introduction
to the SM physics processes at HERA is given in the following.
The HERA accelerator is often compared to a huge electron microscope: The high
energetic electron probe is able to resolve the substructure of the proton in the scat-
tering process. The process by which the structure of the proton can be explored is
1The term electron is used in a generic way henceforth, i.e. referring to the charge of the electron
means distinguishing electrons and positrons.
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chiral fermion fields ψq,ℓ Q/e T3 Y
SU(3)C ,
SU(2)L
B L
L

 νe
e−


L

 νµ
µ−


L

 ντ
τ−


L
0
−1
+12
−12
−1 1,2 0
0
1
1
E e−R µ
−
R τ
−
R −1 0 −2 1,1 0 1
Q

 u
d′


L

 c
s′


L

 t
b′


L
+23
−13
+12
−12
+1
3
3,2
+13
+13
0
0
U uR cR tR +
2
3 0 +
4
3
3,1 +13 0
D d′R s
′
R b
′
R −13 0 −23 3,1 +13 0
Table 2.1: Summary of the particle field content of the SM. The electric charge Q,
the third component of the weak isospin T3, the weak hypercharge Y , the irreducible
representation within the symmetry gauge groups SU(3)C and SU(2)L, baryon number
B, and lepton number L are given.
force
gauge
symmetry
group
generator
gauge
bosons
Q/e T3
SU(3)C ,
SU(2)L
electromagnetic U(1)em Q γ 0 0 1, 1
weak SU(2)L
σi
(i = 1, 2, 3)
W+
W−
Z0
+1
−1
0
+1
−1
0
1, 3
electroweak SU(2)L × U(1)Y
Y
σi
(i = 1, 2, 3)
B0
W 1
W 2
W 3
0
+1
−1
0
0
+1
−1
0
1, 1
1, 3
strong SU(3)C
Gi =
Λi
2
(i = 1, .., 8)
gi 0 0 8, 1
Table 2.2: Summary of the gauge interactions in the SM. For each force, the underlying
gauge symmetry groups, generators of the gauge symmetry groups, the gauge bosons
mediating the force, the electric charge Q, the third component of the weak isospin
T3, and the irreducible representation within the symmetry gauge groups SU(3)C and
SU(2)L are given. The weak hypercharge Y is 0 for all gauge bosons.
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Figure 2.1: χ2 distribution for the electroweak fit of the SM Higgs mass mH obtained
from precision electroweak measurements at high virtualities Q2 in a fit of the SM [18].
The yellow band indicates exclusion limits from direct LEP [12] and TeVatron searches.
More recent results from the TeVatron [15] and the LHC [16; 17] are available.
called deep-inelastic scattering (DIS) [19]. In a naive picture of the proton, the quark
parton model (QPM) [20], the quantum numbers of the proton are explained by three
quark constituents, which carry on average each 1/3 of the proton momentum, two u
quarks, and one d quark. In the QPM, the partons are considered as non-interacting,
quasi-free particles inside the proton. In the QCD description of a proton, it consists
of interacting constituent partons, which are the so called valence quarks, and the so
called sea of gluons and sea-quark pairs. The valence quark contribution of the partons
to the proton structure is expressed in the uv quark, and dv valence quark probability
densities in the proton, also called valence parton density functions (pdfs). Assump-
tions about the intrinsic flavour content of the proton influence the predictions for the
pdfs.
In electron-proton scattering, the electron interacts via the exchange of a gauge boson
with a constituent from the proton. The quantity that defines the resolving power of
the electron probe inside the proton is the virtuality of the exchanged gauge boson Q2,
which corresponds to a spatial resolution ∆r ∼ 1/Q.
Depending on the type of the exchanged gauge bosons, different processes are dis-
tinguished in ep scattering at HERA. In lowest order neutral current (NC) DIS events
an electrically neutral γ or Z0 is exchanged between the electron and a quark from the
proton, and an electron in addition to the hadronic final system X are expected in the
final state (ep→ e+X). By the exchange of a charged W± with a quark the electron
transforms into an electron-neutrino. The process is called charged current (CC) DIS,
and a neutrino in addition to the hadronic final system is expected in the final state
8
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e± e± (νe)
P
q
q (q′)γ, Z
0 (W±)
}X
Figure 2.2: Schematic view of the deep-inelastic scattering processes at HERA. Shown
is a generic diagram for lowest order neutral current and charged current processes with
γ/Z and W± exchange between a parton (q) from the proton (P ) and an electron (e±),
respectively. The outgoing scattered electron or electron-neutrino (νe), as well as the
outgoing parton (q, q′) and the hadronic final state (X) are also indicated.
(ep → ν +X). A schematic drawing of the DIS processes is shown in Figure 2.2. For
very low virtualities Q2 ≈ 0 GeV2 of the exchanged photon, the scattering process is
called photoproduction (γp). If the ep scattering process involves a gluon instead of a
quark on the proton side, the process is called boson-gluon fusion, which is the dom-
inant process to produce heavy quark flavours at HERA. The QCD equivalent to the
QED Compton process, the QCD Compton process, by which quarks absorb virtual
photons and emit gluon radiation, has a sizeable cross section in ep scattering.
Kinematics of DIS
The kinematics of the DIS scattering process are described in the naive QPM using
four lorentz-invariant scalar quantities: the virtuality Q2 of the exchanged boson in
DIS; the momentum fraction x of the proton carried by the interacting quark; and the
inelasticity y of the scattering process. Neglecting masses, the quantites are related by
the squared centre-of-mass energy s by [19]
Q2 = x · y · s .
Consequently, only two of the quantities are independent at a fixed centre-of-mass
energy. For an electron-proton collider the squared centre-of-mass energy is given by
the mandelstam variable s = (p+ k)2 ≈ 4EeEp. With k denoting the incident electron
four-vector, k′ the outgoing electron four-vector, and p the incident proton four-vector,
the virtuality of the exchanged boson is defined as
Q2 = −q2 = −(k − k′)2 ,
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corresponding to the negative squared four-momentum transfer from the electron to
the parton. The momentum fraction x carried by the struck parton can be identified
with the Bjorken x scaling variable and is defined as [19]:
x =
Q2
2 · p · q
The fractional energy-loss of the incident electron describes the inelasticity y of an
event and is calculated as [19]
y =
p · q
p · k .
The experimental reconstruction of these quantities is discussed in section 6.1.
Neutral Current and Charged Current Cross Section in DIS
The NC DIS cross section formula in ep collisions can be expressed in terms of the
generalised structure functions F2, xF3 and FL. The neutral current Born-level cross
section in the ultra-relativistic approximation is given by [21]:
d2σBNC
dxdy
=
2πα2qeds
Q4
[
Y+F2(x,Q
2) + Y−xF3(x,Q
2)− y2FL(x,Q2)
]
where the fine structure constant αqed and the abbreviation Y± = 1 ± (1 − y)2 are
used. A similar description holds for the CC DIS cross section, using the generalised
structure functions W2,W3 and WL for charged currents [21]:
d2σBCC
dxdy
=
Gµs
4π
(
M2W
Q2 +M2W
)2 [
Y+W2(x,Q
2) + Y−W3(x,Q
2)− y2WL(x,Q2)
]
where the fermi constant Gµ is used. The exchange of W
± and Z0 bosons in weak
interactions is suppressed by their high masses in the propagators. At low values of
Q2, the exchange of photons dominates the scattering process. Only for high values
of Q2 ≫ M2W ,M2Z , the exchange of the electroweak bosons contributes significantly
to the cross sections, which decrease as 1/Q4. Measurements of the NC DIS and CC
DIS cross sections are shown in Figure 2.3a. For cross sections in ep scattering with
a polarized lepton beam, a dependence on the lepton beam polarization is expected.
A measurement of the CC DIS cross section is shown in Figure 2.3b. The structure
functions in the cross sections depend on the pdfs. A HERA measurement of pdfs is
shown in Figure 2.4.
2.3 Beyond the Standard Model
Despite the great success of the SM describing the phenomena observed at modern
collider experiments, some fundamental issues arise questioning the naturalness of the
theory. For example, why are there exactly 3 families of leptons and quarks? Is the
unification of strong and electroweak interactions possible? Where does the mass hier-
archy between elementary particles arise from? Why do we observe a matter-antimatter
10
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Figure 2.3: Shown is (a) a comparison of the measured differential cross sections
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(points, squares) with SM predictions (lines) [22]. (b) The positron beam polarisation
Pe dependence of the total inclusive charged current cross section σCC measured at H1
(points) compared to Monte Carlo predictions (lines) is shown [23].
asymmetry in the universe? The most popular candidate for a theory beyond the SM
is probably supersymmetry. Supersymmetry has been proposed to create an additional
symmetry between fermions and bosons. Its mathematical structure allows to resolve
some of the existing issues of the SM. It is considered a candidate for a grand unified
theory (GUT) [10]. A GUT theory is expected to unify the fundamental interactions,
and may also incorporate gravity.
The SM is expected to be the proper effective theory only up to a certain energy
scale, where effects from new physics are expected to manifest itself. Physics up to
the electroweak scale MEW ∼ 100 GeV, where the electroweak unification, or rather
breaking, takes place, are well in agreement with the predictions of the SM. However,
in GUT theories, a unification of the strong and electroweak interaction is expected at
the scale MGUT ∼ 1016 GeV [25]. The symmetry group SU(3)C × SU(2)L × U(1)Y of
the SM could be embedded in a higher dimensional gauge symmetry group within GUT
theories. The presence of these two distinctive scales MGUT and MEW is known as the
hierarchy problem. A breaking mechanism for the GUT group and the electroweak
theory, needs to be fine tuned at the level of MGUT /MEW ∼ 10−14 to produce the
desired symmetry breaking pattern [10]. A further problem due to the huge difference
in these scales arises from quadratic divergent corrections to the Higgs mass. Through
loop diagrams, divergent contributions of fermions and bosons to the bare Higgs mass
appear which can be regulated by imposing another scale, the cut-off scale Λ. The
light Higgs mass depends then quadratically on the cut-off scale Λ and would result in
a very heavy Higgs, not in agreement with a light Higgs expected from the electroweak
11
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Higgs mechanism. The effect can be compensated by a redefinition of the bare Higgs
mass which also has to be fine tuned to the level of ∼ 10−14. This level of fine tuning
is considered to violate the naturalness of the theory. A solution for the hierarchy
problem is provided in supersymmetric theories, where additional degrees of freedom,
in form of additional particles, automatically cancel the divergent contributions, such
that the naturalness problem does not occur [10].
A further drawback of the SM theory is found in the expected gauge coupling uni-
fication in connection with grand unification. The precise measurement of the gauge
couplings allows to check their evolution to higher energy scales, and thus check uni-
fication numerically. It is found, that the unification of the gauge couplings at the
GUT scale is impossible in the SM. Introducing additional degrees of freedom, again
in the form of new particles, influences the evolution of the gauge couplings, and it
has been shown that introducing a supersymmetric extension allows for a unification
at MGUT [25]. The unification is possible when the mass scale of new particles is in
the order of MSUSY ∼ 1 TeV [10], and if there exists for every boson a new partner
fermion, and vice versa.
Another hint for new physics comes from astronomy and cosmology. Measurements
of the cosmic microwave background indicate that the visible baryonic matter only
makes up for ∼ 5% of the energy density of the universe. The energy density of
the universe today is dominated by ∼ 23% dark matter and ∼ 72% dark energy.
Photons and neutrinos contribute with < 1% to the energy density. Dark matter
has been observed in astronomical measurements. Considering only the visible matter
cannot explain deviations in mass calculations of galaxies, clusters of galaxies and the
universe, as well as measurements of deviations from Newton’s Law in trajectories
12
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of galaxies, implying the existence of a substance which interacts gravitationally, but
has not been observed directly yet. Therefore it is expected that dark matter has a
gravitational mass, but does not interact via the electromagnetic interaction. None of
the SM particles is a good candidate for dark matter. Even neutrinos, which interact
only weakly, are not considered to be responsible for dark matter, since they are too
light. It is expected that dark matter can be identified with a particle, which has not
been observed so far. Some supersymmetric theories with an extended particle content
with respect to the SM contain particles, which are good candidates for dark matter.
The lightest supersymmetric particle, if not electrically charged and stable, represents
a good candidate for dark matter. The nature of dark energy is still unknown. Dark
energy is considered in cosmological models to be responsible for the expansion of the
universe.
2.4 Supersymmetry
A brief introduction to the concepts of supersymmetry (SUSY) is given in the following.
The foundations for SUSY were first proposed by J. Wess and B. Zumino 1974 [26].
The idea of SUSY is to introduce new particles which are superpartners of the SM
particles. The generator Q of the SUSY algebra transforms fermions into bosons and
vice versa, transforming SM particles into their superpartners [10].
Q |fermion〉 = |boson〉 and Q |boson〉 = |fermion〉
The dimension N of the generatorQ determines how many superpartners per SM parti-
cle exist. For N = 1 supersymmetry, the minimal extension with respect to the particle
content, one additional particle per SM particle, called superparner, is predicted. A
detailed description of the minimal supersymmetric standard model (MSSM) can be
found elsewhere [27]. The following sections introduce briefly the new particles and
their properties. Since none of these particles has been observed yet, supersymmetry
must be broken, and the masses of the new particles, the mixing and phases in the
MSSM introduce additional 105 free parameters for the supersymmetric extension, in
addition to the 19 parameters of the SM.
Particle Content of the MSSM
The left-handed and right-handed fermions of the SM behave differently under gauge
transformations, and therefore each chirality state must have its own scalar super-
partner. The SM particles are grouped together with their superpartners in chiral
supermultiplets [28]. The superpartners of the left- and right-handed electron are, for
instance, the left- and right-handed selectrons e˜L and e˜R, where the chirality refers
to the SM partner. Similarly, the superpartners of muons and taus are referred to as
smuons µ˜L,R and staus τ˜L,R. This differentiation is obsolete for neutrinos, since SM
neutrinos are always left-handed, and their superpartners, the sneutrinos, are denoted
by ν˜e,µ,τ . The superpartners of quarks are so called squarks, and referred to as q˜L and
q˜R with q = u, c, t, d, s, b. The properties of these scalar superpartners are identical to
their SM partners, i.e. the superpartners of left-handed fermions (right-handed anti-
fermions) couple in weak interactions to the superpartners of W± bosons, whereas the
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superpartners of right-handed fermions (left-handed anti-fermions) do not.
Also the scalar Higgs boson must be grouped in a chiral supermultiplet in supersym-
metric theories [28]. In order to avoid a gauge anomaly, it is required that there must
be at least two chiral supermultiplets for the Higgs. From the point of mass generation,
also two chiral Higgs supermultiplets are needed. One with hypercharge Y = +1, in
order to have the necessary Yukawa couplings to give mass to up-type quarks with
Q/e = +2/3, and a second Higgs supermultiplet with hypercharge Y = −1 is needed
with Yukawa couplings to down-type quarks with Q/e = −1/3 and charged leptons
with Q/e = −1. The new SU(2)L doublets Hu and Hd are
Hu =
(
H+u
H0u
)
Hd =
(
H0d
H−d
)
.
The neutral scalar SM Higgs boson h0 is considered to be a linear combination of the
H0u and H
0
d components. In total, five physical Higgs particles emerge in the minimal
supersymmetric extenstion: the rather light neutral h0; the heavier neutral H0; the
charged H+, H−; and the pseudo-scalar A0. The superpartners of the Higgs bosons are
called higgsinos and denoted H˜+u , H˜
0
u and H˜
0
d , H˜
−
d . The SU(2)L Higgs doublets acquire
non-zero vacuum expectation values vu and vd, respectively. The ratio of Higgs vacuum
expectation values tanβ = vu/vd is a free parameter in the theory.
The vector gauge bosons of the SM are grouped together with their superpartners
in gauge supermultiplets [28]. The gauge bosons mediating the electroweak interaction
W+,W 0,W− and B0 have fermionic superpartners, the winos W˜+, W˜ 0, W˜− and the
bino B˜0. The parameters M1 and M2 are the masses for the B˜0 and W˜ 0, respectively.
The mixtures of W˜ 0 and B˜0 after electroweak symmetry breaking are called zino Z˜ and
photino γ˜, corresponding to the superpartners of the SM Z0 and γ. The superpartners
of the SU(3)C color-octet gluons, mediating the strong interaction, are the color-octet
gluinos g˜. The masses of gluinos are described by the parameterM3. The superpartners
of gauge bosons are called gauginos. The couplings of gauginos are considered to be the
same as for their SM partner gauge bosons: electromagnetic, weak and strong coupling,
respectively.
Mixing in the Gaugino Sector of the MSSM
Due to electroweak symmetry breaking effects, the superpartners of the gauge bosons
and the higgsinos are not the mass eigenstates of the theory [28]. Mixing occurs between
superpartners with the same quantum numbers. The neutral states photino γ˜, zino
Z˜ and the two neutral higgsinos H˜01 and H˜
0
2 mix to form four physical states, called
neutralinos χ0i with i = 1, 2, 3, 4. Similar mixing occurs in the charged gaugino and
higgsino sector. The charged wino W˜± and the charged higgsino states H˜+1 and H˜
−
2
mix to form two physical states, called charginos χ±j with j = 1, 2. The indices i and
j arrange the states by their masses, thus χ01 gives for example the lightest neutralino
state, which typically is in most SUSY models the lightest supersymmetric particle
(LSP). The masses and the composition of neutralinos and charginos are determined
by the bino and wino mass scales M1 and M2, respectively, and by the values of tanβ
and a mixing parameter µ, which describes the mixing of the Higgs doublets. The mass
scalesM1 andM2 can be related assuming gauge coupling unification at the GUT scale
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by
M1 =
5
3
tan2 θWM2.
The set of parameters µ, tanβ,M2 is sufficient to calculate the masses and composition
of neutralinos and charginos, assuming a radiative electroweak symmetry breaking
(REWSB) mechanism [29]. The neutralino mixing matrix Nij in the (B˜
0, W˜ 0, H˜0u, H˜
0
d)
basis and the transition to matrix entries N ′ij in the (γ˜, Z˜, H˜
0
u, H˜
0
d) basis is given by [30]:

χ01
χ02
χ03
χ04

 = N
′
ij


γ˜
Z˜
H˜0u
H˜0d


N ′j1 = Nj1 cos θW +Nj2 sin θW
N ′j2 = −Nj1 sin θW +Nj2 cos θW
N ′j3 = Nj3
N ′j4 = Nj4
Nij =


M1 0 −mZ sin θW cos β −mZ sin θW sin β
0 M2 −mZ cos θW cosβ −mZ cos θW sin β
−mZ sin θW cosβ −mZ cos θW cosβ 0 −µ
−mZ sin θW sin β −mZ cos θW sin β −µ 0


The mass spectra of neutralinos and charginos are illustrated in Figure 2.5 for tan β =
2, 6, 10 and 50 at M2 = 150 GeV, as function of the Higgs mixing parameter µ. The
values for µ, M2 and tan β considered in this analysis are motivated by previous SUSY
searches at LEP [31]. The masses of the gauginos χ02 and χ
±
1 are almost degenerate at
µ = −200 GeV, and close to the value of M2. The mass of the χ01 at µ = −200 GeV is
M2/2. At µ = 200 GeV, a stronger mass hierarchy between neutralinos and charginos
is predicted. Visible is also the small region, where the lightest chargino state is even
lighter than the lightest neutralino. For high tanβ, the mass spectra of neutralinos
and charginos become nearly symmetric in µ. For the lightest neutralino χ01, the
dependence of the mass on the parameters µ and M2 is shown for several values of
tanβ in Figure 2.6. The composition of neutralinos and charginos in terms of the
superpartners of the gauge bosons is shown exemplary for the case of the lightest
neutralino χ01 in Figure 2.7 in the µ − M2 plane at several values of tanβ. This
illustration evaluates the neutralino mixing matrix calculated with the SUSYGEN3 [32]
software for the given set of parameters. A component is labelled dominant if the
corresponding entries in the neutralino mixing matrix [30] squared N ′2ij in the photino-
zino-higgsino basis (N ′21j for χ
0
1) are bigger than the others. The clearest separation
between a photino and zino dominated LSP is found for low tanβ, thus tan β = 2 will
be used to study consequences of the LSP composition. At high negative values of
the parameter µ a dominant photino component, and for high positive values of µ a
dominant zino component for the LSP is found. For increasing tanβ, the regions of
photino and zino dominated χ01 shift in the parameter space. This leads for example
to photino dominated χ01 scenarios at positive values of the parameter µ, and a small
region of zino dominated χ01 scenarios at negative values of µ for high tan β = 50. The
higgsino component increases as well for higher tanβ. The composition of neutralinos
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Figure 2.5: Dependence of neutralino χ0i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) and chargino χ
±
j (j = 1, 2)
masses on the parameter µ for tan β = 2, 6, 10 and 50 and M2 = 150 GeV calculated
with the SUSYGEN3 [32] software.
and charginos affects strongly the phenomenology of SUSY models, as the final state
topologies expected from their decays vary depending on their composition.
Mixing in the Sfermion Sector of the MSSM
Mixing occurs also between the electroweak eigenstates and the mass eigenstates in the
sfermion sector [10]. Although squarks and sleptons are spin-0 particles, they can have
different chirality states, corresponding to the chirality of their SM partner. The left-
handed squarks q˜L and sleptons ℓ˜L mix with the right-handed squarks q˜R and sleptons
ℓ˜R to form the physical mass eigenstates q˜1,2 and ℓ˜1,2 which can differ in their masses.
The mixing matrix for the squared stop squark mass is for example given by [10]:
(
mt˜L mt(At − µ cotβ)
mt(At − µ cotβ) mt˜R
)
The eigenvalues of this matrix are the mass eigenstates. The diagonal entries contain
the trilinear top coupling At, the mixing parameter µ and tanβ, and the mass of the
16
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Figure 2.6: Mass of the lightest neutralino χ01 in the µ −M2 plane for several values
of tan β = 2, 6, 10 and 50 calculated with the SUSYGEN3 [32] software. Models with
µ = 0 GeV have no REWSB solution. Upper limits from the LEP experiments constrain
the mass for the lightest neutralino up toMχ0
1
& 40−50 GeV at 95% confidence level [33].
top quark. For the other squarks and sleptons similar matrices are obtained. Thus, due
to the high top quark mass in the diagonal, the strongest mixing effects are expected for
the stop squark. The largest mixing effects are generally expected for third generation
squarks and sleptons. A very light t˜1 state, compared to the masses of the other
squarks, is expected, making it the lightest squark in large parts of the supersymmetric
parameter space. Large mixing effects are also expected for the sbottom and the stau.
The mixing is expected to be small for small values of tanβ and becomes significant
for higher values of tan β. The mixing and existence of light squark states affects the
expected production cross sections, leading to larger cross sections for the light states.
For very small masses of the SM partners the mixing effects are expected to be very
weak. Thus first and second generation squarks and sleptons are expected to be almost
unmixed and degenerate in mass.
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The component with the highest value N ′2ij with respect to the other components in
the neutralino mixing matrix [30] is considered to be dominant. The region where the
chargino is the LSP is also indicated (magenta region). A coarse grid ∼ 3 GeV was used
for the visualisation.
R-parity and the Proton Decay
The mathematical structure of supersymmetry uses the superspace notation with su-
perfields which contain the objects within the supermultiplets. The interactions and
masses of all particles are determined by a superpotential in the MSSM Lagrangian.
Additional Yukawa interactions with respect to the SM theory appear in the construc-
tion of the MSSM Lagrangian [10]. An additional term describing the mixing between
the Higgs fields is introduced, and a bilinear and three trilinear Yukawa terms, violat-
ing the baryon and lepton number conservation, appear in the superpotential of the
most general, gauge invariant and renormalisable supersymmetric theory. Extending
the SU(2)L doublets L and Q, and the singlets E,U and D (see table 2.1) to contain
the supermultiplets, the trilinear Yukawa part of the superpotential can be written
as [10]
W = λijkLiLjE¯k + λ′ijkLiQjD¯k + λ′′ijkU¯iU¯jD¯k ,
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ℓ˜
ℓ
ℓ
∼ λ
q˜ (ℓ˜)
q (q)
ℓ (q)
∼ λ′
q˜
q
q
∼ λ′′
Figure 2.8: Generic diagrams for Rp violating terms in the superpotential (left) λLLE¯,
(middle) λ′LQD¯ and (right) λ′′U¯ U¯D¯. The processes also violate lepton number conser-
vation (left and middle) and baryon number conservation (right). The process in the
middle couples leptons ℓ and quarks q to squarks q˜ or quarks to sleptons ℓ˜ [34].
where λijk, λ
′
ijk and λ
′′
ijk are 45 dimensionless Yukawa couplings and i, j, k denote
the lepton or quark generation 1, 2, 3. Including the first two terms in the SUSY
Lagrangian leads to lepton number violating processes, coupling two SM fermions to a
SUSY scalar. Including the third process leads to baryon number violating processes.
Baryon and lepton number violating processes are absent in the SM, and therefore these
terms have to be suppressed or excluded from the theory in order to agree with present
observations, although there is no theoretical requirement that forbids these terms a
priori in the superpotential. The existence of these additional Yukawa couplings would
result in new types of interactions, as depicted in Figure 2.8. The phenomenology
of SUSY models depends strongly upon the inclusion or exclusion of these terms, or
rather the strength of the 45 couplings, since the new interactions allow the creation
and decay of single squarks and sleptons via SM fermions. Also the LSP becomes
unstable and decays via off-shell SUSY particles into SM particles.
A new multiplicative quantum number R-parity [35] is defined
Rp = (−1)3B−L+2S ,
where B denotes the baryon number, L the lepton number and s the spin of a particle.
It follows from this definition that Rp = +1 for all SM particles and Rp = −1 for all
SUSY particles.
Conservation of R-parity ensures that the interactions in SUSY models are basically
the same as in the SM. Two of three particles at an interaction vertex must be replaced
by their superpartners. Hence, it follows that SUSY particles can only be produced
pair-wise and that the lightest supersymmetric particle cannot decay into two SM
particles. The latter consequence makes the LSP stable, and a good candidate for the
dark matter observed in astrophyics.
The violation of R-parity (6Rp) in elementary particle interactions has severe influ-
ence on the phenomenology of SUSY models [36], allowing additional Yukawa interac-
tions. Introducing R-parity violating interactions, baryon and lepton number violating
processes may lead to the instability of the proton and the subsequent decay into
pion and electron p → π0e+ via a combination of the couplings λ′ and λ′′. Strong
bounds on the product of these couplings are derived from proton lifetime measure-
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Figure 2.9: Proton decay into positron and neutral pion p→ π0e+ in R-parity violating
supersymmetry via a combination of the couplings λ′ and λ′′ [10].
ments τ(p→ π0e+) > 8.2 · 1033 years [6] in this decay mode. A diagram of the process
is shown in Figure 2.9. The amplitude for this process is ∼ λ′λ′′/m2
d˜R
which con-
strains the product λ′ · λ′′ to be smaller than 1025 for squark masses md˜R smaller than
a few TeV [37]. A common assumption is therefore, that most of the 6Rp couplings
are zero and only an explicit single coupling dominates the phenomenology [35]. This
single coupling dominance hypothesis will be used when supersymmetric scenarios are
studied. The stability of the proton can also be guaranteed in R-parity violating mod-
els through the introduction of additional symmetries like baryon triality and proton
hexality, discussed elsewhere [38]. Models for the spontaneous breaking of R-parity
and explicit R-parity violation through bilinear terms have also been discussed in the
literature [39].
Breaking of Supersymmetry
SUSY particles are expected to have the same properties as their SM partners. In par-
ticular, identical masses to their SM partners are expected for the superpartners. None
of the additional particles, that appear in supersymmetric models, has been observed
so far, therefore supersymmetry must be broken and the masses of SUSY particles are
expected to be of the order of the SUSY breaking scale MSUSY ∼ 1 TeV [10].
Theorists have found various mechanisms for the breaking of supersymmetry. A
hidden sector is assumed in most of these models from which the breaking is mediated
via some messenger particle to the visible sector [10]. The type of messenger particle
influences strongly the phenomenology of the specific supersymmetric model and allows
usually a reduction of the 124 free parameters of the MSSM. The minimal supergravity
(mSUGRA) model [29] includes gravity and assumes that supersymmetry breaking is
mediated via gravitational interactions. A superpartner for the graviton that medi-
ates gravity is introduced, called gravitino, which becomes massive. Gauge mediated
symmetry breaking (GMSB) assumes mediation of the breaking by gauge particles and
allows the construction of a renormalisable theory. The gravitino has typically a mass
in the order of eV−keV in GMSB models and represents usually the LSP [10]. In these
models, the type of the next-to-lightest supersymmetric particle determines the model
phenomenology. Anomaly mediated symmetry breaking (AMSB) does not assume a
direct mediation of the breaking from a hidden sector, but breaking due to a confor-
mal anomaly [10]. The gaugino masses are generated in AMSB models at one loop,
scalar masses at two loops, but the model yields tachyonic sleptons at tree level. The
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expected mass spectra for SUSY particles at low energies vary strongly between these
models, predicting almost degenerate neutralino and chargino states in the AMSB, and
a usually larger ratio of squark to slepton masses in GMSB models than for mSUGRA
models [10].
The mSUGRA Model
The mSUGRA model [29] in the N = 1 supersymmetry case is the most widely studied
SUSY model and has been studied at HERA previously [34; 40]. The gravitino in
mSUGRA does usually not affect the phenomenology in collider experiments due to
its weak gravitational couplings and a mass in the order of the electroweak scale. For
squarks and sleptons a common mass m0 at the GUT scale is assumed in mSUGRA
models. A relation between the gaugino mass scales M1,M2 and M3
M3 =
αs
α
sin2 θWM2 =
3
5
αs
α
cos2 θWM1
is assumed, which unify at the GUT scale to a common gaugino mass m1/2. The
trilinear couplings are expected to unify to a common trilinear coupling A0. Mixing
in the sfermion and gaugino sector is determined by the Higgs mixing parameter µ
and the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values tanβ. Requiring REWSB allows the
construction of a complete mSUGRA model by the choice of the 5 parameters
m0, m1/2, A0, tan β, sign(µ) ,
which yield a complete set of supersymmetric particle masses and couplings, calculated
using renormalisation group equations [10]. The ratio of gaugino mass scales is at any
energy scale
M3 : M2 : M1 ≈ 7 : 2 : 1 ,
predicting much higher masses for gluinos than for neutralinos and charginos in mSUGRA
models.
R-parity Conserving Creation and Decay of SUSY particles
The interactions in the MSSM and mSUGRA models, which conserve Rp, are identical
to the SM interactions with two of the particles exchanged for their superpartners [34].
The processes
q˜ → qχ0i and q˜L → qχ±j
are considered to be the dominant Rp conserving decay modes for squarks studied
in this analysis, since the masses of gluinos Mgluino are expected to be higher than
the squark masses Mgluino > Msquark, with Mgluino ∼ 1 TeV in the considered model
scenarios. The decay of squarks to gluinos, if kinematically allowed, would proceed
with the strong coupling gs. In weak interactions, the chirality state of superpartners
has to be accounted for. Only left-handed squarks q˜L and sleptons ℓ˜L are allowed
to couple to the wino component of charginos. Right-handed squarks q˜L decay almost
completely to neutralinos, and couple only to the higgsino component of charginos with
coupling strength proportional to the mass of the quark mq. Left-handed squarks q˜L,
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Figure 2.10: Feynman diagrams for Rp conserving squark decay into photino, zino,
wino or higgsinos and a quark. Only left-handed squarks couple to winos. The coupling
strength at the vertices correspond to the electromagnetic eq and the weak coupling g
strength, and the Higgs coupling to the mass of the quark mq [34].
by contrast, will decay almost completely into charginos in electroweak interactions.
Figure 2.10 shows diagrams for these processes and the couplings involved. Neutralino
and chargino decay modes into a fermion and the scalar superpartner open up if kine-
matically allowed:
χ0i → qq˜, ℓ±ℓ˜∓, νν˜ and χ±i qq˜′,→ ℓ±ν˜, νℓ˜±
Additional gaugino-higgsino-Higgs and gaugino-gaugino-vector boson couplings for
neutralinos and charginos allow the decay of χ01 and χ
±
1 into a scalar Higgs h
0, and the
heavier H0, H±, A0 and W±, Z0 bosons, respectively, if kinematically allowed. Usually
the h0 is the lightest Higgs in SUSY models [34].
Additional Rp conserving neutralino and chargino three-body decays via off-shell
particles open up, if the above mentioned two-body decays are kinematically inacces-
sible [41]. Neutralinos and charginos decay in cascades down to the LSP and fermion-
(anti-)fermion ff ′, (f f¯) pairs:
χ0i → χ0jf f¯ , χ0i → χ±j ff ′, χ±i → χ±j f f¯ , χ±2 → χ±1 f f¯
Figure 2.11 shows diagrams for Rp conserving three-body decays of neutralinos and
charginos. The Sleptons decay electroweak into neutralinos and charginos, and charged
or neutral leptons:
ℓ˜± → ℓ±χ0i , ℓ˜± → νχ±i , ν˜ → ℓ∓χ±i , ν˜ → ℓ∓χ±i
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Figure 2.11: Feynman diagrams for Rp conserving three-body decay of neutralinos
and charginos into fermion pairs and the LSP χ01 [34; 41].
R-parity Violating Creation and Decay of SUSY particles
The Yukawa couplings λ, λ′ and λ′′ in R-parity violating models lead to couplings of
single squarks and sleptons to SM particles. The lightest neutralino becomes unstable
in 6Rp models and may also decay into SM particles. Of special interest for this analysis
are scenarios with a non-zero 6Rp coupling λ′, which allow the resonant production
of single squarks in electron-proton collisions via a squark-quark-lepton vertex. For
non-zero couplings λ′ the direct decay of squarks into leptons and quarks opens up.
The following interactions become possible in the MSSM Lagrangian considering the
expansion of the λ′LQD term in the 6Rp superpotential [10]:
LLiQjD¯k = λ′ijk[−e˜iLujLd¯kR − eiLu˜jLd¯kR − (e¯iL)cujLd˜k∗R
+ν˜iLd
j
Ld¯
k
R + ν
i
Ld˜
j
Ld¯
k
R + (ν¯
i
L)
cdjLd˜
k∗
R ] + c.c.
Figure 2.12 shows diagrams for each of these processes.
Since squarks couple to leptons and quarks, they can be considered similar to lep-
toquarks (LQs) [42]. In fact, the cross section for the 6Rp squark production is the
same as for some LQs. There is a correspondence between the 6Rp creation and decay
of squarks and some scalar LQs [43]. The u˜jL squarks and the scalar S˜1/2 LQ, and
the d˜kR squarks and the scalar S˜0 LQ have the same quantum numbers, and the direct
decays to SM particles are identical. The difference is that also Rp conserving decays
are possible for squarks. Because the resonant single production of squarks is possible
in 6Rp SUSY, in principle squarks with masses up to the centre-of-mass energy could be
produced. Squarks at HERA can be produced by the fusion of the incoming lepton and
a parton from the quark, thus the mass of a resonantly produced squark is given by
the energy in the centre-of-mass system of the colliding electron and the quark. For a
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Figure 2.12: Feynman diagrams for 6Rp interactions for non-zero couplings λ′ijk. Each
diagram represent a vertex from the λ′LQD operator of the 6Rp superpotential [34].
quark with the momentum fraction x, the mass is given by Msquark =
√
xs. Therefore,
a resonance peak is expected for resonant squark production in the x distribution at
x =M2squark/s [34].
Considering the structure of the proton, it is much more probable that the electron
interacts with one of the valence quarks, rather than with quarks and antiquarks from
the sea. As a consequence, different dominant squark production processes are expected
in e+p and e−p collisions, though in principle, the same processes are possible in both
types of collisions. For an initial positron beam, it is expected that the dominant
process is the production of a u˜jL quark of generation j = 1, 2, 3 via the 6Rp couplings
λ′1j1, whereas with an initial electron beam, the dominant process is expected to be
the production of d˜kR squarks of generation k = 1, 2, 3. The squark production cross
sections for u˜jL and d˜
k
R are identical to the production of the S˜1/2 and S˜0 leptoquarks.
The inclusive production cross sections for the dominant processes are derived from
leptoquark production and can be expressed as [42]:
σ(e+p→ u˜jL +X) ∝ λ′21j1 · d
(
x =
m2
u˜j
L
s
)
σ(e−p→ d˜kR +X) ∝ λ′211k · u
(
x =
m2
d˜k
R
s
)
The production cross sections depend quadratically on the value of the λ′ couplings,
and on the involved pdfs u(x) and d(x). The squared squark mass m2q˜ is chosen as
the hard scale at which the pdfs are evaluated. Production cross sections are shown
in Figure 2.13 for the processes e+p −→ u˜jL + X via a non-zero λ′1j1 coupling, and
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Figure 2.13: Inclusive cross sections σ for the processes e+p −→ u˜jL+X (straight line)
via the 6Rp coupling λ′1j1, and e−p −→ d˜kR +X (dashed line) via λ′11k at several values of
the couplings λ′ = 0.3, 0.1, 0.01 and 0.001.
e−p −→ d˜kR + X via a non-zero λ′11k coupling for several values of the couplings λ′.
At high mass, the production cross section for d˜kR squarks in e
−p collisions is almost
twice as high as the cross section for u˜jL squark production in e
+p collisions, as expected
from the higher u(x) quark density in the proton with respect to the d(x) quark density
at medium to high x. For high squark masses, the squark production cross sections
decrease rapidly, following the steep decrease of the parton densities at high x → 1.
The cross sections are obtained in this analysis using the leading order amplitudes for
leptoquark production [42], corrected using multiplicative k-factors [44] to account for
next-to-leading order effects.
The partial 6Rp decay width for squarks decaying directly via the 6Rp couplings λ′ into
electron-quark or neutrino-quark pairs is the same as for the decay of leptoquarks [34;
42], given by:
Γ 6Rp =
1
16π
λ′21jk Msquark
The variation of Γ6Rp with the squark mass Msquark is only linear, while the coupling
enters quadratically. E.g. for a coupling λ′21jk = 0.1, a squark mass in the range
Msquark = 100 − 290 GeV yields Γ6Rp(Msquark = 100 − 290 GeV) = 20 − 60 MeV.
Whereas for a coupling λ′21jk = 0.01, the partial 6Rp decay width is substantially smaller:
Γ 6Rp = 200− 600 keV. The processes
u˜jL
λ′
1j1−→ e+d and d˜kR
λ′
11k−→ e+u, d˜kR
λ′
11k−→ νd
are considered for the direct decay of squarks. The λ′LQD term contains the two
SU(2)L supermultiplets L and Q, and the singlet supermultiplet D. Therefore, either
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Figure 2.14: Feynman diagrams for 6Rp three-body decay of the lightest neutralino χ01
via λ′111 [34; 45].
interactions of the type eud or νdd are allowed. As a consequence, the right–handed
d˜kR squarks can decay either into e
− + u or νe + d, while the left-handed u˜
j
L squarks
decay into e+ + d only.
Via gauge interactions, the decay of squarks into gluinos, neutralinos and charginos
is possible. The decay to gluinos is expected to be dominant if kinematically allowed.
In the considered parameter space of the MSSM, the decay to gluinos can be neglected.
For small values of λ′, the decay to neutralinos and charginos is expected to dominate
the branching ratio of squark decays. Higher neutralino and chargino states, produced
in squark decays, decay in cascades down to the lightest neutralino or chargino which,
in turn, have 6Rp decay modes into SM fermions:
χ01
λ′−→ e±qq′, χ01 λ
′−→ νqq¯ and χ±1 λ
′−→ e±qq¯, χ±1 λ
′−→ νqq′
Diagrams for the decay modes of the lightest neutralino via the 6Rp coupling λ′111 are
shown in Figure 2.14 [45]. The decay modes of the lightest chargino via the 6Rp coupling
λ′111 are shown in Figure 2.15 [46].
Indirect Constraints on 6Rp Couplings
Additional constraints are derived from precision observables constraining the 6Rp cou-
plings λijk, λ
′
ijk and λ
′′
ijk. The indirect limits derived from neutrinoless double beta
decay experiments [47] (ββ0ν) and precision observables like tests of charged current
universality [48] (CCU), as well as atomic parity violation [49] (APV), which constrain
the couplings λ′1j1 and λ
′
11k, will be introduced in the following. Updated values for
the limits are shown here [35].
High precision measurements of the neutral current parity violation in muonic atoms
and cesium atoms constrain the production of leptoquarks in ep interactions at high
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Figure 2.15: Feynman diagrams for 6Rp three-body decay of the lightest chargino via
via λ′111 [34; 46].
momentum transfer at HERA. The APV limits set constraints on the strength of λ′1j1
and λ′11k couplings [35]:
λ′1j1, λ
′
11k < 0.03
( mu˜j
L
,d˜k
R
100 GeV
)
(j, k = 1, 2, 3)
A λ′LQD operator would give extra contributions to semileptonic quark decays.
Using experimental measurements of the Vud CKM matrix element, a more severe
CCU limit on the coupling λ′11k is obtained [35]:
λ′11k < 0.02
(
md˜k
R
100 GeV
)
(k = 1, 2, 3)
In the 6Rp MSSM, the neutrinoless double beta decay becomes possible via a non-
zero coupling λ′111 [35]. The limit from the non-observation of this process puts severe
constraints on the coupling
λ′111 < 0.00033
(
Msquark ·Msquark
100 · 100 GeV2
)
Msquark = mu˜L , md˜R .
The indirect limits assume the single coupling dominance hypothesis.
2.5 R-parity Violating Supersymmetry at HERA
The ep collider HERA (see section 3.1) is ideally suited to search for new particle
production in lepton-hadron collisions. Allowing the R-parity violating interactions in
SUSY models, opens the possibility for single resonant squark production via the LQD
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Figure 2.16: Feynman diagrams for the single resonant s-channel production of right–
handed d˜kR squarks in e
−p collisions (a) and left–handed u˜jL squarks in e
+p collisions
(b) with subsequent decays into SM particles via Yukawa couplings λ′11k or λ
′
1j1, respec-
tively [1]. The right–handed d˜kR squarks can decay either into e
−+ u or νe+ d, while the
left-handed u˜jL squarks decay into e
+ + d only.
operator. A non-zero coupling λ′1jk leads to the production of squarks with subsequent
decay to SM particles, eventually over cascades of neutralinos, charginos, gluinos and
possibly lighter squarks and sleptons. Previous searches for 6Rp SUSY at HERA with
the H1 experiment [50; 51; 52; 53] have shown no signs of an excess in data over the
SM prediction, and set direct limits on the strength of the 6Rp couplings.
Final State Topologies
Several exclusive selection channels are defined to select candidate events from 6Rp
squark production. Squark decays are expected to be visible as an excess of data
events measured in the topologies over the SM background expectation. Depending on
the decay mode of squarks, different particles in the final state of a squark decay are
expected, and the following signal channels are distinguished [1]:
A single high transverse momentum (PT ) electron, balanced by a high PT jet, is
expected from direct 6Rp decay of squarks, therefore a selection channel based on these
objects, denoted eq channel is defined. For d˜kR squarks, the decay to a neutrino bal-
anced by a high PT jet is expected, and a decay channel denoted νq channel is defined
for candidate events. The u˜jL squarks cannot decay into a neutrino and a single jet.
These final states mimic the signatures of NC and CC DIS events at high Q2 and
a high amount of irreducible SM background is expected to contribute to the selec-
tions. Additional contributions by events with mis-identified particles are expected
from photoproduction processes. Diagrams for the resonant production, followed by
the subsequent direct decay, are shown in Figure 2.16. Squark decays involving gaug-
inos produce more complex final states, with multiple leptons and jets. Decay modes
which result in a single electron and multiple jets in the final state contribute to the
eMJ channel. The charge of the final state electron can be measured, and is used to
distinguish between candidate events for a right (same sign) charge and a wrong (op-
posite sign) charge channel eMJ(RC) and eMJ(WC), which are defined with respect
to the incident electron charge. The eMJ(RC) final state corresponds to the expected
final state of higher order NC DIS events. The final state selected in the eMJ(WC)
channel, with an opposite sign electron, has no corresponding SM process, thus it is
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Figure 2.17: Feynman diagrams for squark decays proceeding via gauginos in the
case of right–handed down–type squarks (a) and left–handed up–type squarks (b) with
subsequent 6Rp decay into SM fermions via Yukawa couplings λ′11k or λ′1j1, respectively [1].
The resulting final states may contain multileptons and multijets. The right–handed d˜kR
squarks decay to neutralinos χ0i (i = 1, 2, 3, 4) or gluinos g˜, and decays into charginos are
suppressed. By contrast, u˜jL squarks decay mainly to charginos χ
+
i (i = 1, 2).
expected to be almost background free. Squark decay modes producing neutrinos and
multiple jets in the final state are selected in the νMJ channel. The signature cor-
responds to higher order CC DIS events at high Q2. Further final states including
additional leptons from the cascade decay of gauginos are distinguished. Figure 2.17
exemplarily shows diagrams for squark decay modes leading to multijet and multilep-
ton final states. Multijet events with two electrons are selected in the eeMJ channel,
multijet events with a muon and an electron in the eµMJ channel. Final states with
a neutrino, an electron and multijets contribute to the eνMJ channel, and final states
that contain a neutrino, a muon and multiple jets are selected in the νµMJ channel.
Only small contributions from higher order and rare SM processes are expected in these
selection channels. Table 2.3 summarises the selection channels based on the final state
topologies, and shows the typical processes leading to the selected final states.
2.6 SM Physics and Physics Beyond the SM at HERA
HERA physics has a wide spectrum, ranging from precision measurements of SM prop-
erties to searches for exotic particles in beyond the SM theories. A complete overview
may be found elsewhere [54], a short summary of a few measurements is given in the
following. The H1 experiment (as well as the ZEUS experiment) has measured pre-
cisely neutral and charged current cross sections [22], also with polarized electron and
positron beams [23]. A combined measurement of the NC and CC DIS cross sections
in ep collisions by the ZEUS and H1 experiments is shown in Figure 2.3a. The reduced
cross section for CC DIS with respect to the NC DIS cross section at low Q2 is due
to the high mass of the electroweak bosons, and the propagator term of the massless
photon, which gives the dominant contribution to the NC DIS cross section at low
Q2. For Q2 & M2W ≈ 6500 GeV2 the NC and CC DIS cross sections become similar
in magnitude. The influence of differences in the pdfs of the partons involved in the
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scattering process leads to lower CC DIS cross sections for e+p than for e−p scattering.
The helicity dependence of CC weak interactions is measured in the CC DIS cross
section with a longitudinally polarised lepton beam, shown in Figure 2.3b. The total
CC DIS cross section vanishes for full left-handed polarisation of the positron beam,
due to left-handed positrons not coupling to the W± bosons.
The proton structure functions F2 [24] and FL [55], are extracted from DIS measure-
ments, showing the scaling violations in the structure functions. The measurements are
also necessary for a determination of pdfs [24] in the proton. A combined measurement
of the pdfs for valence quarks, sea quarks and gluons in the proton by the ZEUS and
H1 Collaborations is shown in Figure 2.4.
The measurements of dijet and multijet events [56] allow a determination of the run-
ning of the strong coupling αs. Measurements of heavy quark production via charmed
and beauty mesons [57] allow the determination of the charm and beauty contributions
to the structure function F cc¯,bb¯2 [58; 59].
The HERA measurements contribute strongly to the understanding of physics at
other collider experiments and have delivered invaluable knowledge of the electroweak
and strong interactions, and the structure of the proton.
Several searches for exotic particles and new interactions outside the SM have been
performed by the H1 and ZEUS experiments at HERA. A general search for new
phenomena [60], which covers many of the possible final states in the H1 detector, has
seen overall good agreement with the SM predictions. No sign of first generation [61]
and lepton flavour violating leptoquarks [62], and excited quark states [63] is found in
the H1 data. An upper bound on the light quark radius (Rq < 0.65 · 10−18 m), and
limits on the scale of compositeness, as well as on the gravitational scale in models with
large extradimensions are derived from measurements of the NC DIS cross section at
high Q2 [64]. Exclusion limits on the strength of an anomalous coupling for single top
quark production have also been derived [65]. A few spectacular events with high PT
leptons (e or µ) and large missing transverse momentum have been reported by the
H1 and ZEUS experiments [66], but the effect is still in agreement with real W boson
production. Previous searches for SUSY at H1 are introduced in the following section.
2.7 Searches for Supersymmetry
“Hadron-Elektron-Ring-Anlage” at DESY
This work follows in the line of many searches for SUSY at the H1 and ZEUS experi-
ments at HERA, which was operated from 1992−2007. Searches for R-parity violating
supersymmetry at HERA are inspired by an anomaly reported in 1997 [67]. An ex-
cess of high-Q2 events, as expected from the production of leptoquarks or 6Rp SUSY
squarks [68; 69], was reported by the H1 and ZEUS experiments. Later, the excess
decreased and vanished with more integrated luminosity, having been most likely due
to statistical fluctuations. A relic of these events is still found today in the measure-
ment of the single isolated lepton events by the H1 and ZEUS Collaborations [66]. A
small excess was observed for final states with isolated leptons (electrons and muons),
large missing transverse momentum and a large transverse momentum hadronic final
state system, which also decreased again, and vanished in the combination of higher
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luminosity data sets of the two experiments. The isolated lepton events also have an
R-parity violating SUSY interpretation [70]. Searches for leptoquarks and squarks were
regularly performed with increased integrated luminosity at the H1 [50; 51; 52; 53] and
ZEUS [71; 72] experiments, but no sign of new physics has been discovered yet.
Large Electron-Positron Collider at CERN
The production of squarks in supersymmetric models has been studied at collider
experiments at LEP at CERN (Swiss, Geneva), which was operated from 1989 to the
year 2000. At LEP, electrons and positrons have been collided at a centre-of-mass
energy of up to
√
se+e− = 208 GeV, allowing the pair-production of SUSY particles up
to ∼ √se+e−/2 ≈ 100 GeV. In the Rp conserving MSSM, sleptons could be excluded
at the 95% confidence level up to masses of Mℓ˜ & 80 − 100 GeV [73], depending
on the considered slepton generation, and squarks excluded up to masses Msquark &
100 GeV [74]. The lightest neutralino mass χ01 is excluded up to masses of Mχ10 &
40− 50 GeV from slepton, neutralino and chargino pair-production processes [33]. A
specific search for 6Rp SUSY sets limits on the couplings λ, λ′ and λ′′, assuming the
single coupling dominance hypothesis. The analysis studies the pair-production of
sleptons, neutralinos and charginos. Final states which contain multiple jets Njets ≥ 4,
charged leptons and neutrinos are expected from decays via a non-zero λ′ coupling.
The production process is independent of the coupling λ′, but it influences the decay
branching ratios into the selected topologies. The limits obtained from λ′ are used
to exclude mSUGRA model parameters in the m0 and m1/2 parameter plane [75] (see
section 9.3).
TeVatron at Fermilab National Accelerator Laboratory
Supersymmetry is also searched for extensively at the TeVatron collider at Fermilab
(USA, Chicago), since its operation started 1983, by the CDF and D0 Collaborations.
At the TeVatron, protons and antiprotons are collided at a centre-of-mass energy up
to
√
spp¯ = 1.96 TeV. No evidence of SUSY has shown up so far in searches for Rp
conserving SUSY. Strong limits on squark and gluino masses are set with the TeVatron
data, in particluar for Rp conserving SUSY scenarios with a stable LSP [76]. For 6Rp
SUSY, there has been little activity recently at the TeVatron. Searches for 6Rp SUSY in
final states which contain multiple leptons have set constraints on the couplings λ, λ′
and λ′′ [77]. The published limit, most interesting for this analysis, is a search for final
states with at least two electrons and four or more jets in the final state by the D0
experiment, which could be produced via a non-zero λ′1jk (j = 1, 2 and k = 1, 2, 3)
coupling from pair produced SUSY particles. The result has been interpreted in the
mSUGRA model, and limits on the parameters m0, m1/2 have been derived [78] (see
section 9.3). Other non-zero 6Rp couplings have been searched for at the TeVatron. A
search for non-zero λ′2jk for j, k = 1, 2 couplings in resonant slepton production via
an LQD operator and neutralino pair-production, with subsequent R-parity violating
decay, resulting in final states with two muons and jets, has been performed at the
TeVatron [79]. Also R-parity violation via the LLE¯ operator, and a non-zero λ112
coupling, has been searched for at the TeVatron in trilepton (µµℓ with ℓ = e, µ) final
states [80].
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Large Hadron Collider at CERN
The LHC at CERN (Swiss, Geneva) is expected to have the biggest discovery reach
for new physics, and supersymmetry is already severely constrained by the first fb−1
of collected data. The LHC experiments, ATLAS and CMS, have laid their focus on
supersymmetry with R-parity conservation. Searches for high-energetic jet final states
and high missing energy [81], and final states with an additional lepton [82], as well as
searches for hadronising massive stable particles [83], and several searches in final states
with dileptons [84; 85] already constrain squark and gluino masses in the considered
models to Msquark,Mgluino & 0.5− 1 TeV. More details of the ATLAS SUSY search in
high-energetic jet final states and high missing energy are given in the appendix B.
A search for explicit 6Rp couplings is perfomed by the ATLAS experiment in an
analysis of final states, which contain high-mass electron muon pairs [86]. A tau-
sneutrino ν˜τ could be produced via a non-zero λ
′
311 coupling in dd¯ fusion, and the
sneutrino decays subsequently via a non-zero λ312 coupling into eµ pairs. Limits on the
sneutrino mass for fixed λ′311 and λ312 couplings, and limits on the couplings depending
on the sneutrino mass have been derived.
Squarks in R-parity violating SUSY with a non-zero λ′ijk coupling could be quickly
discovered at the LHC, since in pair-wise production only the mass of squarks is rele-
vant [87] and the coupling to leptons enters, when considering the decay channels easily
visible at a hadron collider [88]. A search for leptoquarks by the ATLAS experiment
already excludes masses for first generation LQs already up to MLQ > 376 GeV and
second generation LQs up to MLQ > 422 GeV, assuming a branching fraction equal to
1 into the eq channel [89].
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Decay Channel Decay Processes Expected Final State
eq
u˜jL
λ′−→ e+d
d˜kR
λ′−→ e−u
high PT e
±
+ high PT jet
νq d˜kR
λ′−→ νd missing PT
+ high PT jet
eMJ(RC)
eMJ(WC)
q˜ −→ q X
λ′→֒ e±q¯q
q˜ −→ q X
→֒ q¯q Y
λ′→֒ e±q′q
e±
(both charge states)
+ multiple high PT jets
νMJ
q˜ −→ q X
λ′→֒ νq¯q
q˜ −→ q X
→֒ q¯q Y
λ′→֒ νq′q
q˜ −→ q X
→֒ ν¯ν Y
λ′→֒ νq′q
missing PT
+ multiple high PT jets
eℓMJ
q˜ −→ q X
→֒ ℓ+ν Y
λ′→֒ e±q′q
q˜ −→ q X
→֒ ℓ+ℓ− Y
λ′→֒ e±q′q
q˜ −→ q X
→֒ e+e− Y
λ′→֒ νq¯q
e±
+ (multiple) ℓ± (e± or µ±)
(+ missing PT )
+ multiple high PT jets
νℓMJ
q˜ −→ q X
→֒ ℓ+ν Y
λ′→֒ νq′q
q˜ −→ q X
→֒ νν¯ Y
λ′→֒ e±q′q
q˜ −→ q X
→֒ µ+µ− Y
λ′→֒ νq¯q
missing PT
+ (multiple) ℓ± (e± or µ±)
+ multiple high PT jets
Table 2.3: Decay channels arranged by expected final states [34; 40]. The decays of
squarks q˜ = d˜kR, u˜
j
L proceed either directly via an 6Rp coupling λ′ or via cascades of
neutralinos and charginos X,Y resulting in final states which contain charged leptons ℓ
(electrons e± and muons µ±), neutrinos (ν, leading to missing PT ) and jets in different
multiplicities. The X,Y initiating the 6Rp decay is usually the lightest neutralino or
chargino.
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High energy physics experiments need a huge infrastructure in order to be able to probe
physics at the smallest length scales accessible today. The DESY accelerator centre in
Hamburg, Germany, provides such an infrastructure and maintained the world’s only
storage ring in which high energy collisions of leptons and hadrons could be studied.
HERA was in operation during 1992−2007, and the HERA experiments finished data-
taking after 15 years of successful operation and many important results in the field
of fundamental research. HERA delivered nearly 0.5 fb−1 for each of the two head-on
collision experiments H1 and ZEUS. In the following, the HERA ring accelerator and
the adjacent experiments will be presented, with the main focus on the H1 experiment.
3.1 HERA Storage Ring
The HERA storage ring was built in a circular tunnel of 6.4 km circumference placed
10 − 20 m under ground. Two separate storage rings were installed in the HERA
tunnel. One beam line with superconducting magnets that allowed for the acceleration
of a proton beam to energies of Ep = 920 GeV and a beam line with normal conducting
magnets allowing for the acceleration of an electron or positron beam to energies of
Ee = 27.5 GeV. The centre-of-mass energy achieved in the collisions with these energies
was
√
s = 319 GeV. The pre-acceleration of the electron and proton beams, before the
injection into the HERA ring at injection energies of Einje = 14 GeV and E
inj
p = 40 GeV,
respectively, was achieved by a combination of linear accelerators, synchrotrons and
the storage ring PETRA, as shown in Figure 3.1. The beams were stored in a bunch
structure with neB = 189 electron bunches and n
p
B = 180 proton bunches. Each bunch
contained Ne ≈ 5 · 1010 electrons or Np ≈ 1011 protons, respectively, resulting in beam
currents of Ie ≈ 50 mA and Ip ≈ 100 mA. The beams were crossed with a bunch
crossing rate of 10.4 MHz corresponding to a bunch time interval of 96 ns between
collisions. Two beam interaction regions were installed at the HERA ring for the multi-
purpose experiments ZEUS and H1, studying head-on collisions of the beams. Also two
fixed target experiments were installed at the HERA ring. The HERA-B experiment
used the proton beam on a wire target to study heavy flavour quark production and
especially properties of B meson physics. The fourth experiment at the HERA ring
was the HERMES experiment, a fixed target experiment, which allowed studies of the
spin structure of the proton using the electron beam on a polarised gas target.
A measure of the event rates of physics processes in ep collisions with known cross
sections σprocess is the instantaneous luminosity Linst, which gives an instantaneous
rate of events Ninst = Linst · σprocess. The instantaneous luminosity for a ring collider
depends on the size of the intersecting beam cross section σx, σy, the number of colliding
bunches nB, the revolution frequency of the intersecting beams ν, and on the number
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Figure 3.1: The HERA storage ring and the pre-accelerater infrastructure at DESY.
of particles per bunch Ne and Np:
Linst ∼ ν · nB · Ne ·Np
σx · σy
In 2001, the HERA beam optics were upgraded in order to reach an instantaneous
luminosity of Linst ≈ 5 · 1031 cm−2s−1 [90], an increase of a factor ∼ 5. The beam
profile σx × σy in the transverse plane was improved from a size of 190 µm× 50 µm to
112 µm×30 µm during the HERA upgrade. The running period before the upgrade is
referred to as HERA-I operating phase, the high luminosity phase is called HERA-II
period. Additionally, spin rotator magnets were installed during the upgrade in the
vicinity of the ZEUS and H1 experiments. These allowed the rotation of the vertical
polarization naturally built up over time in the lepton beam by the Sokolov-Ternov
effect [91] into a longitudinal polarization providing longitudinally polarized leptons
in the collisions with the proton beam [92]. The polarization was regularly altered
to allow the experiments to collect equal amounts of collision data at positive and
negative polarizations. Approximately 1 pb−1 of collision data could be delivered in a
day of smooth operation in the final phase of high-energy running [93]. The integrated
luminosity Lint =
∫ Linst dt over time collected by the H1 experiment during operation
in the HERA-I and HERA-II periods is shown in Figure 3.2. This analysis uses the
full data set taken with the H1 detector at a centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 319 GeV, in
the years 1998− 2007.
3.2 H1 Detector
The H1 detector at HERA is designed in conformance with the asymmetric beam
energies of the accelerator and the pursued physics program. It was operated during
1992-2007 by the H1 Collaboration, with changes to the initial design [95] in upgrades
performed in the winter shutdown 1994-1995, where the backward calorimetry [96] was
changed, and in 2001 for improved beam optics, where parts of the tracking system
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Figure 3.2: Integrated luminosity collected by the H1 detector during its operation
between 1992− 2007 [94]. The low and high luminosity running periods HERA-I (1992-
2000) and HERA-II (2001-2007) are shown separately. The different colors indicate the
use of electrons or positrons for the lepton beam. Also indicated is an additional running
period with lower proton beam energies Ep = 450 GeV and Ep = 575 GeV (low E) at
the end of HERA operation.
were changed. A detailed description of the initial design of the H1 detector with
all its sub-components is given elsewhere [95]. The detector components essential to
this analysis are briefly presented in the following. The description of the components
depicts the initial HERA-I design, and changes during the HERA upgrade in 2001 are
mentioned after that.
The H1 experiment uses a right-handed cartesian coordinate system with its origin
at the interaction point to describe objects and parts of the detector. The z-axis points
along the proton beam direction, which defines the forward direction. The polar angle
θ and the transverse momenta of particles PT are defined with respect to this axis. The
pseudorapity is defined as η = − tan(θ/2). The x and y-axis span the plane transverse
to the beam axis with the x-axis pointing to the centre of the HERA ring and the y-axis
pointing vertically upwards. The azimuthal angle φ defines the particle direction in
the transverse plane.
A three dimensional view of the GEANT implementation of the H1 detector, and a
technical drawing of the detector layout may be found in the appendix, in Figures A.1
and A.2, respectively. The subcomponents of the detector enclose the interaction
region with nearly full solid angle coverage. Adjacent to the beam pipe, in the nominal
interaction region, is a silicon detector. It is surrounded by a system of cylindrical jet
chambers, roughly one meter in diameter. In the forward region additional tracking
chambers are installed. In the backward region a backward drift chamber is installed,
followed by a warm calorimeter. A cryostat, containing the liquid argon calorimeters,
encloses the central and forward tracking chambers. The cryostat has an outer radius
of ∼ 2.5 meter and an inner radius of ∼ 1 meter. The cryostat is completely surrounded
by a solenoid providing the magnetic field for the momentum measurement of tracks,
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Figure 3.3: Schematic cross section view in the y−z plane of the liquid argon calorimeter
of the H1 detector. WWP denotes the nominal interaction point. The eight LAr wheels
are labelled according to their position: inner and outer forward wheel (IF1 − 2 and
OF1− 2), forward barrel (FB1− 2) and central barrel (CB1− 3) and backward barrel
endcap (BBE) with further division into an electromagnetic (E) and a hadronic (H)
section [97].
and an iron yoke for the flux return of the solenoid magnet, which is interleaved with
muon chambers. In the forward region, an additional muon system enclosing a toroid
magnet is attached. The detector is completely embedded inside shielding material.
The Liquid Argon Calorimeter
The liquid argon (LAr) calorimeter [97] of the H1 detector was tailored to the needs of
the physics program of the H1 experiment. The clear identification and the precise posi-
tion and energy measurement of electrons was the main focus of the calorimeter design.
The calorimeter also allowed the measurement of energy depositions by minimum ioniz-
ing particles, and jets with high particle densities [95]. The choice of a LAr calorimeter
was made due to good stability and performance in calibration, the fine granularity
that is needed for electron pion separation, and the homogeneous response [95]. The
calorimeter is segmented into eight wheels along the z-axis. A schematic view of the
calorimeter is shown in Figure 3.3, where the alignment of the active layers is visible.
The calorimeter wheels in the barrel part (CB1 − 3, FB1 − 2, BBE) are segmented
into eight identical stacks or octants in φ. The transition regions between the wheels
and the octants have reduced acceptance, referred to as z and φ-cracks, respectively.
The inner part forms the electromagnetic section, the outer part the hadronic section
of the calorimeter. The hadronic stacks are built of welded stainless steel absorber
plates interlaced with high-voltage pad readout cells between the plates, defining the
liquid argon gaps. The electromagnetic stacks are built from piles of Pb plates cov-
ered on each side by epoxy-fibreglass (G10) boards. They are arranged in a sandwich
structure separated by spacers for the liquid argon gaps. The electromagnetic section
has a total thickness of 20 to 30 radiation lengths X0, and covers a shower depth of
∼ 1 hadronic interaction length λint. The central electromagnetic + hadronic section
of the barrel covers a shower depth of about ∼ 5λint, increasing to ∼ 8λint for showers
in the forward direction. The read-out electronic consists of 45000 physical channels.
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The whole calorimeter is embedded into a cryostat for the liquid argon.
The calorimeter covers the polar angle range 4◦ < θ < 154◦ with full azimuthal
acceptance. A precision of σ(E)/E ≈ 11%/√E/GeV ⊕ 1% is reached for electromag-
netic showers, and σ(E)/E ≈ 50%/√E/GeV ⊕ 2% for hadronic energy depositions,
determined in test-beam measurements [98].
The Spaghetti Calorimeter
The measurement of the LAr calorimeter is complemented in the backward section of
the H1 detector by a lead/ fibre calorimeter (SpaCal) [99]. Its nickname, spaghetti
calorimeter, originates from the design with long thin plastic scintillating fibres em-
bedded in lead, and read out by photomultiplier tubes at one end. The fibres have
diameters of 0.5 mm in the electromagnetic section, and 1 mm in the hadronic section,
providing a spatial resolution of a few millimeters corresponding to an angular reso-
lution of 1 − 2 mrad. The total thickness of the SpaCal corresponds to 28 radiation
lengths X0, and a depth for showers of two interaction lengths λint. Roughly 1150 chan-
nels are read out for the electromagnetic section of the SpaCal. The SpaCal covers the
backward region 153◦ < θ < 178◦ and is used in this analysis to complete the measure-
ment of charged and neutral particles. A resolution of σ(E)/E ≈ 7%/√E/GeV ⊕ 1%
is achieved for electrons, as determined in test-beam measurements [100]. During the
HERA machine upgrade 2001, modifications to the beam pipe made the redesign of
inner part of the SpaCal necessary, to fit additional super-conducting beam focussing
magnets into the detector, resulting in a small loss of acceptance.
Magnet, Tailcatcher and Muon System
The tracking system and the LAr calorimeter inside the cryostat are surrounded by
the main solenoid magnet and its iron return yoke [95]. The solenoid magnet with
a superconducting coil generates a uniform magnetic field of 1.16 T with field lines
parallel to the beam axis. The iron yoke is instrumented with limited streamer tubes
(LST) for two purposes. First, the instrumented iron is part of the muon system
allowing the reconstruction of minimum ionising particles. Secondly, the LST act as a
tailcatcher and allow the detection of hadronic shower leakage from the LAr.
The muon system of the H1 detector is formed by the LST and the forward muon
system [95]. The LST system consists of the iron yoke interleaved with LST and
dedicated muon chambers, so called muon boxes, between the cryostat and the iron.
A total of 160000 channels is read out for the LST system. 16 wire, 5 strip and 11 pad
layers are available for track reconstruction in the LST system with a resolution of
3− 4 mm and 10− 15 mm for wire and strip hits, respectively. The pads have a coarse
resolution of about 10 cm. The instrumented iron covers nearly the full solid angle.
The reconstruction efficiency was determined with cosmic runs to 89% in the plateau
region above a threshold of 2 GeV, limited mainly due to the geometrical acceptance.
The forward muon system consists of a set of drift chamber planes mounted on an
iron toroidal magnet with an outer radius of 2.9 m which generates a magnetic field
of 1.5 − 1.7 T. The forward muon system allows the reconstruction of muons in the
forward region 3◦ < θ < 17◦.
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Figure 3.4: Schematic view of the longitudinal cross section of the tracking system of
the H1 detector before the 2001 upgrade [95]. Several components were replaced during
the upgrade: a new FTD consisting of three supermodules made from drift chambers
replaced the shown setup; the CIZ was removed; the CIP was replaced by an improved
CIP2k; and the BDC was replaced by the BPC. Additional detectors for the time-of-flight
system were installed in the forward region. The silicon tracker was also modified during
the upgrade.
The Tracking System
The tracking system of the H1 detector consists of several subdetectors. In particular,
due to the asymmetric beam energies of HERA, the tracker consists of a central (CTD)
and a forward track detector (FTD) [95]. In the central region, closest to the beam
pipe, is situated a silicon vertex detector [101; 102], which comprises of a central and
backward silicon detector in HERA-I. Two concentric drift chambers enclose the central
silicon detector: the central jet chambers (CJC1 and CJC2), with wires strung along
the z-axis, provide a spatial resolution of 170 µm in the rφ plane and about 1% of the
wire length in z. The chambers are complemented by two thin drift chambers with sense
wires perpendicular to the z-axis, the central inner (CIZ) and outer z-chambers (COZ),
providing a spatial resolution of 300 µm in z and 1−2% of 2π in φ. The forward track
detector contains three layers, each consisting of a multiwire proportional chamber
(MWPC) and a transition radiator, enclosed by radial and planar drift chambers.
MWPCs, additional central inner (CIP), and outer proportional chambers (COP), and
a backward drift chamber (BDC) provide information for triggering purposes in the
central, forward and backward region over the full solid angle. A schematic view of
the tracking system with its subcomponents is shown in Figure 3.4. During the HERA
upgrade, changes to the central tracking system were performed, the CIP and the
CIZ were removed for HERA-II operation. In place of the CIP an improved CIP2k was
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Figure 3.5: Schematic view of the time-of-flight system of the H1 detector after the
HERA upgrade 2001 [106]. The FIT, FTi2 and FTi1 components were installed during
the upgrade.
installed for HERA-II operation containing five layers of MWPCs, which were used for a
fast z-vertex reconstruction. The CIP2k allowed the determination of the z-vertex with
a spatial resolution of σz ∼ 16 cm after 2.3 µs [103]. This upgrade made the COZ less
important for the z-vertex reconstruction. Also the COP was not used during HERA-II
operation. The forward tracking system was also changed during the 2001 upgrade.
Instead of the described combination of MWPCs, drift chambers and radiators, three
supermodules, each consisting of five drift chambers (four drift chambers for the most
forward supermodule), were installed. Three planar drift chambers and two radial
drift chambers (one for the most forward) with wires strung perpendicular to the beam
direction provided improved track reconstruction in the forward direction. The BDC
was replaced by a backward proportional chamber (BPC) during the 2001 upgrade.
Due to the increased size of the beam pipe after the upgrade, the silicon tracker had
to be reassembled, and a forward silicon tracker was added.
The CTD covers 20◦ < θ < 160◦ and the FTD covers 7◦ < θ < 25◦ providing infor-
mation to reconstruct charged particle trajectories and the primary interaction vertex.
The resolution achieved with the central tracking system for transverse momentum
reconstruction of charged particles is σPT /PT = 0.005PT/GeV⊕ 0.015 [104].
The Time-of-Flight System
The time-of-flight (ToF) system is comprised of several subdetectors made from plastic
scintillators, which were placed at various distances to the interaction point close to
the beam pipe [105]. In combination with so called veto walls, the ToF system could
be used to reject beam induced backgrounds where charged particles were produced at
very low polar angles, and backgrounds induced by the proton beam before entering
the detector. During the 2001 upgrade additional ToF subsystems were installed in
the forward region [106]. See Figure 3.5 for an illustration of the ToF system after the
upgrade.
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The Luminosity System
The luminosity system of the H1 detector relies on a photon detector (PD) located in
the vicinity of the beam pipe at z = −102.9 m, i.e. in the electron beam direction.
In HERA-I the PD is a crystal calorimeter, covered by two radiation length of lead
shielding and a water Cerenkov counter of one radiation length [95]. An electron tagger
(ET) at z = −33.4 is used to detect scattered electrons at very low angles deflected by a
bending magnet, in coincidence with the photon dectector. The PD is used to measure
the rate of the Bethe-Heitler [107] process ep→ epγ which can be used to infer on the
luminosity. The ET is used as a cross check. In HERA-II the PD was exchanged for
a quartz-fibre scintillating calorimeter with tungsten absorber. In order to cope with
the increased radiation, due to the increased instantaneous luminosity after the 2001
HERA upgrade, a two radiation length thick Berylium filter, and a water Cerenkov
counter of one radiation length were installed in front of the PD.
The Trigger System
The trigger system of the H1 detector uses multiple trigger levels to select interesting
events and reject background events. At a bunch crossing rate of 10.4 MHz, the trigger
system has to decide which events should be kept by the data acquisition system, and
reduce the initial rate by several orders of magnitude down to ∼ 20 Hz [95]. Three basic
types of background have to be dealt with by the trigger: synchrotron radiation from
the electron beam, proton gas interactions in the beam pipe vacuum of ≈ 10−9 mbar,
and stray protons producing particle showers. Furthermore, the rate of cosmic muons
traversing the detector volume, and the rate of ep events are too high to keep all events.
The first level trigger is required to be completely deadtime free. The demand for a low
deadtime of the readout system, despite the background situation and the short bunch
time interval, requires a central, fully pipelined system keeping all detector information
stored, until a decision by the first trigger level is available. In parallel, all trigger
calculation and decision logic has to be pipelined to determine a trigger decision for
each bunch crossing. Decisions of increased complexity, i.e. particle identification and
event classification, are taken by consecutive trigger levels. The second and third trigger
levels run synchronously to the primary deadtime of the readout system, followed by an
asynchronous event filter system (level four), realised by a fast processor farm, which
makes full event reconstruction possible online.
The Central Trigger Level 1
The first trigger level [108] evaluates the information from several different trigger sys-
tems of certain subdetectors and is completely realised in hardware due to the limited
time available for decision making. The trigger systems can be divided into vertex posi-
tion oriented triggers, calorimetric triggers and muon triggers. Vertex oriented triggers
use the information from the backward time-of-flight system and triggers from the cen-
tral jet chambers. The z-vertex triggers were formed by CIP, COP and the first layer
of the forward proportional chamber in HERA-I, and in HERA-II the z-vertex trigger
was delivered by the CIP2k, and the COP was not used anymore. Most important
for this analysis are the calorimetric triggers, which use the information from the LAr
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and the SpaCal calorimeters, and allow triggering on electrons, hadronic transverse
energy and missing transverse energy. Muons originating from ep interactions as well
as cosmic muons are triggered by the LST and the forward muon system. A total of
256 bits, so called trigger elements, is generated by the subdetectors which are used to
form up to 128 subtriggers satisfying certain threshold and coincidence requirements.
At least one positive decision from the first level is needed to transfer an event to the
subsequent trigger levels. The first level delivers a trigger decision every 96 ns. The
final level 1 trigger decision is available 24 bunch crossings after the real ep event time.
For a positive level 1 decision, the readout deadtime begins. The pipeline length varies
between 27 and 35 bunch crossings depending on the subdetector.
The Intermediate Trigger Levels 2 and 3
Trigger levels 2 and 3 operate synchronously during the deadtime of the readout when
the first level provided a positive decision. Level 2 decides after typically 20 µs whether
an event is accepted for further treatment, or immediately rejected. Complex topo-
logical filter and a neural network evaluating correlations between various subsystems
are used for the level 2 decision. The decision of level 3 is typically available after
a few hundred µs. The calculations at the intermediate level 2 use the information
provided by the level 1 system. Additionally, a fast track trigger [109], implemented in
dedicated hardware, is used at level 2 and 3 (FTT L2 and FTT L3) evaluating track
based quantities, and also muon and calorimeter information at FTT L3 [110]. As a
consequence of the trigger latency and the total deadtime of the readout of about 1 ms
for fully accepted events, the trigger accept rates are constrained to 1000 Hz for level
1 and 200 Hz for level 2, to reach an overall deadtime below 10% when running the
experiment. The typical output rate of the third level is 50 Hz.
The Event Filter Trigger Level 4
The level 4 filter farm is based on very fast hardware and runs asynchronously to the
rest of the trigger system. The complete raw data of detector information is available
for the decision algoritms. More complex decisions needed for event topologies found
in heavy quark and photoproduction events can be evaluated at this level. A general
classification of events into physics classes is performed, resulting in a final output
rate of 10− 20 Hz, which is suitable for permanent storage with typical event sizes of
100 kByte. Level 4 also provides calibration and monitoring capabilities.
Evaluating Trigger Decisions Oﬄine
The method of prescaling triggers is applied if the rate for interesting physics processes
exceeds the limited bandwidth of the data acquisition system. The application of
a prescale factor of n for a certain subtrigger means that this subtrigger only gives
positive decisions for each n-th event of a certain kind. This method reduces the rates
of subtriggers, and allows to measure physics processes with enormous cross sections.
The trigger system uses raw and actual bits in order to keep track of the trigger
decisions for events which have been prescaled. A certain subtrigger with prescale n
sets for the first n − 1 events only the raw bit, and only for the n-th event the raw
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and the actual bit. Only if at least one actual bit is set by a subtrigger, the event is
permanently stored. Deterministic prescaling is used for individual subtriggers in the
H1 trigger system. Dynamical and automatic adjustment of prescale factors to the
actual background conditions is used in H1. In an oﬄine analysis, weights have to be
determined for events that were recorded with prescaled triggers. When combining data
recorded by several subtriggers, a sophisticated method must be used to infer on the
original rate of events [111]. In this analysis, events with high transverse momentum
objects are studied. The rate of these events is already very low, and the triggers used
did not have to be prescaled at all.
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A search for new phenomena in the HERA data needs to use the complete knowledge
about SM processes. The simulation of SM processes, as well as the generation of
SUSY signal events is discussed in the following chapter. The Monte Carlo generators
used, and the simulated SUSY signal grid for the masses of supersymmetric particles
will be reviewed.
4.1 Standard Model Event Generator
The squark decay processes studied in this work have the same final state as SM
processes, resulting in an irreducible SM background to SUSY events. In addition,
background from SM processes with mis-identified particles contributes. A detailed
simulation of the SM background processes contributing to the final state topologies,
discussed in section 2.5, is needed to allow a statistical separation of the processes.
The main background is expected to come from neutral current and charged current
deep-inelastic scattering events. The huge cross section for photoproduction events
leads to non-negligible contributions to the signal topologies through frequent mis-
identification and subsequent mis-classification of these type of events. Additional
small contributions are expected from lepton pair production and single W boson
production.
The RAPGAP [112] event generator which implements the Born-level, QCD Comp-
ton and boson-gluon fusion matrix elements, is used to model inclusive NC DIS events.
Initial state and final state radiation of photons from electrons via QED radiative ef-
fects are simulated using the HERACLES [113] program. The PYTHIA [114] event
generator is used to simulate photoproduction of jets in direct and resolved processes as
well as prompt photon production. Born level scattering matrix elements and radiative
corrections are calculated within PYTHIA. Both event generators, PYTHIA and RAP-
GAP, simulate jet production from higher order QCD radiation using leading logarith-
mic parton showers, referred to as matrix element plus parton showers (MEPS) [115],
simulating the parton cascades in a DGLAP-like approach [116], i.e. a strong ordering
in the transverse momenta kT of partons is assumed, and only soft ordering for the
fractional momenta x. The Lund string fragmentation [117] is used for the hadroni-
sation of free partons as implemented in the JETSET [118] program. Inclusive CC
DIS events are simulated using the DJANGO [119] event generator which implements
first order leptonic QED radiative corrections based on HERACLES. Higher order CC
DIS processes, in the sense of the production of two or more jets, is accounted for in
DJANGO using the color dipole model (CDM) approach [120] as implemented within
ARIADNE [121]. The CDM approach models the parton cascade in a BFKL-like [122]
approach, i.e. assuming no ordering in the tranverse momenta kT of partons.
For the generation of NC DIS events, the CTEQ5L [123; 124] leading order (LO) pdfs
for the proton structure were used. For CC DIS events, the MRS [125; 126] pdf were
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used, which include electroweak radiative corrections. The generated photoproduction
events are also based on CTEQ5L and on the GRV-LO [127] leading order pdf for the
photon structure. The LO MC prediction of two or more jets with high transverse
momentum in NC DIS, CC DIS and photoproduction events is scaled up by a factor
of 1.2 to account for the incomplete description of higher order processes in the MC
generators [128; 129]. It has been shown in previous analyses, that the CDM model
has problems describing the data in the particular phase space domain studied also in
this analysis [34]. An additional reweighting [130] is applied for CC DIS events with
two or more jets with high transverse momentum, discussed in the following section.
The production of single W bosons and the production of multilepton events are
simulated using the EPVEC [131] and GRAPE [132] programs, respectively.
Systematic model uncertainties are attributed to the event generators due to the
incomplete description of higher order processes. Conservatively, a 10% model error is
attributed for NC DIS and CC DIS processes with only one high PT jet in the kinematic
region considered in this analysis [129]. Higer order processes, leading to two high PT
jets in the final state of NC DIS and γp events, are attributed a 15% uncertainty [129].
The normalisation uncertainty for the prediction from CC DIS processes with at least
two high PT jets is estimated to be 20% [130]. The production of single W bosons
is attributed a 15% uncertainty. A smaller uncertainty is attributed to the prediction
from multilepton events (5%). The uncertainties are designed to cover effects from
the proton parton distribution functions and missing higher order QCD corrections.
The uncertainty on the SM background prediction is determined by adding the effects
of model uncertainties and experimental systematic uncertainties (see section 8.5) in
quadrature.
The amount of generated MC for each process exceeds at least 10 times the data
luminosity. Generated events are passed through a GEANT [133] based simulation of
the H1 detector (see section 3.2), which takes into account the actual running conditions
of the data taking. The same program chain is used for the reconstruction and analysis
of MC events as is used for the data.
Reweighting of Charged Current Monte Carlo
The DJANGOH program, is used to simulate SM background events from the CC DIS
process. The hadronisation cascades are simulated using the colour-dipole model [120]
(CDM). It is known, that the CDM model (as well as the MEPS model) has problems
describing the data in the particular phase space domain considered also in this anal-
ysis with multiple high PT jets and large missing transverse momentum [34; 130]. A
reweighting is applied to the CC Monte Carlo, in order to achieve a better description
of the jet energy distributions in the selected phase space region for the charge current
multijet process with two or more high PT jets. The weights were derived in a search for
excited neutrinos at H1 [130] using the same Monte Carlo set for the SM background
prediction in a similar phase space, with two high PT jets P
jet1,2
T > 20, 15 GeV and high
missing transverse momentum PmissT > 20 GeV. The reweighting was derived from a
comparison of pseudo-CC data events to the CC DIS MC on the reconstruction level in
the two quantities [134]: ∆φ = cos−1 cos(φjet1−φjet2), and the energy flow ratio Vap/Vp
(see section 6.4 for the definition of Vap/Vp, and section 5.3 for the reconstruction of
jets). The pseudo-CC events are produced from NC DIS events selected in data, where
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Figure 4.1: The reweighting functions (a) ∆φ = cos−1 cos(φjet1−φjet2) and (b) Vap/Vp,
which are applied to DJANGOH charge current MC events with two high PT jets [134].
the scattered electron is artificially removed. Weights are applied on the reconstruction
level. The two reweighting functions are shown in Figure 4.1. Events with two high PT
jets with P jet1,2T > 10 GeV are reweighted with a factor w∆φ. Events with two high PT
jets above P jet1,2T > 15 GeV are also applied a weight factor wVap/Vp . The reweighting
increases the event weights for CC DIS events with close-by high PT jets, and for CC
DIS events with a large imbalance in the energy flow Vap/Vp ≪ 1. Kinematic quantities
and the reconstructed mass Mrec,ν are better described after the MC reweighting.
4.2 Supersymmetric Event Generator
The simulation and calculation of supersymmetric processes in this work uses the
LEGO [135] and SUSYGEN3 [32] software. LEGO is a generator developed to study
the production of leptoquarks [42], which has a very similar phenomenology as R-parity
violating squark production. The direct 6Rp decays of squarks into electron-quark and
neutrino-quark pairs are simulated using the LEGO generator. The SUSYGEN3 gen-
erator is used for the generation of squark decays involving a gaugino, or a cascade of
two gauginos. SUSYGEN3 is capable of calculating masses and mixings in the gaugino
sector of MSSM models depending on the parameters µ,M1,M2,M3 and tanβ. The
sfermion masses and the mixing for the third generation are treated as free parameters
in MSSM models. A constrained version of the MSSM, using the unification require-
ment of gauge couplings at the GUT scale, reduces the required parameters for the
gauginos sector to µ,M2 and tanβ. The squark production cross sections [42] are cor-
rected for next-to-leading order (NLO) effects using multiplicative k-factors, which are
extracted from a comparison of NLO and LO calculations [44].
Also models considering a specific breaking mechanism for the supersymmetry can be
studied using SUSYGEN3. For instance, the popular SUGRA (gravity mediated SUSY
breaking) and mSUGRA (minimal SUGRA) models, as well as GMSB (gauge mediated
SUSY breaking) models can be simulated. This work makes use of the mSUGRA
implementation which is interfaced to SUSPECT2.1 [136] for the determination of the
particle spectrum for given parameters: m0, m1/2, tanβ,A0 and the sign of µ. The
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calculations are performed using one-loop or two-loop renormalisation group equations
solved using a Runge-Kutta numerical algorithm [32].
The decay of SUSY particles in the MSSM and mSUGRA models proceeds via
processes with conserved and violated R-parity, for the latter assuming one dominant
non-zero 6Rp coupling.
Systematics
The following systematic uncertainties are attributed to the signal cross section. A the-
oretical uncertainty is attributed to the squark production cross section, which varies
between 7− 50%, increasing with the squark mass, estimated from the missing higher
order corrections [44]. An uncertainty of 7% is attributed to the scale at which the
pdfs are evaluated [34], to account for the limited knowledge of the pdfs. Experimental
systematics on the selection efficiencies (see section 8.5) are also considered. The lim-
ited statistics for simulated signal events is treated with a 10% systematic uncertainty,
attributed to the determination of the signal efficiencies, in addition to the statistical
uncertainty. The total systematic uncertainty on the signal prediction is calculated
for each channel, adding the theoretical and experimental systematic uncertainties in
quadrature.
Signal Grids for Sub–processes
Signal events have been simulated for a wide range of masses of supersymmetric par-
ticles involved in the decay of squarks [34]. For each decay channel, a dedicated sim-
ulation of processes leading to these final states is used. The squark mass is varied
for each decay channel from 100 GeV to 290 GeV in steps of typically 25 GeV. For
higher squark masses, effects from the kinematic limit invalidate the assumption for the
resonant production mechanism and finite squark decay width. For cascade decays in-
volving a direct 6Rp gaugino decay, the process q˜ → χ01q is generated for gaugino masses
ranging between 30 GeV and the squark massMsquark. Cascade gauge decays involving
two gauginos are studided via the processes q˜ → qχ±1 → qχ01ff ′ and q˜ → qχ02 → qχ01f f¯ ,
and are generated for gaugino masses ranging between 40 GeV and Msquark, and LSP
masses ranging between half the mass of the higher mass gaugino, and the mass of the
higher mass gaugino. The masses of gauginos are varied typically in steps of 10 GeV.
The mass limits are motivated by exclusion limits obtained at LEP [33].
The grid size is chosen such, that linear interpolation between the simulated mass
configurations can be used to derive the efficiencies for any possible combination of
masses involved in the decay chains. For mass combinations outside the mass grid, a
vanishing efficiency is assumed. For processes in specific scenarios, the signal efficiencies
in the decay channels can be combined with the specific squark branching ratio into the
decay channel for a global efficiency. The branching ratios into the decay channels are
calculated using the SUSYGEN3 software, as the sum over branching fractions leading
to the selected final state topologies, rescaled to a given value of the 6Rp coupling.
The generated signal event samples, used for the determination of selection efficien-
cies, are reconstructed for the HERA-I running period. It has been checked that event
samples reconstructed for the HERA-II running period, taking account the changes to
the detector, yield the same efficiencies within statistical uncertainties.
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The measurement of physics processes in high-energy physics relies on the identification
of the involved particles in the detector. The particles are seen by the detector as
energy deposits in the electromagnetic and hadronic part of the calorimeter, and in the
case of charged particles also as tracks by the tracker, or signals of minimum ionizing
particles in the muon system. Reconstructed particles from these measurements are the
ingredients for further physics analyses. The energy of these objects has to be correctly
calibrated before analysis is possible. In the following, the reconstruction of electrons,
muons and the more complex treatment of the hadronic final state is presented.
5.1 Electron Identification
The identification of an electron in the H1 detector is based on the characteristic shower
shape in the LAr and SpaCal calorimeters. Separate dedicated finder algorithms exist
at H1 as the signatures of electromagnetic showers differ significantly in these detectors.
The LAr [137] and SpaCal [138] calorimeter electron finders efficiently identify high
energy electrons. For the identification of low energy electrons, produced mainly in
heavy quark meson decays, other dedicated finder algorithms must be used [139; 140].
In the present analysis, electrons identified by the high energy LAr electron finder
are used since the signal topologies consist predominantly of high PT objects. The
identification of high energetic LAr electron candidates will be discussed in more detail
in the following.
Electrons initiate electromagnetic showers which are mostly contained in the elec-
tromagnetic section of the LAr calorimeter. In contrast to hadrons, a more compact
energy deposition is expected from electrons, resulting in a smaller transverse and lon-
gitudinal extent of the shower. The fine granularity of the LAr calorimeter allows the
discrimination between hadronic and electromagnetic showers. The algorithm uses a
cone with an opening-angle of 7.5 degrees around the axis defined by the position of
the shower centre and the primary reconstructed vertex. The cone opens ∼ 100 cm
before the inner side of the calorimeter. A second cone, the electron shower envelope,
with an opening-angle of 0.25 in η − φ, starting at the primary reconstructed vertex
around the same axis is used to veto showers leaking from the inner cone. The cones are
used for the efficient separation of electron and pion induced showers in the calorime-
ter, and a reduction of the pion mis-identification probability to a level of ∼ 10−2 is
achieved [141]. The electron shower envelope is designed to ideally contain the com-
plete electromagnetic shower independent of its energy [141]. An electron four-vector
is created from combined cluster and track information. For central electrons, a re-
constructed track must be matched to a calorimetric cluster, with a distance of closest
approach between the cluster and the track smaller than 12 cm. The energy Ee and
polar angle θe information are derived from the cluster position relative to the primary
vertex, while the azimuthal angle φe is extracted from a helix fitted to the drift cham-
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ber track at the vertex. The energy of reconstructed electrons is calibrated with high
Q2 NC DIS events with overconstrained kinematics. The method [142; 143] exploits
the momentum balance between the scattered electron and the hadronic final state
in the azimuthal plane in high Q2 NC DIS events, and the fact, that the kinematics
can be determined by measuring only the angles of the electron and the hadronic final
state. A reconstructed electron is flagged as isolated if in an isolation cone of 0.5 in
η − φ around the electron shower envelope not more than an additional 5 % of the
reconstructed electron energy is found.
Reconstructed electrons entering the calorimeter in transition regions of subdetec-
tors, so called cracks, are excluded from the analysis. These crack regions are defined
within ±2◦ of the φ-cracks between the φ-octants, and within ±2 cm of the z-crack
regions in the central and forward barrel wheels CB1/CB2, CB2/CB3, FB1/CB3
and FB1/FB2 (see Figure 3.3).
Charge Measurement and Charge Significance
The curvature of charged tracks κ, measured in the central tracking detector, allows a
determination of the charge of traversing particles. For low momenta of charged parti-
cles, a clear identification of the charge is possible, because the tracks are significantly
curved. For increasing transverse momenta, the tracks of charged particles become
increasingly straight. The uncertainty on the curvature ∆κ is then of the same size as
the curvature itself. For electrons in the final state, the charge measurement is useful
for discriminating new physics events, where the charge does not agree with the charge
of the beam lepton. The charge measurement is only reliable for central electrons,
which have traversed enough volume of the CTD, to produce sufficient information for
the track fitting. A measure of the significance of the charge measurement in the CTD
is given by the charge significance multiplied by the measured electron charge Qmeasurede
and the initial electron beam charge Qbeame :
σκ = | κ
∆κ
| ·Qmeasurede ·Qbeame
Multiplication of the beam charge with the measured charge ensures positive values for
electrons measured to have an identical charge with respect to the incident electron,
which is expected for events with a single electron from SM processes in ep collisions.
5.2 Muon Identification
The identification of muons in the H1 detector is based on their minimum ionizing par-
ticle signature due to ionisation processes in the traversed material. Muons, contrary
to electrons and hadrons, do not initiate showers in the calorimeters. The energy loss of
a muon in iron is of the order of 10 MeV/cm. Therefore, muons of a few GeV already
penetrate the calorimeter, and the surrounding muon systems, leaving the detector
volume. Their energy-loss due to ionisation is almost constant and leads to energy
deposits evenly distributed in the calorimeter contained inside a narrow cylinder along
the muon track. The characteristic signatures in the LAr calorimeter, the instrumented
iron yoke and the forward muon detector are used for the muon identification. Mo-
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mentum information of the muon is provided by the forward muon system, as well as
the forward and central tracking system. This analysis uses only high quality muons
with reconstructed tracks in the inner tracker and the muon system, which could be
linked by a fit in the reconstruction or could be matched in η− φ. A muon four-vector
is reconstructed from the reconstructed tracks. Preference is given to tracks in the
forward muon detector, which provides the best resolution at the low angles that are
of interest in this analysis. The energy Eµ, the polar angle θµ and the azimuthal angle
φµ of the muon are derived from the track measurement. In order to determine the
isolation of muons, a cylinder with radius 35 cm around tracks extrapolated to the
electromagnetic section of the LAr calorimeter, and 75 cm around tracks extrapolated
to the hadronic section is defined. Muon candidates are flagged as isolated if the energy
in that cylinder does not exceed 5 GeV on the electromagnetic scale, and the muon
track must be isolated against tracks by 0.5 in η−φ in the central and forward tracking
system.
5.3 Hadronic Final State Reconstruction
The hadronic final state (hfs) is reconstructed after electrons and muons have been
identified. Tracks and calorimeter clusters not identified as e’s or µ’s are used as input
by the hfs finder algorithm Hadroo2 [144]. The reconstruction of the hfs uses an energy
flow algorithm which combines the information from several subdetectors in order to
maximise the experimental resolution. Either the track curvature measurement or the
calorimeter energy measurement is used, depending on the uncertainty associated with
the track measurement. For particles with a high energetic cluster, the calorimeter
measurement is used. For charged particle trajectories with energies up to ∼ 12 GeV
in the forward tracker, and ∼ 25 GeV in the central tracker, the track measurements
are considered to be more accurate and a matching calorimeter energy is discarded.
The algorithm uses extended noise rejection. Jets are reconstructed from the list of
hfs objects via the kt-algorithm [145; 146]. The energy of jets Ejet is given by the sum
over the calibrated hfs objects inside the jet. The polar angle θjet, and the azimuthal
angle φjet are derived from the position of the centre-of-gravity of the jet. The absolute
energy calibration of the hfs using reconstructed jets is suitable for the analysis of events
with high transverse momentum jets [144]. A four-vector for the total hfs system is
reconstructed by summing up the four-vectors of calibrated reconstructed jets, energy
depositions which could not be attributed to leptons, and reconstructed non-isolated
leptons in the event. The hadronic inclusive polar angle θh is derived from the hfs
system using the relation [144]:
tan(θh/2) =
∑
(E − Pz)h
P hT
,
where the sum runs over all jets in the event, and P hT is the transverse momentum of
the hfs system, given by the absolute value of the transverse component of the total
hfs system four-vector.
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Check of HFS Calibration
The calibration of the hfs system is checked using the double angle method [147] for
the calculation of the total hadronic transverse momentum from the position of the
scattered electron and the hadronic final state system in NC DIS events. The total
hadronic transverse momentum P daT is reconstructed using the relation [144]:
P daT =
2Ee0
tan θe/2 + tan θh/2
.
The total transverse momentum reconstructed with the double angle method allows
to cross check the total transverse momentum of the hfs using only quantities of the
scattered electron. For this purpose, the inclusive hadronic polar angle can also be
reconstructed using the energy and position measurement from the reconstructed scat-
tered electron [144]:
tan(θeh/2) =
2Ee0 − (Ee − Pz,e)
P eT
.
Previous checks of the calibration show that an agreement with the absolute jet en-
ergy scale of the order of 2% is achieved by the calibration method [130; 144; 148].
In order to check the hfs calibration in this analysis, the ratio P balT = P
h
T /P
da
T is cal-
culated in data and MC and compared to each other. It is expected that the ratio
P balT (Data)/P
bal
T (MC) equals 1, showing agreement between the hadronic calibration
in data and MC. Figure 5.1 shows results obtained in a cross check of the calibration
in this analysis. A good overall agreement within 2% is observed for most of the bins.
Only for the 2 jet sample, the highest PT bin deviates by 3%. The formula for the
reconstruction of θeh assumes QPM events, i.e. quasi-free, non-interacting partons in-
side the proton, and thus the cross check with the one jet sample is more significant.
For the final H1 dataset, a new calibration scheme was developed [149] which achieves
an agreement on the level of 1% for the hfs system. This improved calibration has not
been used in the current analysis because it became available only recently.
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Figure 5.1: Shown is the ratio of the P balT distributions in data and MC for e
−p and
e+p data for 1 jet and 2 jet test samples in bins of P daT and θ
e
h. An overall agreement
within 2% is achieved, indicated by the dashed lines. The event sample selections for the
1 jet and the 2 jet samples is described elsewhere [144].
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6.1 Reconstruction of Kinematic Event Variables
The global event kinematics, defined by the Lorentz-invariant quantities inelasticity y,
negative four-momentum squared Q2 and Bjorken’s scaling variable x (see section 2.2),
can be reconstructed either by the measurement of the scattered electron energy and
position or by the reconstruction of the hadronic final state [95].
Via the electron method, ye, Q
2
e and xe are reconstructed as follows
ye = 1− Ee(1− cos θe)
2E0e
, Q2e =
P 2T,e
1− ye , xe =
Q2e
yes
,
with the polar angle θe, the energy Ee and the transverse momentum P
e
T of the
electron with the highest PT in the event. If no electron is reconstructed in the event,
the quantities can be calculated using the Jacquet–Blondel method [150] from the
hadronic final state variables:
yh =
∑
(E − Pz)h
2E0e
, Q2h =
P 2T,h
1− yh , xh =
Q2h
yhs
,
where PT,h is the transverse momentum of the hadronic final state system, see sec-
tion 5.3. The sum
∑
(E − Pz)h runs over all jets in the event, and does not include
any electrons or muons in the event. The quantity which includes electrons is denoted
by
∑
(E − Pz), and provides a measure of the longitudinal energy balance of an event.
Neutral current events, for instance, are expected to produce
∑
(E − Pz) of twice the
incident electron energy E0e :
∑
(E − Pz) ≈ 2 · E0e ≈ 55 GeV, when all final state par-
ticles are identified and reconstructed in the detector. In charged current events, the
neutrino removes a significant fraction of the incident electron energy from the event
reconstruction, and therefore values smaller than 55 GeV are expected for
∑
(E − Pz).
6.2 Missing Transverse Momentum Reconstruction
In the initial state the incident electron and proton have no transverse momenta, and
the total four-vector of an event must be conserved. A significant imbalance in the
sum of transverse momenta of detected particles must be therefore due to undetected
particles from the interaction, leaving the detector volume. An imperfect detector
description or mis-measurement may also lead to an imbalance. The transverse com-
ponent ~PmissT = (p
miss
x , p
miss
y ) of the missing momentum four-vector (px, py, pz, E)
miss can
be calculated as the negative transverse component of the sum over four-vectors of the
hadronic final state system, and all isolated electron and muon candidates in the event.
The absolute value PmissT = |~PmissT | is a measure for the energy-momentum conservation
in the transverse plane in an event. Noise in the calorimeter electronics may have an
effect, leading to the mis-identification/ mis-reconstruction of particle candidates and
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the reconstruction of fake PmissT . The energy resolution of jets with large PT can also
have an effect on the PmissT reconstruction. In the following it is assumed, that signifi-
cant PmissT in an event is due to the presence of a single or more neutrinos in the final
state.
Reconstruction of the Neutrino Energy
Under the assumption that exactly one neutrino ν with significant energy is present in
the final state, from which the PmissT of an event originates, the transverse momentum
of the neutrino can be identified with the missing transverse momentum P νT ≡ PmissT .
Exploiting energy and momentum balance
(Eν − P νz ) = 2E0e −
∑
(E − Pz) = 55.2GeV−
∑
(E − Pz) ,
and assuming massless neutrinos, the energy of the neutrino can be reconstructed as
Eν =
(P νT )
2 + (Eν − P νz )2
2(Eν − P νz )
,
using the measurement of the longitudinal energy balance
∑
(E − Pz).
6.3 Mass Reconstruction
For testing the hypothesis that events originate from the decay of a massive squark, a
significant quantity is the reconstructed squark mass. An excess of events due to the
decay of heavy particles of mass M would be visible as a peak in the reconstructed
mass spectrum, if the particles are produced resonantly. For events selected in one of
the final state topologies, the mass of an intermediate particle is reconstructed with
one of the following methods:
◦ In two-body squark decays into an electron and a jet, the electron position and
energy are well measured, allowing a good reconstruction of xe. For the resonant
production of a squark with mass Msquark, a resonance peak is expected in the x
distribution at x = M2squark/s, which is exploited for the mass reconstruction in
the eq channel:
Me =
√
xe · s
◦ In squark decays into a neutrino and a jet, only the jet and missing transverse
momentum can be reconstructed in the final state. The hadronic final state
measurement is used for the reconstruction of xh. The resonant production can
be exploited for the squark mass reconstruction also in the νq channel:
Mh =
√
xh · s
◦ For the multijet topologies, as expected from 6Rp neutralino and chargino decays
or cascade decays, the squark mass is reconstructed by summing up the energy
of all reconstructed final state particles. Using the initial electron energy E0e , the
quantities Mrec and Mrec,ν can be reconstructed as:
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Mrec =
√√√√4E0e ·
( ∑
i=e,µ,jets
(Ei)−E0e
)
Mrec,ν =
√√√√4E0e ·
( ∑
i=e,µ,jets,ν
(Ei)− E0e
)
The Mrec method is used for squark mass reconstruction in the eMJ(RC) and
eMJ(WC) channels, and in the eeMJ and eµMJ channels. In the νMJ , νµMJ
and eνMJ channel, the mass is reconstructed using Mrec,ν including the recon-
structed energy of the neutrino in the sum.
6.4 Energy Flow Quantities
Important quantities, characterising the topology of an event, are the energy flow
parallel Vp and anti-parallel Vap to the vectorial sum of all energy deposits ~V . The
detector is divided into two hemispheres for their reconstruction, parallel and anti-
parallel to the vectorial sum of all energy deposits above noise level in the LAr and
SpaCal calorimeter. Vap is defined as the absolute value of the vectorial sum of energy
deposits pointing anti-parallel, and Vp parallel to the vectorial sum over all energy
deposits:
Vap = |
∑
i : ~vi · ~V < 0
~vi| Vp = |
∑
i : ~vi · ~V > 0
~vi|
~vi =
(
Ei sin θi cos φi
Ei sin θi sinφi
)
~V =
∑
i
~vi
The index i runs over all calorimeter cells above noise level in the LAr and SpaCal
calorimeters. The energy Ei, the polar angle θi and the azimuthal angle φi of the i
th
cell are corrected for energy losses in dead material and nuclear interactions with an
energy weighting algorithm [151].
The ratio Vap/Vp has discrimating power between events intrinsically balanced in PT ,
where fluctuations lead to large fake PmissT , and events with undetected particles in the
final state. In NC DIS events, which are intrinsically balanced, the ratio Vap/Vp is close
to 1, whereas undetected particles in CC DIS events lead to large Vp and small Vap and
thus Vap/Vp close to 0 [130].
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7.1 Trigger Selection
The LAr calorimeter provides the main trigger for events in this analysis [152]. The
efficiency for recording events depends on the trigger selection applied. At least one
of the following subtriggers is required: Subtrigger ST67 is designed to trigger on the
scattered electron in NC DIS events, and the subtriggers ST66 and ST77 are designed
to trigger CC DIS events with large missing transverse energy:
◦ ST66 triggers events which pass a high EmissT threshold (& 6 GeV) in coincidence
with an energy deposit in the forward LAr region [153];
◦ ST67 triggers events above a θ dependent energy threshold (& 5 GeV) in the
electromagnetic section of the LAr [153];
◦ ST77 is the main trigger for CC DIS events with the lowest EmissT threshold
(& 4.75 GeV) and a loose central vertex requirement [153].
All these triggers require timing and veto conditions identifying ep interactions and
rejecting non-ep background [153]. A very high efficiency is reached by these triggers
for recording events with isolated electrons as well as events with isolated muons and
high energetic jets. The efficiency for recording events with an electromagnetic deposit
in the LAr calorimeter with an energy greater than 10 GeV is close to 100% [154].
Triggering events by hadronic jets is 95% efficient for jets with transverse momenta
P jetT > 20 GeV and increases to almost 100% for P
jet
T > 25 GeV [155]. Events with
missing (undetected) energy EmissT > 20 GeV have a trigger efficiency above 90%, and
for EmissT > 30 GeV the efficiency reaches above 95% [130].
7.2 Run Selection
The data-taking periods of the H1 detector are divided into luminosity fills correspond-
ing to one fill of the electron and proton beams in the HERA ring. These luminosity
fills are further subdivided into shorter periods with stable experimental conditions,
so called luminosity runs. The selection of good luminosity runs ensures that the ex-
perimental conditions in the analysed samples are stable and can be well understood.
The quality of data-taking periods is determined by the operating conditions of the H1
detector subcomponents, and the actual background conditions during data-taking.
The essential subdetectors for this analysis are the central jet chambers CJC1 and
CJC2, the LAr and Spacal calorimeters, the time-of-flight system and the luminosity
system (see section 3.2). These subdetectors must be powered with high voltage and
in readout mode during data-taking. The integrated luminosities for the H1 data after
the good run selection are shown in Table 7.1 for the individual periods and the sum
of data sets.
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year
collision
type
integrated
luminosity Lint
1998/99 e−p 14 pb−1
1999/00 e+p 66 pb−1
2003/04 e+p 53 pb−1
2004/05 e−p 112 pb−1
2006 e−p 58 pb−1
2006/07 e+p 136 pb−1∑
e−p 183 pb−1∑
e+p 255 pb−1
Table 7.1: Integrated luminosities of data-taking periods after the run selection for the
HERA-I and HERA-II periods at a centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 319 GeV.
7.3 Vertex Position
The position of the interaction of colliding electrons and protons is distributed around
the nominal vertex position as a result of the spatial extension of electron and proton
beam bunches. An approximately Gaussian distribution is found near the nominal
interaction point in the beam direction with a spread of σz ∼ 10 cm corresponding
to the spatial extension of the proton bunches in the z-direction. Additional peaks in
the distribution of interaction points, displaced by ∆z = ±150 cm with respect to the
nominal interaction point [156], are due to interactions from collisions with satellite
bunches. As the detector geometry is optimised for ep-interactions at the nominal
interaction point, only events within ±35 cm of the interaction point are accepted in
order to ensure good acceptance and resolution for reconstructed events and to reject
sources of non-ep background in the data.
7.4 Rejection of non-ep Background
Three sources of non-ep background events are distinguished [157]. At every moment,
cosmic muons can traverse the detector volume under different angles with respect
to the vertical. Their signature is characterised by signals in the instrumented iron,
the LAr calorimeter and the central jet chambers. If they pass close enough to the
interaction point they may be mis-identified as dimuon events. Additionally, muons can
be created in interactions of the proton beam with the beam pipe wall, or with residual
gas atoms in the vacuum. These so called beam halo muons travel parallel to the beam
axis through the detector volume at the same time as their accompanying proton
bunches. Their signals are characterised by calorimetric deposits of energy, distributed
parallel to the beam axis. The third source of non-ep background are the so called
overlay events. An ep or γp event at small or medium energy is recorded in coincidence
with a cosmic or halo muon. As a consequence, the events may not be correctly
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reconstructed and could be attributed to some rare or exotic processes. Overlay events
are the most important source of non-ep background for this analysis, since a fake
high PT hfs could be reconstructed in combination with high energetic muons. Several
techniques exist for the suppression of cosmic and beam related background events.
Timing vetoes and topological filters have been developed previously at H1 [151; 157;
158; 159; 160], which are used to reject non-ep background events.
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The complete HERA dataset for a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 319 GeV is used in a
search for supersymmetric particles in R-parity violating SUSY. Selections of neutral
and charged current events are presented to show the performance of the modelling of
the most important background processes. The event topologies for the possible squark
decay channels are introduced and the criteria for the event selections are discussed.
The event selection is optimised using SUSY signal events.
8.1 Standard Model Control Sample
Neutral Current Selection
In neutral current deep inelastic scattering, an isolated electron and one or more
hadronic jets are expected in the final state. The cross section for NC DIS is de-
creasing with an increasing number of jets in the event. The γ, Z0 exchange does not
affect flavour and charge of the electron. The selection of NC DIS events is there-
fore straightforward requiring a well-measured electron in the detector. An energy of
Ee > 11 GeV is required for the electron to ensure a trigger efficiency above 99%.
The electron is further required to be flagged as isolated lepton and not in the vicin-
ity of the φ or z-crack regions. The highest PT electron in the event is considered to
be the scattered electron from the hard interaction. The position and energy of this
electron are used to reconstruct the event kinematics xe, ye and Q
2
e using the electron
method (see section 6.1). The additional cuts 35 GeV <
∑
(E − Pz) < 70 GeV and
0.1 < ye < 0.9 ensure a clean NC DIS sample and remove remaining background from
photoproduction and non-ep physics. By removing the low ye region it is ensured, that
the hfs is fully contained in the LAr, and not lost in the beam pipe. The high ye region
is excluded due to the degrading resolution of Q2e with increasing ye.
Figure 8.1 and 8.2 show distributions of kinematic observables and event quantities
in a NC DIS selection for Q2e > 1000 GeV
2 in the e+p and e−p data sets, respectively.
After applying these criteria, a total of 39317 events is found in the e+p data for
39590±4096 events expected from the simulation. In e−p data, 30348 events are found
compared to 31056± 3216 events from the SM simulation. The uncertainty on the SM
prediction contains model and experimental systematic uncertainties in quadrature
(see section 8.5). The SM expectation for the sample consists of & 99% NC DIS
events and . 1% mis-identified background, mainly photoproduction and multielectron
events, as determined from the MC simulation. The kinematic distributions are in
excellent agreement with the SM expectation. Measured yields of electrons and jets
in the forward and backward region are very well described by the simulation. No
requirement on the jet momenta is made in the selection, thus a small amount of
events with no identified jet are selected. The transverse momenta of jets and electrons
as well as the reconstructed missing transverse momentum are well predicted over
the complete range of measured momenta up to energies of 140 GeV, where small
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fluctuations due to statistical limitations of the data are observed. For illustration,
the SM prediction and data can be compared to an arbitrarily normalised signal of
a squark with mass Msquark = 150 GeV, which decays into an electron and a jet
simulated with SUSYGEN3. The distributions of transverse momenta of electrons and
jets in the signal peak at the expected value of P ele1,jet1T ≈ 75 GeV, due to the two-
body decay of the squark, and the squark being produced with no intrinsic transverse
momentum. Differences in the polar angle distribution of electrons from the NC DIS
process and electrons from squark decays are observed. The squark being heavy and
produced with momentum along the proton beam direction, emits the electron and the
jet typically boosted into the forward direction. The high energetic electron emitted
in the forward direction leads to high values for the quantity Q2e, which does not
correspond to the negative four-momentum transfer squared for signal events. The
most prominent feature of the squark signal is found in the inelasticity distribution.
The signal shows a flat y distribution for events from the isotropic squark decay, in
contrast to a distribution falling as 1/y2 for the number of NC DIS events. The
distributions can be used for a statistical discrimination of the processes.
For a high Q2 NC DIS selection, with Q2e > 2500 GeV
2, the same excellent agree-
ment with the simulation is observed. In the e+p data 8652 events are found for an
expectation of 8615± 890 events from the SM simulation. In the e−p data 7758 events
for an expectation of 7894± 818 events are found. The distributions for the NC DIS
selection with Q2e > 2500 are shown in the appendix, figures A.3 and A.4.
Charged Current Selection
In charged current deep inelastic scattering, a neutrino and one or more jets are ex-
pected in the final state. The W+,W− exchange transports the charge of the electron
and changes the quark flavour, as well as the electron into a neutrino. The cross section
for CC DIS decreases with an increasing number of jets in the event. The neutrino
escapes the detector volume without interaction. Exploiting conservation of energy
and momentum, the missing energy can be reconstructed. The selection of CC DIS
events is based on the measurement of the event kinematics and the reconstructed
missing transverse momentum PmissT . The reconstruction of the kinematics xh, yh and
Q2h uses the measurement of the hadronic final state, referred to as hadron method (see
section 6.1). Events are selected by requiring PmissT > 12 GeV, and longitudinal energy
momentum imbalance
∑
(E − Pz) < 50 GeV. The choice of the PmissT cut ensures a
high trigger efficiency for CC DIS events. The inelasticity is restricted to the region
0.1 < yh < 0.9 to remove photoproduction background, and ensure that there is no
loss of hfs particles in the beam pipe. The high yh region is excluded due to the poor
Q2h resolution. Further, the ratio Vap/Vp is used to remove remaining photoproduc-
tion background faking high PmissT signatures, and small amounts of mis-measured NC
DIS events. It is required that Vap/Vp < 0.35 for events with P
miss
T > 25 GeV, and
Vap/Vp < 0.15 otherwise [130].
Figure 8.3 and 8.4 show distributions of kinematic observables and event quantities
in a CC DIS selection for Q2h > 500 GeV
2 in the e+p and e−p data sets, respectively.
Applying the CC DIS selection results in a total of 4373 events in the e+p data for 4349±
445 events expected from the simulation. In e−p data, 6518 events are found compared
to 6861 ± 710 events from the SM simulation. The uncertainty on the background
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prediction contains model uncertainties and experimental systematic uncertainties in
quadrature (see section 8.5). The SM prediction consists of & 99% CC DIS events and
. 1% mis-identified background, mainly photoproduction and a few single W boson
production events, as determined from the MC simulation. The kinematic distributions
for the CC DIS events are well described by the SM expectation. Similar to the
NC DIS measurement, the transverse momenta of jets, and the reconstructed missing
transverse momenta are well modelled by the simulation. Small statistical fluctuations
are observed in the high PT tails of these distributions. For events with a high number
of jets Njets ≥ 4, more events are expected by the SM simulation than seen in the data.
Only a small fraction < 1% of the overall statistics is affected. In the very forward
region θ . 15◦, the description of the jet yield is overestimated by the MC, the effect
being more obvious in the e−p data. The higher number of events selected in the e−p
data set, with respect to the e+p data set with a higher integrated luminosity, is due to
the increased CC DIS cross section for e−p scattering, which follows from the parton
content of the proton. For illustration, the SM prediction and data are compared to an
arbitrarily normalised signal of a squark with mass Msquark = 150 GeV, which decays
into a neutrino and a jet. The distributions of the reconstructed missing transverse
momentum, and the transverse momentum of the highest PT jet peak at the expected
value of Pmiss,jet1T ≈ 75 GeV, due to the two-body decay of the squark. The high
energetic jet and the neutrino emitted in the forward direction result in high values for
the quantity Q2h for signal events. The quantity Q
2
h is not the negative four-momentum
squared for signal events. The most prominent feature of the squark signal in the νq
channel is found in the inelasticity distribution. For the number of CC DIS events also
a distribution falling as 1/y2 is expected, whereas for events from the squark signal a
flat y distribution is expected. The distributions allow a statistical discrimination of
the processes.
A CC DIS selection for high Q2h > 2500 GeV
2 events, yields also a very good agree-
ment with the SM simulation. In the e+p data 1742 events are found for an expectation
of 1744± 180 events from the simulation. In the e−p data 3673 events for an expecta-
tion of 3925± 408 events are found. The distributions for the CC DIS selection with
Q2h > 2500 are found in the appendix, figure A.5 and A.6.
8.2 Event Selection
The decays of supersymmetric particles in R-parity violating SUSY are expected to
result in events with SM particles in the final state. Several exclusive signal event
topologies are distinguished, which contribute according to their branching ratio to
the squark decay width (see section 2.5). The main background to these topologies
originates from NC DIS and CC DIS events. The presented NC and CC DIS event
selections show the precise description of these processes by MC simulations in the
HERA data. The selection criteria for selecting new physics candidate events are
introduced in the following. The selection presented here is following the approaches
taken before at H1 in searches for squarks of R-parity violating SUSY [34; 40; 52; 53].
The kinematic cuts for the selection of the different final states are presented in the
following. The number of selected events in each topology after all selection cuts and
the efficiencies for selecting the squark signal are summarised in Table 8.1, for the e+p
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Selection e−p (183 pb−1) e+p (255 pb−1) Range of Signal
Channel Data SM Expectation Data SM Expectation Efficiencies
eq 3121 3215 ± 336 2946 2899 ± 302 30% − 40%
νq 2858 2983 ± 358 – – 50% − 60%
eMJ (RC) 147 158.3 ± 23.9 140 146.0 ± 21.4 10% − 40%
eMJ (WC) 0 1.3 ± 0.3 1 0.6 ± 0.4 5% − 20%
eeMJ 0 1.5 ± 0.5 2 1.7 ± 0.5 5% − 35%
eµMJ 0 0.03 ± 0.02 0 0.03 ± 0.03 5% − 15%
eνMJ 3 5.6 ± 1.2 5 8.2 ± 2.0 5% − 40%
νMJ 204 235.5 ± 63.3 113 134.0 ± 33.8 5% − 50%
νµMJ 0 0.04 ± 0.02 0 0.06 ± 0.03 5% − 20%
Table 8.1: Number of events selected in data and from SM simulation, and the range
of signal efficiencies for the decay channels in e−p and in e+p collisions [1]. The range
of efficiencies illustrates the extreme values for signal events with squark masses ranging
from 100 GeV to 290 GeV and gaugino masses from 30 GeV up to the squark mass.
The νq channel is not relevant for e+p data since the u˜L-type squarks produced in e
+p
do not undergo this decay. Only d˜R-type squarks, which are produced dominantly in
e−p collisions, can undergo direct decay leading to a νq final state. The total error on
the SM prediction is determined by adding the effects of all model and experimental
systematic uncertainties in quadrature.
and e−p data sets separately.
Electron Based Selection Channels
The event selection in the electron based channels is presented in the following. All
topologies have in common that high PT objects, mainly emitted in the forward direc-
tion, are expected from heavy squark decays. The decay channels considered in the
data analysis are discussed in section 2.5. Squark signals are expected to be visible in
several decay channels simultaneously.
Electron-jet final state eq
A squark decaying into an electron and a quark fragmenting into a single jet yields the
exact same signature as NC DIS events at high x and high Q2. Squarks produced in
the s-channel decay isotropically which leads to a flat dσ/dy distribution. For NC DIS
events, a distribution ∼ 1/y2 is expected allowing the statistical discrimination of the
processes.
The event selection for the eq channel requires PmissT < 15 GeV and 40 GeV <∑
(E − Pz) < 70 GeV, which ensures that all particles produced in the ep collision
are detected. An isolated electron with P eT > 16 GeV in the region 5
◦ < θe < 145
◦ is
required. A high trigger efficiency is ensured by the electron PT threshold. The electron
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must not to be in the vicinity of a φ or z-crack. Events have to fulfill 0.1 < ye < 0.9
and Q2e > 2500 GeV
2 in order to reduce photoproduction background and enhance the
ratio of signal to background events. A veto is applied for events with a second isolated
electron P e2T > 5 GeV, an isolated muon P
µ
T > 5 GeV or two jets with P
jet1,jet2
T > 15 GeV
in order to be exclusive with respect to the multilepton and multijet channels.
After these selection steps, 7061 events are observed in the e+p data for 7187± 751
events from SM simulation. In the e−p data a total of 6288 events are observed for
6580± 688 events from SM simulation (for the uncertainties, see section 8.5). A good
agreement with the SM simulation is found (see Figure A.7 for kinematic distributions
in the eq channel for e+p and e−p data). The signal is further enhanced using an Me
dependent cut on the inelasticity ye. The cut has been determined by minimizing the
expected limit. The cut ranges from ye & 0.5 for masses around 100 GeV, to ye & 0.2
for squark masses around 290 GeV. The cuts are shown in Figure 8.11a for the e+p,
and in Figure 8.12a for the e−p sample (for details see section 8.3).
After this final selection step, a total of 2946 events in the e+p data is found, com-
pared to 2899± 302 events expected from simulation. In the e−p data a total of 3121
events is selected, for 3215 ± 336 events predicted by the SM. Figure 8.5 shows kine-
matic distributions for the final selection in the eq channel. The reconstructed mass
Me for events passing all selection steps is shown for the e
+p data set in Figure 8.18a,
and for e−p in Figure 8.19a, together with the corresponding distributions for the other
selection channels. A resolution of δMe = 4−10 GeV is achieved for the reconstructed
squark mass in signal events, determined from the signal MC. No significant excess is
observed in the distributions of the reconstructed mass. Figures 8.10a and 8.10d show
the event yield distributions of selected events in the integrated luminosity of the e+p
and e−p data sets, respectively. A flat distribution is found for the event yield in both
data sets.
In order to further reduce the background for setting limits, a sliding mass window
is used, optimising the expected limit (for details see section 8.3). The mass window
cuts are determined separately for the e+p and e−p selections, in a similar way to
the optimised ye −Me cut. The mass window is shown in Figure 8.13a for the e+p
selection, and in Figure 8.14a for the e−p selection. The efficiency for signal events
varies with the considered squark mass Msquark. After all selection steps it is in the
range of 30%−40%. The signal efficiency is shown in Figure 8.15a for the e+p and e−p
selection.
Multilepton-multijet final states eMJ(RC), eMJ(WC), eeMJ, eµMJ and eνMJ
Squark decays via neutralino or chargino radiation are expected to result in a higher
multiplicity of objects in the final states. The signatures are similar to final states
observed in higher order NC DIS processes at high x and high Q2. A distinguishing
feature of heavy squark decays is, that the decay products are mainly emitted into the
forward direction. This feature will be used in the statistical discrimination of signal
and background processes.
A basic common preselection is applied for the eMJ(RC), eMJ(WC), eeMJ , eµMJ
and eνMJ channels. An isolated electron with P eT > 6 GeV and E
e > 11 GeV
in 5◦ < θe < 145
◦ is required. Central electrons θe > 30
◦ are required to have a well
measured track associated to the cluster with a distance of less than 12 cm between the
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extrapolated track impact point and the centre-of-gravity of the cluster. Furthermore,
two jets with P jet1,jet2T > 15 GeV in the polar angle range 7
◦ < θjet < 145
◦ are required.
After the basic common preselection steps 8345 events are selected in the e+p data
for 8185 ± 843 from MC simulation. In the e−p data 6433 events are selected for
6190 ± 639 events expected from simulation. The e+p data contains 693 events with
a second electron for 722 ± 75 events predicted by the simulation. In the e−p data
574 events with a second electron are found, compared to 556 ± 59 events from SM
expectation. Indeed, very good agreement is observed for data and MC for these more
complex final states.
Further cuts are applied for the common preselection: The steep decrease of the NC
DIS cross section with Q2 is exploited, and the SM background is reduced by requiring
Q2 > 1000 GeV2. This corresponds to an implicit upper cut on the polar angle of
the electron θe, since Q
2 and the polar angle of the scattered electron are strongly
correlated. A further explicit cut on the electron polar angle of θe < 110
◦ exploits the
forward topology of signal events. More cuts exploiting the fact that at least one of
the squark decay products is expected to be emitted in the very forward region are
applied. At least one of the two highest PT jets, or the electron must be found in
the region θ < 40◦. Moreover, of the two highest PT jets, the one with the larger
polar angle must satisfy the condition max(θjet1, θjet2)[
◦] < (ye − 0.3) · 180◦. These
cuts separate efficiently signal events from NC DIS background [34]. The distributions
for max(θjet1, θjet2)/180
◦ − ye and the polar angle of the most forward electron or jet
θe,jet1,jet2 are shown in Figure 8.6 for the basic common preselection, for the e
+p and
e−p sample. For illustration of the discrimination power, the signal of a squark with
massMsquark = 150 GeV, which decays into an electron and multijets is also indicated.
Electron-multijet final states eMJ(RC) and eMJ(WC)
For squark decays via a single χ0, χ± with subsequent R-parity violating decay, only
a single electron and multiple jets are expected in the final state. Both charge types,
electron and positron, are expected from squark decays, as discussed in section 2.5. In
SM processes only final states with a single electron are expected, where the charge of
the electron corresponds to the initial charge of the incident electron. Thus, an essen-
tially background free signal is expected for events with a single electron and multiple
jets where the measured electron charge is opposite to the incident electron charge. For
this purpose, selection channels labelled “right charge” (same sign) eMJ(RC) channel
and “wrong charge” (opposite sign) eMJ(WC) channel are used for events fulfilling
the selection and charge criteria. The distinction between the eMJ(WC) channel and
the eMJ(RC) channel is based on the significance of the track curvature measure-
ment in the central tracking detector. Events are allocated to the eMJ(WC) channel
if the track is well-measured in the CTD, which requires the electron to be in the
polar angle range 30◦ < θe < 110
◦, and its charge to be determined opposite to the
incident electron’s charge with a charge significance greater than two standard devi-
ations σκ < −2 [34]. Otherwise, events are allocated to the eMJ(RC) channel. The
determination of the charge significance is described in section 5.1.
To ensure that all particles from the ep collision are detected in an event, the selection
requires PmissT < 15 GeV and 40 GeV <
∑
(E−Pz) < 70 GeV. In order to be exclusive
with respect to the multilepton topologies, events are vetoed if additional isolated
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electrons or muons with P e,µT > 5 GeV are present.
After these selection steps, there is one candidate event observed for the eMJ(WC)
channel in the e+p data for a SM expectation of 0.6±0.4 from the SM simulation. In the
e−p data no candidate is present for an expectation of 1.3± 0.3 from SM simulation.
The selection efficiencies after all these steps are shown in Figure 8.16a for squark
decays via a single gaugino, and in Figure 8.16b for cascade decays of a squark with
mass Msquark = 250 GeV. The signal efficiencies are typically in the range 5− 20%.
In the eMJ(RC) channel 226 events are found in the e+p data for an expectation
of 219± 33 events from SM MC. In the e−p data 197 events are observed for 212± 32
events from simulation. A good agreement between data and simulation is observed
(see Figure A.8 for kinematic distributions of jets and electrons in this sample). The
background expectation is further reduced in the eMJ(RC) channel by optimising the
expected limit using anMrec dependent cut on the inelasticity ye, in a similar procedure
as in the eq channel. The cut ranges from ye & 0.7 for masses around 100 GeV, to
ye & 0.5 for squark masses around 290 GeV. The cuts are shown in Figure 8.11c for
the e+p, and in Figure 8.12c for the e−p sample (for details see section 8.3). After the
optimisation, there are 140 events left in the e+p data for a SM expectation of 146.0±
21.4 events. For the e−p data, a total of 147 events is found, for 158.3 ± 23.9 events
from SM simulation. Figure 8.7 shows kinematic distributions for the final selection in
the eMJ(RC) channel. The reconstructed mass Mrec is shown for events passing all
selection steps in Figures 8.18c and 8.19c for the e+p and e−p data sets, respectively.
A resolution of δMrec = 6− 10 GeV is achieved with the mass reconstruction method
in this channel, determined from the signal simulation. A good agreement between the
data and the SM expectation is observed. Figures 8.10b and 8.10f show the event yield
distributions of selected events in the integrated luminosity of the e+p and e−p data
sets, respectively. Within the statistical uncertainties, a flat distribution is found for
the event yield in both data sets.
A further reduction of the SM background is achieved using a sliding mass window
similar to the eq channel (for details see section 8.3). The mass window is shown
in Figure 8.13c for the e+p selection, and in Figure 8.14c for the e−p selection. The
selection efficiency after all selection steps is in the range 10− 40%, and shown for the
e+p and e−p selections in Figures 8.15c and 8.15d, respectively, for squark decays via
a single neutralino or chargino. Furthermore, selection efficiencies are determined for
cascade decays of neutralinos and charginos leading to an electron multijet final state.
The cascade decay efficiencies are slightly higher, since more high PT jets are expected
in the final state. The efficiencies are shown for the involved neutralino and chargino
masses and a squark mass of Msquark = 250 GeV in Figures 8.15e and 8.15f for the e
+p
and e−p selections, respectively.
Electron-lepton-multijet final states eeMJ, eµMJ and eνMJ
The final states of squark decays are expected to consist of more than one isolated lep-
ton and multiple jets in cascade decays of neutralinos and charginos. The expectation
for these final states from SM processes is very low. The channels eeMJ and eµMJ
require in addition to the common preselection the presence of an additional isolated
lepton: An electron with the same criteria used in the common preselection in the
eeMJ channel or a muon with P µT > 5 GeV in the polar angle range 10
◦ < θµ < 110
◦
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in the eµMJ channel.
For the eeMJ channel, two candidate events are observed in the e+p data for 1.7±0.5
from simulation. No event is found in the e−p data for a SM expectation of 1.5 ±
0.5 events. The observations are well in agreement with the SM simulation. Signal
efficiencies for cascade decays selected in the eeMJ channel are in the range 5− 35%,
depending on the masses of the involved gauginos. The efficiency is shown for a squark
massMsquark = 250 GeV in Figure 8.17a. The reconstructed mass for the two candidate
events in the e+p data is shown in Figure 8.18d.
No candidate event is observed for the eµMJ channel in the e+p and e−p data with
0.03± 0.03 and 0.03± 0.02 events from simulation, respectively. The signal efficiency
for cascade decays producing final state are in the range 5 − 15%, depending on the
masses of squarks and gauginos involved. For a squark mass Msquark = 250 GeV, the
efficiency is shown in Figure 8.17b.
A neutrino is expected in the final state for events in the eνMJ channel. A large
reconstructed missing transverse momentum PmissT > 15 GeV is required in addition
to the common preselection. Furthermore, it is exploited that a neutrino emitted in
the forward direction reduces the quantity
∑
(E − Pz) significantly, which causes yh
to be substantially smaller than ye, while for the main expected background, NC DIS
events, yh ≈ ye is expected. A cut ye(ye − yh) > 0.04 is used to increase the signal
to background ratio [34]. Rejecting events with additional isolated electrons or muons
with P e,µT > 5 GeV, ensures exclusivity with respect to the eeMJ and eµMJ channels.
A total of three events is observed in the e+p data for an expectation of 5.6±1.2 events
and five events are observed for the e−p data for 8.2± 2.0 events from the simulation.
The signal efficiency is in the range 5− 40%, shown in Figure 8.17c for a squark mass
Msquark = 250 GeV. Reconstructed masses for the candidate events in e
+p data and
e−p data are shown in Figures 8.18e and 8.19d, respectively.
Neutrino Based Selection Channels
The event selection for neutrino based channels is discussed in the following. High PT
objects, mainly emitted in the forward direction, are also expected from heavy squark
decays in these topologies.
Neutrino-jet final state νq
Squarks decaying into a neutrino and a high PT jet mimic the final states of CC DIS
events with high missing transverse momentum. Just as in the eq channel, the isotropic
decay of squarks produced in the s-channel allows a statistical separation of signal and
background. The νq channel is only relevant for the decay of d˜kR squarks produced
in e−p collisions. The u˜jL squarks cannot decay into a neutrino and a single jet. The
channel is analysed and shown for the e+p data set only as a cross-check.
Events with neutrinos present in the final state, produced in the forward direction,
are selected by requiring high reconstructed missing transverse momentum PmissT >
30 GeV and longitudinal energy momentum imbalance
∑
(E − Pz) < 50 GeV. The
phase space is restricted to Q2h > 2500 GeV
2 and 0.1 < yh < 0.9 to increase the
signal to background ratio, and remove remaining γp background. The low yh region
is excluded to ensure that the hfs is fully contained in the LAr, and the high yh region
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is excluded due to the poor Q2h resolution. Exclusivity to the other selection channels
is ensured by vetoing events with any electrons or muons with P e,µT > 5 GeV, or events
with two jets with P jet1,jet2T > 15 GeV.
In the e+p data 1497 events are observed for an expectation of 1476±177 events from
simulation. For the e−p data, the selection yields 3197 events for 3372 ± 405 events
from the simulation (kinematic distributions for the sample are shown in Figure A.9).
In order to further reduce the SM background, an optimisation in the yh−Mh plane is
also applied in this channel. The cut ranges from yh & 0.2 for masses around 100 GeV
to yh & 0.1 for squark masses around 290 GeV (for details see section 8.3). The
cut is illustrated in Figure 8.12b for the e−p sample. After these selection steps, a
total of 2858 events is observed in the e−p data for a SM expectation of 2983 ± 358
events. A good agreement is observed between data and SM simulation. Kinematic
distributions for this selection are shown in Figure 8.8 for the e−p data set. The
reconstructed mass Mh for events passing all selection steps is shown for the e
−p in
Figure 8.19b. No significant excess is observed in the distributions of the reconstructed
mass. The resolution for reconstructed squark masses, determined in the signal MC,
is in the range δMh = 12− 22 GeV in this channel, worse than in the electron based
channels, due to the indirect reconstruction of the neutrino. Figure 8.10e shows the
event yield distribution of selected events in the integrated luminosity of the e−p data
set, respectively. A flat event yield is observed for the data set.
A mass window is determined, similar to the eq and eMJ(RC) channel, which op-
timises the expected limit. The mass window cuts are shown in Figure 8.14b for the
e−p selection (for details see section 8.3). The signal efficiency after all these selection
steps depends on the considered squark mass, and is typically in the range 50− 60%,
shown in Figure 8.15b.
Neutrino-multijet final state νMJ
Squark decays via neutralinos and charginos with single or multiple neutrinos and
multiple jets in the final state mimic the final state of higher order CC DIS events with
large missing transverse momentum.
The selection of candidate events requires a substantial reconstructed missing trans-
verse momentum PmissT > 26 GeV. This value ensures a high trigger efficiency and
increases the signal to background ratio. A cut
∑
(E − Pz) < 50 GeV ensures the
reconstructed neutrino energy is positive. Two jets with P jet1,jet2T > 15 GeV in the
polar angle range 7◦ < θjet1,jet2 < 145
◦ are required.
After these steps 275 events are selected in the e+p data for an expectation of 301±79
events from simulation. For the e−p data, the selection yields 437 events for 503± 137
events from the simulation (for the uncertainties, see section 8.5). Though in agreement
within the uncertainties, the data is slighty overestimated by the MC simulation (see
Figure A.10 for kinematic distributions of candidate events in the sample). A further
reduction of the SM background is applied, which exploits differences in the yh −
Mrec,ν distributions, and optimises the expected limit in a similar way to the previously
discussed channels. The cut ranges from yh & 0.5 for masses around 100 GeV to yh &
0.4 for squark masses around 290 GeV (for details see section 8.3). The cut is illustrated
in Figure 8.11d for the e+p and in Figure 8.12d e−p sample. The final event selection
yields 113 events in the e+p data for 134± 33.8 events predicted by the SM simulation
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and 204 events in the e−p data for a SM expectation of 235.5±63.3 events. The data is
in good agreement with the SM expectation. Figure 8.9 shows kinematic distributions
for the final selection in the νMJ channel. The distributions of the reconstructed mass
Mrec,ν for events after these selection steps are shown in Figures 8.18f and 8.19e for
the e+p and e−p data, respectively. The resolution for the reconstructed squark mass
is δMrec,ν = 15− 20 GeV in this channel, determined in the signal MC. No significant
deviation from the SM expectation is observed. Figures 8.10c and 8.10g show the event
yield distributions of selected events in the integrated luminosity of the e+p and e−p
data sets, respectively. A flat distribution is observed for the event yields in the three
subperiods of both data sets. However, it is observed that the event yield in the last
e−p data set is slightly lower than in the first two subperiods. The effect may result
from the large statistical uncertainties, which arise from the small statistics.
A mass window is also determined for this channel. The mass window is shown
in Figure 8.13d for the e+p, and in Figure 8.14d for the e−p selection (for details see
section 8.3). After all selection steps, the signal efficiency is typically 5−50% for squark
decays via a single neutralino or chargino. Figures 8.16c and 8.16d show the efficiency
for the e+p and e−p selections, respectively. The signal efficiencies for cascade decays
leading to a neutrino multijet final state are slightly higher, and shown in Figure 8.16e
and 8.16f for a squark mass of Msquark = 250 GeV.
Neutrino-muon-multijet final state νµMJ
If an additional muon with P µT > 5 GeV in the polar angle range 10
◦ < θµ < 110
◦
is found in events fulfilling the common νMJ selection, before the yh −Mrec,ν cut is
applied, the event is attributed to the νµMJ channel. No candidate events are found
in this channel in e+p and e−p data, for very small expectations from SM processes of
0.06± 0.03 and 0.04± 0.02, respectively. The signal efficiency in the νµMJ channel is
in the range 5− 20%, and shown for Msquark = 250 GeV in Figure 8.17d.
Selection Summary
The event rates and the SM expectation in the selection channels are summarised in
Table 8.1. The selection channels are dominated mainly by irreducible, and small fake
contributions from SM processes.
Event yields of selected data events in channels with a high SM expectation are
shown in Figure 8.10 for the e+p and e−p data, in the different periods of data-taking.
The selected number of events per pb−1 is mostly consistent with an expected flat
distribution. Only for e−p data, a slightly lower event yield is observed in the last
period. The effect is attributed to large statistical fluctuations.
The distributions of the reconstructed mass for selected events are shown in Fig-
ures 8.13 and 8.14, for channels which contain data events in e+p and e−p data, respec-
tively. No significant excess with respect to the SM background expectation has been
observed in any of the selection channels. A good description of the differential dis-
tributions for the event kinematics and global quantities is observed. Some interesting
SM events with high object multiplicity and high transverse momenta are selected in
the data, mostly in the e+p data. Channels with low data statistics show fluctuations,
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but a good agreement with the SM expectation within the statistical uncertainties is
observed throughout.
8.3 Optimisation of the Expected Limit
The method for the optimisation of the expected limit has been used in previous
searches for squarks at H1 [34]. Since data samples with higher integrated luminosities
are studied in this analysis in the same kinematic region, a higher contribution from
SM background processes is expected. The optimisation is applied to all channels
with a high amount of SM background, Nevents & 100 events. The expected limit
is calculated as the exclusion limit sup, averaged over the possible outcomes of the
experiment assuming there is no signal contribution. The limit is corrected for detection
inefficiencies. The expected limit is determined with a simple frequentist approach
using the SM expectation Nbg and the signal selection efficiency ǫ. The optimal cut is
found when sup = (〈µ95BG〉−Nbg)/ǫ is minimal for this cut value. This is the only place
where the signal efficiency enters the calculation. For any possible observation nobs
the 95% confidence level (CL) limit is determined by adjusting the Poisson parameter
µ95(nobs), such that the probability to observe nobs or less events equals 1− 0.95. The
quantity 〈µ95BG〉 is defined as the 95% CL limit averaged over all possible outcomes
nobs of the experiment, weighted by the Poisson probability to observe nobs events in
absence of a signal. The Poisson probability Ppoisson(nobs;µ) to observe nobs events from
a Poisson process with mean µ = Nbg is used:
〈µ95BG〉 =
∞∑
nobs=1
Ppoisson(nobs;Nbg) · µ95(nobs)
with µ95(nobs) :
i≤nobs∑
i=0
Ppoisson(i;µ
95(nobs)) ≡ 1− 0.95
The probability (p) value of 1 − 0.95 = 0.05 is introduced to yield one-sided 95% CL
upper limits sup. The quantity µ
95(nobs) is related to the quantiles F
−1
χ2 (p, 2(nobs + 1))
of a χ2 distribution with n degrees of freedom via µ95(nobs) = F
−1
χ2 (p, 2(nobs + 1))/2 at
a p-value corresponding to p = 1 − CL [6]. The interval [0, sup] is designed to cover
the true value of the signal with a probability of 1 − p corresponding to the required
confidence level.
Optimised y −M Cuts
In selection channels with a high contribution from SM background processes cuts
on the reconstructed inelasticity depending on the reconstructed mass are applied,
which minimize the expected limit for the signal. The cuts are determined using
the signal prediction for different generated squark masses: 100 GeV < Msquark <
290 GeV in steps of typically 25 GeV. In channels with a signal contribution from
decays involving gauginos, the cut is determined including all possible gaugino masses
at a given squark mass. The optimal cut values, which yield the smallest expected
limit sup, are determined seperately for the e
+p and e−p SM background and signal
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expectations. A second order polynomial is fitted to the determined cut values in each
channel, interpolating the cut for all reconstructed masses.
Figures 8.11 and 8.12 show the SM background distributions, the expected signal
distributions for the reconstructed masses depending on the reconstructed inelastici-
ties, and the functional form of the optimised cut. The SM expectations of NC DIS
and CC DIS events in the eq and νq channels cluster at low reconstructed mass and
low reconstructed inelasticity, whereas the signal is uniformly distributed in ye,h. A
degradation of the mass resolution is visible for signal events at low values of ye in
the eq channel, and for signal events in the νq channel for low and high yh. The op-
timal cut removes events below a certain ye,h, and is stronger in the low mass region.
In the eMJ(RC) channel, the SM expectation clusters at high values of ye and low
values of the reconstructed mass. The signal events peak towards high values of ye,
and the optimal cut removes more background at low reconstructed masses, and is less
strong for higher masses. For the νMJ channel, the SM expectation clusters again
at low reconstructed masses and low inelasticities yh, whereas the signal events peak
towards high inelasticities. The low yh region is removed by the optimal cut, with only
a small dependence on the reconstructed mass. Only small differences are observed in
the optimal cut values for the e+p and e−p samples, which originate from the different
background expectations, due to the different dominant processes, and the different
integrated luminosities of the data sets.
Sliding Mass Window Method
In order to further reduce the number of events to set limits in channels with a high
contribution from SM background processes, a sliding mass window optimisation is
applied to the final selections. Figures 8.13 and 8.14 show signal and background
distributions, and the cuts for the mass window in the eq channel, the νq channel, the
eMJ(RC) channel, and the νMJ channel, separately for the e+p and e−p background.
The mass windows are determined in the same way as the optimised y−M cuts. The
mass window is typically broader for the e+p selection with respect to the e−p selection.
The mass window width increases for higher squark masses, due to the decreasing
resolution of the mass reconstruction methods and the lower background expectation.
It is generally smaller for the electron based selection channels, and broader in the
neutrino based selection channels, due to the worse resolution of the reconstructed
mass. The upper bound of the mass window is typically divergent for higher squark
masses, when the expected limit does not change with the increasing upper mass cut.
The maximum value ofMupper is set to 500 GeV, which does not remove any data events.
The highest events in data and MC have reconstructed masses smaller than < 400 GeV.
The reconstructed mass value can be higher than the centre-of-mass energy, when mis-
reconstruction, or jet resolution effects lead to an overestimation of the energy, or when
xe,h-values > 1 are reconstructed. For high squark masses, only the lower mass window
cut significantly reduces the background contribution.
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8.4 Signal Efficiencies
Signal efficiencies have been derived for the squark decays leading to the final states
in the selection channels. The efficiencies are used for the optimisation of the y −M
cuts and the sliding mass windows. The efficiencies are different for the e+p and e−p
selections, due to differences in the optimised selection cuts. The differences originate
from two aspects: Data sets with different integrated luminosities are used for e+p
and e−p scattering; and the involvement of different partons in the scattering processes
in e+p and e−p SM interactions leads to differences in the shape of the background
distributions. Figure 8.15 shows the efficiencies for the eq, νq and the eMJ(RC)
channels after all selection criteria are applied. The different optimisation cuts, which
are determined separately for the e+p and e−p selections, lead to lower efficiencies in
these channels for the signal from e+p interactions. Figure 8.16 shows signal efficiencies
for the eMJ(WC) and the νMJ channels. For the νMJ channel, the signal efficiency
is slightly higher in the e+p selection with respect to the e−p selection, due to the
stronger y−M cut in the e−p selection. Identical selections for the eMJ(WC) channel
in e+p and e−p, have the same selection efficiency for signal events in e+p and e−p
scattering. The efficiency for the eMJ(WC) channel is significantly lower compared
to the efficiencies determined in the eMJ(RC) channel, due to the asymmetric charge
significance cut, which attributes events only to the eMJ(WC) channel if the charge
measurement is significant. In figure 8.17, the selection efficiencies for cascade decays
leading to the multilepton and multijet final states is shown for the selections.
The efficiencies are typically increasing for higher squark masses. In the eq channel,
the efficiency has a minimum for squark masses of 175 GeV. The low efficiency at this
mass results from the functional form of the ye − Me cut in this channel, which is
strongest at ∼ 175 GeV. For the νq channel, the efficiency has a rather flat plateau
for squark masses between 125 GeV and 200 GeV, and decreases for lower and higher
masses. The decrease of the efficiency is attributed to the degrading mass resolution,
and the width of the mass window. For squark decays involving one gaugino, leading
to the final states selected in the eMJ(RC) and νMJ channels, the selection efficiency
is highest in the regions, where the mass difference between the squark and the gaugino
is large enough, to allow for high transverse momenta of the decay products, electron
or neutrino and jets. For mass configurations where the gaugino mass is very small,
or where the gaugino mass approaches the squark mass, one of the decay products
typically gets only low PT , and the event may be rejected by the requirements of the
selection.
For decays which proceed via a cascade involving two gauginos, the efficiencies in-
crease with the squark mass and the gaugino mass. The highest efficiency for these
events is achieved typically for mass configurations, where the mass difference between
the heavier gaugino and the squark is large enough for the decay products to pass the
transverse momentum cuts in the selection. The efficiencies are typically higher for
events with a light LSP in the cascade, so that particles produced in the gaugino decay
also have large enough momenta to pass the selection criteria. For the shown squark
mass of 250 GeV, the highest efficiency in cascade decays is achieved for a mass of the
heavier gaugino of 220 GeV, and a LSP mass of 120 GeV.
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8.5 Systematic Uncertainties
The influence of the following experimental systematic uncertainties on the selected
toplogies has been considered:
◦ The uncertainty on the electromagnetic energy scale varies depending on the
polar angle from 0.7% in the central region to 2% in the forward region [130].
The uncertainty of the polar angle measurement of electromagnetic clusters is
3 mrad.
◦ An uncertainty of 2% is attributed to the knowledge of the hadronic energy
scale [130]. The polar angle measurement of jets is attributed an uncertainty of
10 mrad.
◦ The integrated luminosity measurement has an averaged uncertainty of 3%.
The effects of the above mentioned scale uncertainties on the electromagnetic and
hadronic energy scale, and the polar angle measurement uncertainty of electromag-
netic clusters and jets, are evaluated for the SM background prediciton and the signal
efficiencies by varying the corresponding quantities within one standard deviation in
the MC samples. The experimental systematic uncertainties for the selected topologies
are estimated by propagating the variations to the final distributions. The resulting
uncertainties are determined for the contribution of each process separately for the
topologies, and added in quadrature. The effect on the overall event yields has been
determined to 3% in the eq channel, 7% in the νq channel, and 4% in the eMJ(RC)
and eMJ(WC) channel. In the eµMJ and eνMJ channel, an uncertainty of 7% is
determined, 10% in the eeMJ channel, and 20% in the νMJ and νµMJ channels.
The total uncertainty on the SM background prediction in each channel is determined
by adding all the experimental systematic uncertainties and model uncertainties (see
section 4.1) in quadrature. A summary of the systematic uncertainties is compiled in
Table 8.2.
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Background Prediction
Uncertainty Selection Channel
Source eq eMJ (RC)
(WC)
eeMJ eµMJ eνMJ νq νMJ νµMJ
Em Scale (0.7− 2%)
Em θ (3 mrad)
Had Scale (2%)
Had θ (10 mrad)
3% 4% 10% 7% 7% 7% 20% 20%
Luminosity 3%
Dominant
Model Uncertainty
10% 15% 15% 15% 15% 10% 20% 15%
Dominant
SM Background
NC
RC : NC
WC : W/γp
NC NC NC CC CC
LL
W/γp
Signal Prediction
Source Prod. Cross Section PDF Scale Limited MC Statistics
Uncertainty 7− 50% 7% 10%
Table 8.2: Summary of experimental and theoretical model systematic uncertainties for
the background prediction in the selection channels, and for the signal prediction (see
section 4.1 and section 4.2). The electromagnetic (Em) and hadronic (Had) scale and
polar angle uncertainties are determined by variation within one standard deviation and
propagation to the final distributions. The background model uncertainties on the NC
DIS (NC), CC DIS (CC), γp, W boson (W ) and multilepton (LL) production processes
are considered to be conservative [129; 130]. The model uncertainty in the MJ channels
is higher due to the two high PT jets. The uncertainties attributed to the signal prediction
are estimated from the imprecise knowledge of the pdfs contributing to the production
cross section, the scale at which the pdfs are evaluated, and the limited statistics available
for the signal at the different mass combinations [34].
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Figure 8.1: Distributions of (a) z-vertex position, (b) number of electrons per event,
(c) number of jets per event, (d) inelasticity ye and (e) virtuality log10(Q
2
e) and (f) mo-
mentum fraction xe reconstructed via the electron method, transverse momenta of (g)
leading electrons P ele1T and (h) leading jets P
jet1
T , (i) reconstructed missing transverse
momentum PmissT , polar angle of (j) leading electrons θ
ele1 and (k) leading jets θjet1,
and (l) longitudinal energy balance
∑
(E − Pz) in the NC DIS selection channel for
Q2e > 1000 GeV
2 with data (points) events from 255pb−1 e+p collisions compared to
SM MC predictions. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncer-
tainties on the SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data
events show statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a
squark with Msquark = 150GeV, which decays into an electron and a jet with arbitrary
normalisation.
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Figure 8.2: Distributions of (a) z-vertex position, (b) number of electrons per event,
(c) number of jets per event, (d) inelasticity ye and (e) virtuality log10(Q
2
e) and (f) mo-
mentum fraction xe reconstructed via the electron method, transverse momenta of (g)
leading electrons P ele1T and (h) leading jets P
jet1
T , (i) reconstructed missing transverse
momentum PmissT , polar angle of (j) leading electrons θ
ele1 and (k) leading jets θjet1,
and (l) longitudinal energy balance
∑
(E − Pz) in the NC DIS selection channel for
Q2e > 1000 GeV
2 with data (points) events from 183pb−1 e−p collisions compared to
SM MC predictions. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncer-
tainties on the SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data
events show statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a
squark with Msquark = 150GeV, which decays into an electron and a jet with arbitrary
normalisation.
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Figure 8.3: Distributions of (a) z-vertex position, (b) ratio of energy flow Vap/Vp, (c)
number of jets per event, (d) inelasticity yh and (e) virtuality log10(Q
2
h) and (f) momen-
tum fraction xh reconstructed via the hadron method, (g) reconstructed missing trans-
verse momentum PmissT , transverse momenta of (h) leading jets P
jet1
T and (i) subleading
jets P jet2T , (j) longitudinal energy balance
∑
(E − Pz), polar angle of (k) leading jets
θjet1 and (l) subleading jets θjet2 in the CC DIS selection channel for Q2
h
> 500 GeV2
with data (points) events from 255pb−1 e+p collisions compared to SM MC predic-
tions. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on the
SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data events show
statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark with
Msquark = 150GeV, which decays into a neutrino and a jet with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure 8.4: Distributions of (a) z-vertex position, (b) ratio of energy flow Vap/Vp, (c)
number of jets per event, (d) inelasticity yh and (e) virtuality log10(Q
2
h) and (f) momen-
tum fraction xh reconstructed via the hadron method, (g) reconstructed missing trans-
verse momentum PmissT , transverse momenta of (h) leading jets P
jet1
T and (i) subleading
jets P jet2T , (j) longitudinal energy balance
∑
(E − Pz), polar angle of (k) leading jets
θjet1 and (l) subleading jets θjet2 in the CC DIS selection channel for Q2
h
> 500 GeV2
with data (points) events from 183pb−1 e−p collisions compared to SM MC predic-
tions. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on the
SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data events show
statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark with
Msquark = 150GeV, which decays into a neutrino and a jet with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure 8.5: Kinematic distributions of selected events in the eq channel for (a-f) the
e+p and (g-l) the e−p data (points) compared to SM MC predictions (solid histogram).
Shown are the transverse momenta of (a,g) electrons P ele1T and (b,h) jets P
jet1
T , (c,i)
the inelasticity ye, the polar angle of (d,j) electrons θ
ele1 and (e,k) jets θjet1, and (f,l)
the virtuality log10(Q
2
h). The error band gives all model and experimental systematic
uncertainties on the SM prediction added in quadrature. Error bars of data events show
statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark with
Msquark = 150GeV, which decays into an electron and a jet with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure 8.6: Distributions of (a,c) max(θjet1, θjet2)/180
◦ − ye and (b,d) the polar angle
of the most forward electron or jet θe,jet1,jet2 for selected events after the basic common
preselection in (a,b) the e+p and (c,d) the e−p data (points) compared to SM MC
predictions (solid histogram). The error band gives all model and experimental system-
atic uncertainties on the SM prediction added in quadrature. Error bars of data events
show statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark
with Msquark = 150GeV, which decays into an electron and multiple jets with arbitrary
normalisation. The vertical lines indicate cut values which are used for the statistical
separation of signal and background processes.
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Figure 8.7: Distributions of the transverse momenta of (a,g) electrons P eT , (b,h) leading
jets P jet1T and subleading (c,i) jets P
jet2
T , as well as the corresponding polar angle distri-
butions of (d,j) electrons θe, leading jets θjet1, and subleading jets θjet2 in the eMJ(RC)
channel for (a-f) the e+p and (g-l) the e−p data (points) compared to SM MC pre-
dictions (solid histogram). The error band gives all model and experimental systematic
uncertainties on the SM prediction added in quadrature. Error bars of data events show
statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark with
Msquark = 150GeV, which decays into an electron and multiple jets with arbitrary nor-
malisation.
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Figure 8.8: Distributions of (a) the reconstructed missing transverse momentum PmissT ,
momenta of (b) the leading jet P jet1T , as well as (c) the longitudinal energy momentum
balance
∑
(E−Pz), and (d) the polar angle of the leading jets θjet1 in the νq channel for
the e−p data (points) compared to SM MC predictions (solid histogram). The error band
gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on the SM prediction added
in quadrature. Error bars of data events show statistical uncertainties. The dashed
histogram indicates the signal from a squark with Msquark = 150GeV, which decays into
a neutrino and a jet with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure 8.9: Distributions of the (a,g) reconstructed missing transverse momentum
PmissT , momenta of (b,h) leading jets P
jet1
T and subleading (c,i) jets P
jet2
T , as well as the
(d,j) longitudinal energy momentum balance
∑
(E−Pz), leading jets θjet1, and subleading
jets θjet2 in the νMJ channel for (a-f) the e
+p and (g-l) the e−p data (points) compared
to SMMC predictions (solid histogram). The error band gives all model and experimental
systematic uncertainties on the SM prediction added in quadrature. Error bars of data
events show statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a
squark with Msquark = 150GeV, which decays into a neutrino and multiple jets with
arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure 8.10: Event yields per 2 pb−1 for selected events in the final selections in the eq
and νq channel, and per 8 pb−1 for selected events in the eMJ(RC) and νMJ channels
for (a-c) e+p and (d-g) e−p data. The sets of the different data-taking periods (see
Table 7.1) are concatenated, and marked with different colors and symbols. At the
beginning and end of the second and third period, binning effects can lead to extreme
outliers in the overlapping bins.
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Figure 8.11: Distribution of e+p SM background (black) and signal events for squark
masses Msquark = 150 GeV (magenta), Msquark = 200 GeV (blue) and Msquark =
275 GeV (orange) in the y − M plane, with M = {Me, Mrec,Mrec,ν} depending on
the topology. The size of the rectangles is proportional to the event count in the corre-
sponding bin. The cut optimising the expected limit for each squark mass is indicated
by a black curve, events below the curve are rejected. In the (a) eq and (c) eMJ(RC)
channel, the background prediction is dominated by NC DIS events, and in the (d) νMJ
channel by CC DIS events. The decay into the νq channel is not possible for u˜jL squarks
expected in e+p collisions.
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Figure 8.12: Distribution of e−p SM background (black) and signal events for squark
masses Msquark = 150 GeV (magenta), Msquark = 200 GeV (blue) and Msquark =
275 GeV (orange) in the y −M plane, with M = {Me, Mh , Mrec,Mrec,ν} depend-
ing on the topology. The size of the rectangles is proportional to the event count in
the corresponding bin. The cut optimising the expected limit for each squark mass is
indicated by a black curve, events below the curve are rejected. In the (a) eq and (c)
eMJ(RC) channel, the background prediction is dominated by NC DIS events, and in
the (b) νq and (d) νMJ channel by CC DIS events.
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Figure 8.13: Lower and upper mass window cuts (black lines) derived from SUSY
signal events (magenta) and the e+p SM background prediction (red), in channels with
a high amount of SM background. The mass window cuts are applied in (a) the eq
channel, (c) the eMJ(RC) channel and (d) the νMJ channel. In the eq and eMJ(RC)
channel, the background prediction is dominated by NC DIS events, and in the νMJ
channel by CC DIS events. The decay into the νq channel is not possible for u˜jL squarks
expected in e+p collisions. The size of the rectangles is proportional to the event count
in the bin. For each squark mass, a dedicated simulation was used with the processes
leading to the expected final state.
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Figure 8.14: Lower and upper mass window cuts (black lines) derived from SUSY
signal events (magenta) and the e−p SM background prediction (red), in channels with a
high amount of SM background. The mass window cuts are applied in (a) the eq channel,
(b) the νq channel, (c) the eMJ(RC) channel and (d) the νMJ channel. In the eq and
eMJ(RC) channel, the background prediction is dominated by NC DIS events, and in
the νq and νMJ channel by CC DIS events. The size of the rectangles is proportional to
the event count in the bin. For each squark mass, a dedicated simulation was used with
the processes leading to the expected final state.
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Figure 8.15: Efficiencies for SUSYGEN3 signal events simulating the squark decay
into (a) the eq channel, (b) the νq channel, (c,d) the decay involving one gaugino into the
eMJ(RC) channel, and (e,f) the cascade decay of gauginos for a squark mass Msquark =
250 GeV. MLSP and MNLSP denote the mass of the LSP and the mass of the gaugino,
which decays into the LSP, respectively.
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Figure 8.16: Efficiencies for SUSYGEN3 signal events simulating the squark decay into
(a) the eMJ(WC) channel involving one gaugino, (b) the cascade decay of gauginos into
the eMJ(WC) channel, (c,d) the decay into the νMJ channel involving one gaugino, and
(e,f) the cascade decay of gauginos into the νMJ channel for a squark mass Msquark =
250 GeV. MLSP and MNLSP denote the mass of the LSP and the mass of the gaugino,
which decays into the LSP, respectively.
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Figure 8.17: Efficiencies for SUSYGEN3 signal events simulating the gaugino cascade
decay into (a) the eeMJ channel, (b) the eµMJ channel, (c) the νeMJ channel, and (d)
the νµMJ channel for a squark mass Msquark = 250 GeV. MLSP and MNLSP denote the
mass of the LSP and the mass of the gaugino, which decays into the LSP, respectively.
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Figure 8.18: Reconstructed mass distributions in all selection channels with data
(points) events from 255pb−1 e+p collisions compared to SM MC predictions [1]. The
method used for the reconstruction ofMe,Mrec andMrec,ν depends on the analysis chan-
nel. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on the
SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data events show
statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark with
Msquark = 150GeV decaying into the indicated channel with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure 8.19: Reconstructed mass distributions in all selection channels with data
(points) events from 183pb−1 e−p collisions compared to SM MC predictions [1]. The
method used for the reconstruction of Me,Mh,Mrec and Mrec,ν depends on the analysis
channel. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on
the SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data events show
statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark with
Msquark = 150GeV decaying into the indicated channel with arbitrary normalisation.
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No significant deviation from the SM predictions has been observed in data analysis of
data sets corresponding to integrated luminosities of 183 pb−1 in electron-proton, and
255 pb−1 in positron-proton scattering. In order to constrain theoretical predictions of
supersymmetric theories, a statistical method is adopted to calculate 95% confidence
level (CL) limits. The CLs procedure is explained in the next section. Using the CLs
method, limits are derived for the phenomenological MSSM model, and for the more
constrained mSUGRA model with R-parity violation. The strength of R-parity violat-
ing couplings is constrained, and compared to existing exclusion limits from different
experiments.
9.1 The CLs Method
The method to calculate limits from the observed and expected event yields and signal
efficiencies in the different event topologies uses the modified frequentist approach [161]
based on a likelihood ratio test-statistic, also called the CLs method. This method de-
viates from the unified approach [162] and the constructed confidence intervals do not
have the same interpretation as traditional frequentist confidence intervals or Bayesian
credible intervals [163]. The algorithm [164] used for the determination of the com-
bined exclusion limit from all selection channels, includes the treatment of uncorrelated
systematic uncertainties. A brief description of the CLs method, and the combination
of search channels is given in the following.
Confidence Interval Construction
An observable indicating the presence of new physics is the number of candidate events
satisfying a certain set of criteria [163]. The interpretation of the data, i.e. the presence
of a signal s in the observable, can be treated as hypothesis test [165; 166].
The null hypothesis is that the signal is absent in the data (s = 0), and the alternate
hypothesis is the presence of the signal (s = 1). For testing the hypotheses, a test-
statistic Q is constructed, which is a function of the observable and the signal model
parameters [161]. The test-statistic is used to rank the outcomes of experiments, such
that small Q is expected if the signal is absent, and large Q is expected in the presence
of the signal.
In a counting experiment with n independent search channels, and the presence of
background in the search channels, an optimal choice for the test-statistic Q, discrimi-
nating signal-like from background-like outcomes of experiments, is the likelihood ratio.
Assuming the presence of the signal contribution si in the i-th channel with predicted
background bi, and observed candidates di, the test-statistic is given by Q =
∑
i
Qi
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with [164]:
Qi =
e−(si+bi)(si + bi)
di
di!
/
e−bibdii
di!
.
The probabilities for the s + b hypothesis and the background-only hypothesis b are
calculated as the Poisson probabilities Ps+b, Pb to observe values for the test-statistic
less or equal to the observed Qobs in data:
Ps+b(Q ≤ Qobs) =
∑
Q({d′i})≤Q({di})
n∏
i=1
e−(si+bi)(si + bi)
d′i
d′i!
and
Pb(Q ≤ Qobs) =
∑
Q({d′i})≤Q({di})
n∏
i=1
e−(bi)(bi)
d′i
d′i!
,
where Q({di}) is the test-statistic computed in each channel for the observed set of
candidates {di}, and Q({d′i}) is the test-statistic for the set of all possible outcomes
{d′i} that yield values of the test-statistic less than or equal to the observed, summed
over the number of independent search channels n [164].
Testing the signal hypothesis, a probability CLs+b is defined as the probability to
observe values of the test-statistic Q equal or smaller than the observed value Qobs,
assuming the presence of the signal:
CLs+b = Ps+b(Q ≤ Qobs) .
The probability CLs+b has a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 for the test-statistic
Q if the signal is present. For absent signal, CLs+b is expected to peak towards 0.
A similar probability is defined for the background-only hypothesis, assuming the
signal is absent. The probability CLb is defined as
CLb = Pb(Q ≤ Qobs) ,
and expected to have a uniform distribution between 0 and 1 for the test-statistic Q if
the signal is absent. If the signal is present, CLb is expected to peak near 1, and shows
poor compatibility with the background-only hypothesis [163].
Considering the presence of background in the data can result in unphysical results,
i.e. negative signal cross sections may be derived if the observation suffers from a
downward fluctuation of the background in the data. The approach taken to deal
with this situation is to re-normalise the probability for the s + b hypothesis to the
probability of the background-only hypothesis, generalising the classical approach to
confidence limits in single channel counting experiments [163; 167].
The modified frequentist confidence level for the signal hypothesis is given simply by
CLs =
CLs+b
CLb
,
and is a ratio of probabilities. The alternate hypothesis is rejected if the ratio CLs
is smaller than the specified confidence level CLs < 1− CL, where a confidence level
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CL = 0.95 is used in this analysis. The test is considered to give more conservative
results than the standard frequentist test CLs+b < 1 − CL, because CLs ≥ CLs+b.
Especially in cases, where the experiment is not sensitive to a given signal, the difference
between the signal + background and the background-only distribution is very small.
The ratio CLs is close to 1 in this case, and the signal hypothesis is not rejected. By
contrast, the standard frequentist approach CLs+b may reject theories also in insensitive
regions, simply due to downward fluctuations of the background in the data.
For the construction of confidence intervals, many sets of the signal hypothesis are
tested. A continuous parameter of the signal theory often has a region, where the signal
is small and can not be distinguished from the null hypothesis. The CLs method never
rejects such insensitive regions. As the signal becomes more prominent for different
values of the parameter, it is eventually rejected at some point by the observation in
data. This point is also called the 95% exclusion limit. In other cases, exclusion limits
may exist for changes of the parameter in both directions, leading to upper and lower
limits. The non-excluded region for the parameter between such limits is also called
confidence interval. The median expected limit is defined as the exclusion limit at a
given confidence level, averaged over all possible outcomes of the experiment assuming
there is no signal. Further implications and restrictions of the method exist [163],
which exceed the aim of this brief introduction. The systematic uncertainties on signal
and background predictions are taken into account assuming Gaussian distributions of
the signal and background predictions. Details of the implementation of the method to
compute confidence limits and the incorporation of systematic uncertainties are beyond
the scope of this work and described elsewhere [164].
Exclusion Limit Derivation
The search results are used to derive 95% CL limits on the number of squark candi-
dates for squark mass hypotheses Msquark in order to constrain the signal production
cross section σprod [1]. The e
−p and e+p data sets are used in separate analyses because
of the different sensitivity to the couplings λ′11k and λ
′
1j1, respectively. SUSY model
scenarios with signal cross sections leading to more events than the 95% CL limit on
the number of events derived from data are excluded. At any squark mass, values of
the couplings λ′11k and λ
′
1j1 which lead to higher cross sections are excluded. In the
following it is assumed, that only one non-zero R-parity violating coupling dominates,
and that production and decay proceed via this single dominant coupling. The produc-
tion cross section depends linearly on the squark mass Msquark, and the quadratically
on the strength of the λ′11k or λ
′
1j1 coupling involved. The branching ratio BR of squark
decays into the selection channels depends on the model scenarios, and is determined
using the SUSYGEN3 [32] software. The efficiencies for selecting squark decays in
the selection channels are determined via simulated and reconstructed SUSYGEN3
MC events. A dense grid of SUSY particle masses involved in the decay modes of
squarks is used to interpolate the selection efficiencies (see section 4.2). The product
of signal efficiency times branching ratio is determined for each model scenario for the
masses of SUSY particles involved in the squark decay leading to the final states se-
lected in each selection channel. The nine selection channels of the e−p data analysis
are combined using the CLs method to determine a limit on the coupling λ
′
11k. The
eight selection channels of the e+p data analysis are combined using the CLs method
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to constrain the coupling λ′1j1. The treatment of the systematic uncertainties on the
background and signal prediction assumes Gaussian distributions for the uncertainties,
discussed elsewhere [164]. The following quantities are used to determine 95% CL ex-
clusion limits on the signal production cross section: the observed number of candidate
events Nobs,i; the background expectation Nexp,i; the uncertainty on the background
expectation ∆Nexp,i; the product of signal efficiency times branching ratio BRi · ǫi;
and the uncertainty attributed to the signal efficiency ∆ǫi in the i-th channel. The
uncertainty on the signal efficiency includes the experimental systematic uncertain-
ties of the signal efficiencies, and the systematic uncertainties attributed to the signal
cross section (see section 4.2). A sliding mass window technique is used in selection
channels with high SM background, in order to further reduce the background expec-
tation, and optimise the expected limit for a given squark mass hypothesis in the range
Msquark = 100− 290 GeV (see section 8.3).
Crosstalk Efficiency
Besides the direct sensitivity for decay chains leading to a specific final state, also
indirect sensitivity, originating from cross talk between selection channels, is given by
the selection topologies. Events from decay chains leading to a different final state
may be mis-reconstructed, and therefore selected in one of the other topologies. The
following cross talk is considered in the selection channels: Squark decay modes with
an electron or neutrino and multijets may be selected in the eq and νq channels,
respectively, if jets are not reconstructed correctly. The cross talk efficiency for squark
decays leading to electron or neutrino and multijet final states, which are selected in
the eq and νq channel, give additional sensitivity for the signal, and the cross talk
efficiencies are included in the calculation of the efficiency times branching ratio for
each channel. The cross talk efficiencies are also determined for events leading to the
eeMJ and eµMJ final states, selected in the eMJ(RC) channel, and for eνMJ and
νµMJ final state decay modes selected in the νMJ channel, e.g. when leptons are not
identified. The cross talk contribution from the eeMJ and eµMJ decay modes to the
eνMJ channel is also taken into account. The cross talk efficiencies are mostly . 1%,
only for nearly degenerate gaugino masses in cascade decays, or degenerate squark and
gaugino masses, where the emitted particles get low transverse momenta, the cross talk
efficiencies contribute with additional 10 − 20%. The overall effect on the exclusion
limits is very small . 1%.
Squark Width Correction
The resonant production of squarks leads to peaks in the invariant mass distributions
for signal events in the decay channels. For the highest squark masses Msquark & 270−
290 GeV, close to the kinematic limit, the width of the squark increases. The increasing
squark width at the kinematic limit results from the relatively large 6Rp couplings
involved, which can be tested with the available statistics. The resonance peak in the x
distribution is reduced when the squark width increases, leading to a more prominent
tail at lower invariant squark masses. This means, that the cross section decreases at
the resonance peak region, leading to a smaller cross section contribution inside the
region of the mass window in the eq, νq, eMJ(RC) and eMJ(WC) channels. The
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signal efficiencies in this analysis have been determined for negligible squark widths,
and the effect has to be compensated in the calculation of the selection efficiencies in
channels where a mass window is applied. The fraction of the cross section leading
to invariant masses outside the mass windows can not be recovered in the squark
mass reconstruction for these events, and the selection efficiency has to be reduced
accordingly [34]. Also the production cross section must be corrected in the same
way. For squark masses above 290 GeV the assumption for the resonant production
mechanism and the finite squark width are no longer reliable.
The analysis is therefore restricted to the resonance peak region, and squarks with
invariant masses lower than the generated mass are neglected, although they could be
included in the selections. The approach is therefore considered to yield conservative
results [34].
9.2 MSSM Interpretation
A phenomenological version of the MSSM is considered in the following interpretation
of the search results [1]. The masses of squarks and sleptons are set to fixed values and
the gaugino masses are determined via the set of parameters µ,M2, and tanβ. Thus,
the complete spectrum for the neutralino and chargino masses, and their mixture of
photino γ˜, zino Z˜, and higgsino H˜1, H˜2, or wino W˜±, and charged higgsino H˜
+
1 , H˜
−
2
components is derived. The gluino mass is expected to be large in these scenarios
Mgluino ∼ M3 ≫ M2. Mixing effects in the sfermion sector are neglected for the first
two squark generations. Sleptons are considered to be degenerate in mass, and their
masses are set to 90 GeV. The effect of higher slepton masses affects the results only
in certain model scenarios, as will be shown. The branching ratios into the selection
channels are calculated using the SUSYGEN3 software, adding the contributions from
processes leading to the selected final states, considering direct 6Rp squark decays, decays
involving a single gaugino, and decays involving a cascade of two gauginos. Decay
chains involving more than two gauginos, or decay chains leading to tau leptons in the
final state are not considered in the calculation of branching ratios.
Two of these scenarios are shown for illustration in the following. These scenarios
are example cases, where the neutralino is either dominated by a photino or a zino
component (see section 2.4 for the dependence of the composition of the neutralino on
the supersymmetric parameters). These extreme cases are useful to study the coverage
of the analysis in terms of excluded scenarios by the studied topologies.
Photino γ˜ dominated lightest neutralino
For the choice of parameters tan β = 2, µ = −200 GeV and M2 = 80 GeV, a super-
symmetric scenario is expected, in which the lightest SUSY particle is the neutralino,
and the dominant component is the photino. The coupling of the photino leads to
the dominant production of charged leptons in the decays of the neutralino. Thus,
squark decays into topologies with charged leptons have the highest branching ratio
in this scenario. Figure 9.1 shows 95% CL limits on the couplings λ′11k and λ
′
1j1 for
j, k = 1, 2 in this model scenario. Also shown are the branching ratios for squark decays
into the considered topologies at the observed limit. For the low squark mass region,
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the d˜kR squark decays leading to final states selected in the eMJ(RC) and eMJ(WC)
channels have the highest branching ratio, each contributing with BR ≈ 40%. In the
case of u˜jL squark decays the eℓMJ channels with ℓ = e, µ dominate the branching
ratio BR ≈ 40%. The decays of u˜jL squarks proceed via chargino states, and thus
additional charged leptons are expected in the final states. For squark masses near the
kinematic border, the limit on the couplings decreases and directly R-parity violating
squark decays begin to dominate the branching ratio. The channels eq and νq in case
of d˜kR squarks, and the channel eq for u˜
j
L squarks start to dominate the branching
for Msquark & 280 GeV. Channels with the highest branching ratio set typically the
strongest limit in the combination of all decay channels. The sum of branching ratios of
all considered decay topologies is close to 100% for the d˜kR decays. For u˜
j
L squarks the
sum of branching ratios of all considered decay channels only covers
∑BR ≈ 70−80%,
due to the high probability of cascade decays of charginos. The missing fraction of the
branching ratio is due to decays involving more than two gauginos in the cascade de-
cays, or the production of tau leptons in the final state, for which the efficiency has not
been determined in this analysis, and for which the corresponding processes have been
neglected in the calculation of branching ratios. The constraints are compared to previ-
ous limits obtained by H1 in an analysis of a smaller dataset [53]. Due to the increased
luminosity of the analysed data sets by a factor of 183 pb−1/13.5 pb−1 ≈ 13 for the e−p
and a factor of 255 pb−1/64.3 pb−1 ≈ 4 for the e+p data sample, constraints could be
set in a previously unexplored region. The limit reaches as low as λ′11k,1j1 < 5 · 10−3 for
low squark masses Msquark = 100 GeV, decreasing to λ
′
1j1 < 5 · 10−1, and λ′11k < 10−1
for high squark masses Msquark = 290 GeV approaching the kinematic limit. The e
−p
data sample allows a similar exclusion as the e+p data sample at low squark masses,
and even stronger exclusion at high squark masses, due the increased cross section by
the quark content of the proton, though the data set corresponds to a considerably
smaller integrated luminosity.
The observed limits for the λ′11k and λ
′
1j1 couplings are compared to the median
expected limit in Figures 9.3a and 9.3b in the photino scenario. The observed limit
for λ′11k is typically stronger than the median expected limit over the complete mass
range, because a slight deficit in data compared to the SM background prediction is
observed. For the highest squark masses, the observed limit is very close to the median
expected limit. The observed limit for λ′1j1 is very close to the median expected limit
over the complete mass range. Observed and median expected exclusion limits in
the same scenarios for degenerate squark and slepton masses have also been derived.
The effect of the increased slepton mass reduces the branching ratios for cascade decays
involving sleptons. Therefore slightly weaker exclusion limits are obtained for u˜jL squark
production, while the effect for d˜jL squarks is negligible. The observed limits show the
same behaviour regarding the median expected limit.
Zino Z˜ dominated lightest neutralino
For a different choice of parameters, tanβ = 2, µ = 200 GeV and M2 = 150 GeV, a su-
persymmetric scenario with the neutralino being the lightest SUSY particle, dominated
by a zino component, is expected. The weak coupling of the zino leads to increased
neutrino production in the decays, thus final states with neutrinos are expected to
dominate squark decays involving the LSP in this scenario. In figure 9.2, limits derived
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for this model scenario are shown, together with the branching ratios into the decay
channels at the observed limit. Complementary topologies dominate the branching of
squarks in this model scenario with respect to the photino dominated neutralino case.
The decays of d˜kR squarks into the νMJ channel have the highest branching ratio,
covering 90% for a wide range of squark masses. Only at the highest squark masses
an additional contribution from the eq and νq channels is expected. For u˜jL squarks,
the νℓMJ channel with ℓ = e, µ has the highest branching ratio BR ≈ 50%, followed
by the νMJ channel with BR ≈ 10− 20%. Again, for the highest squark masses, the
eq channel is starting to dominate the branching. The sum of branching ratios cov-
ers nearly 100% for d˜kR squarks. For u˜
j
L squarks, the decays involving more than two
gauginos in the cascade have not been considered in the calculation of the branching
ratios, which results in a sum of branching ratios of the analysed decay channels of
only
∑BR ≈ 70 − 80%. The missing fraction of the total branching ratio is due to
decays involving more than 2 gauginos. The limits in the zino dominated neutralino
scenario are slightly weaker than in the photino case at low squark mass, due to the
dominant decay into final states involving neutrinos, for which higher systematic un-
certainties than in the electron based decay channels have been determined. For high
squark mass, a similar sensitivity is achieved in both cases due to the dominant direct
6Rp squark decays.
The observed limits for λ′11k and λ
′
1j1 are compared to the median expected limit
in Figures 9.3c and 9.3d for the zino case. The observed limit is for both couplings
stronger than the median expected limit, due to slightly more predicted events than
observed in data. The strong contribution of the νMJ decay channel leads for some
masses to larger deviations from the expected limit, due to a slight overestimation of the
data by the background MC in these mass ranges. For degenerate squark and slepton
masses, the observed and median expected exclusion limits in the same scenarios have
also been derived. The effect of the increased slepton mass is most visible in the limits
for the λ′1j1 coupling, where the decay to charginos leads to a high branching into
the νℓMJ channels, which have the strongest contribution from sleptons in the decay
chains, resulting in less stringent limits.
Scan of supersymmetric scenarios in the MSSM
In order to constrain the parameters of the MSSM, a full scan of model scenarios is
performed [1]. Only models with a mass for the LSP bigger than 30 GeV are considered.
The sleptons are again considered to be degenerate and their mass is set to 90 GeV
in all scenarios. As seen from the example cases discussed before, similar results can
be expected for degenerate sleptons and squarks. The example cases of photino-like
and zino-like neutralinos show, that a similar sensitivity is reached with the considered
decay channels for complementary model scenarios. In the following, limits are set on
the strength of the R-parity violating couplings λ′11k and λ
′
1j1 for j, k = 1, 2, 3 in MSSM
models in the range of parameters −300 GeV < µ < 300 GeV, and 70 GeV < M2 <
350 GeV for values of tan β = 2 and tan β = 6. The different 95% exclusion regions are
shown in Figure 9.4 for the coupling λ′11k using the e
−p data sample, and in Figure 9.5
for the λ′1j1 coupling using the e
+p data sample. Values of the couplings excluded in
all investigated scenarios, and values excluded only for parts of the parameter space
are marked, accordingly. Constraints are set for all three generations of squarks. For
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third generation squark production, limits are calculated taking the mixing between
the stop states (sbottom states) into account. The mixing influences the masses of the
stop eigenstates, and also their production cross sections. The method conservatively
considers only the eigenstate which yields the bigger sensitivity, which is not necessarily
the lighter stop [34]. Therefore the limits on λ′113 and λ
′
131 are shown separately from
the results of λ′11k and λ
′
1j1 for j, k = 1, 2.
Compared to previous results obtained by H1 [53], couplings λ′11k smaller by a factor
1.5− 2 could be excluded over the complete mass range, for all generations using the
much increased luminosity of the e−p data sample. For the limit on λ′1j1, using the
higher luminosity e+p sample, a factor of 1.2− 1.5 is reached with respect to previous
H1 limits. The direct limit surpasses the indirect limits on λ′112 and λ
′
113 from charge
current universality [35; 48] in the considered model scenarios up to squark masses of
250 GeV. The constraints on λ′121 and λ
′
131 from atomic parity violation [35; 49] are
surpassed by the direct limits up to squark masses of 240 GeV. The indirect limit from
the non-observation of neutrinoless double β decay [35; 47] through 6Rp processes, sets
more severe indirect limits on the coupling λ′111.
6Rp couplings of comparable strength to the electromagnetic coupling strength λ′1j1
or λ′11k =
√
4παem = 0.3, can be excluded in all investigated model scenarios up to
squark masses of 275 GeV for u˜jL squarks, and up to 290 GeV for d˜
k
R squarks.
9.3 mSUGRA Interpretation
In the following, limits are set on the parameters of the mSUGRA model [1]. The
mSUGRA model is completely defined by the following set of parameters: the common
mass at the GUT scale for scalar particles m0; the common mass for gauginos m1/2;
the ratio of Higgs vacuum expectation values tanβ; as well as the common trilinear
coupling A0; and the sign of the Higgs mixing parameter µ. By the choice of these five
parameters, the low energy solution of masses and composition of all supersymmetric
particles is determined, thus fixing the branching ratios into the signal topologies as
discussed. By contrast to the MSSM, also masses of squarks and sleptons are derived
by the set of parameters. Model configurations which lead to a LSP mass smaller than
30 GeV are considered in this scan, but a vanishing efficiency is assumed for channels
with gauge decays ending in a neutralino or chargino with mass < 30 GeV. Model
configurations which lead to a scalar LSP are not considered.
A scan of the parameters m0 and m1/2 at fixed values of tanβ, and a choice for the
sign of µ is performed. The parameter A0 is set to zero, since its influence has been
determined to be negligible [34]. For a fixed strength of the couplings λ′1j1 and λ
′
11k,
branching ratios into the decay topologies are calculated. The limit is set in these
scenarios mostly by the eq channel, or the eq and νq channels, since channels involving
gauginos in the decay cascade only contribute, as long as the LSP mass stays above
30 GeV.
Figures 9.6 and 9.7 show results of this scan in the m0 −m1/2 plane for λ′1j1 = 0.3
and λ′11k = 0.3, respectively, when values of A0 = 0, µ < 0 and tan β = 2, 6 and 10 are
assumed. The limits from third generation squark production are indicated separately,
since mixing effects lead to light stop and sbottom states with respect to the other
squark flavours, which allows to set more severe constraints on the parameters m0
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and m1/2. The effect is more severe in the limit for λ
′
1j1 = 0.3, since the strongest
mixing effects are expected for the stop squark at these tanβ values. The limits
follow approximately curves of constant squark mass, only at high m0 and low m1/2 a
degradation in the limit, due to the loss of efficiency in the multijet channels when the
LSP mass drops below 30 GeV, is observed. The limit excludes values for m0 −m1/2
leading to squark masses of Msquark = 280 GeV for a coupling λ
′
11k = 0.3 from first
and second generation squark production. For a coupling λ′1j1 = 0.3, the limit for
m0−m1/2 excludes almost throughout first and second generation squarks with masses
of Msquark = 275 GeV. The third generation limit excludes higher values of m0 −m1/2
than the first and second generation limit, though the squark mass limit is considerably
weaker. The domain m1/2 < 10 GeV is not considered for third generation squarks,
since the decay into νbd¯ is kinematically not accessible due to the light mass of the LSP.
The gap, that occurs form0 ≈ 75 GeV in Figure 9.7, originates from an enhancement of
decay modes involving more than two gauginos, for which the branching ratio has not
been considered, since the efficiencies are only determined for cascade decays involving
at most two gauginos.
The limits obtained in this analysis are extending the previous limits obtained by
the H1 experiment by a few GeV in the excluded squark mass range. The limits can
also be compared to results obtained in complementary physics processes at LEP [75]
and the TeVatron [78], where also constraints were derived on the parameters m0 and
m1/2 in 6Rp SUSY models. For high values of m0, the D0 limit is independent of m0 and
exceeds the constraints on m1/2 derived here. The limit derived by the L3 experiment
constrains more severely the parameter m1/2 for low values of m0 at tan β = 2. The
HERA limits extend the existing bounds especially in the domain of mediumm0 ≈ m1/2
compared to the LEP and TeVatron limits.
Dependence of mSUGRA Results on tanβ
The dependence of the exclusion limits in the mSUGRA model on the parameter tanβ
has been studied in a scan of models for λ′1j1 = 0.3 and λ
′
11k = 0.3, respectively,
assuming values of A0 = 0, µ < 0. Exclusion limits on the parameter M = m0 = m1/2
are derived, assuming a common mass parameter for sfermions and gauginos. Figure 9.8
shows the resulting exclusion domains. The limits for the first two squark generations
are independent of tanβ, the limit on down-type squarks (M > 110 GeV) is slightly
higher than for up-type squarks (M > 105 GeV). For the third generation squarks, the
constraints depend on the mixing in the sfermion sector. For sbottom production, the
mixing effects increase the exclusion for increasing tanβ, leading to excluded values
of up to M = 150 GeV at the highest accessible tanβ. In case of stop production, a
step at tan β ≈ 38 is visible in the limits, which originates from an increased branching
into decay modes involving tau leptons in the final state, for which the branching has
not been considered and the efficiencies have not been determined, and which have
therefore not been included in the calculation of branching ratios. The stop limit
excludes values of of up to M = 148 GeV at moderate tanβ.
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MSSM model scenario: χ01 dominated by photino γ˜ component
Figure 9.1: In a phenomenological MSSM with a photino (γ˜) like neutralino (χ01)
exclusion limits at 95% CL on (a) λ′11k (k = 1, 2) and on (b) λ
′
1j1 (j = 1, 2) [1]. For
comparison, the corresponding limit from the previous analysis [53] is also indicated.
Also shown are branching ratios to the decay channels considered in this analysis for (c)
λ′11k and (d) λ
′
1j1 values at the observed limit.
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MSSM model scenario: χ01 dominated by zino Z˜ component
Figure 9.2: In a phenomenological MSSM with a zino (Z˜) like neutralino (χ01) exclusion
limits at 95% CL on (a) λ′11k (k = 1, 2) and on (b) λ
′
1j1 (j = 1, 2) [1]. Also shown are
branching ratios to the decay channels considered in this analysis for (c) λ′11k and (d)
λ′1j1 values at the observed limit.
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Figure 9.3: Comparison of observed and median expected exclusion limits on (a,c)
λ′11k (k = 1, 2) and (b,d) λ
′
1j1 (j = 1, 2) in the (a,b) photino and (c,d) zino dominated
neutralino scenario at 95% CL for slepton masses set to 90 GeV, and for slepton masses
identical to the squark mass.
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Scan of MSSM model scenarios: d˜kR production via λ
′
11k (k = 1, 2, 3)
Figure 9.4: Exclusion limits (95% CL) on λ′11k for (a) k = 1, 2 and (b) k = 3 as
a function of the squark mass derived from a scan of the MSSM parameter space, as
indicated in the Figures using 183 pb−1 of e−p collision data [1]. The dark shaded
region indicates values of the coupling λ′11k excluded in all investigated scenarios, whereas
the light shaded region is excluded only in part of the scenarios. Indirect limits from
neutrinoless double beta decay experiments (ββ0ν) [35; 47] and tests of charged current
universality (CCU) [35; 48] are also shown. For comparison, the corresponding H1limits
from the previous analysis [53] (c,d), as well as unpublished results [34] (a,b), based on
the same luminosity of 13.5 pb−1 are also indicated.
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Scan of MSSM model scenarios: u˜jL production via λ
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Figure 9.5: Exclusion limits (95% CL) on λ′1j1 for (a) j = 1, 2 and (b) j = 3 as a function
of the squark mass derived from a scan of the MSSM parameter space, as indicated in
the Figures using 255 pb−1 of e−p collision data [1]. The dark shaded region indicates
values of the coupling λ′1j1 excluded in all investigated scenarios, whereas the light shaded
region is excluded only in part of the scenarios. Indirect limits from neutrinoless double
beta decay experiments (ββ0ν) [35; 47] and atomic parity violation (APV) [35; 49] are
also shown. For comparison, the corresponding H1 limits from the previous analysis [53]
(c,d), as well as unpublished results from [34] (a,b) based on the same luminosity of
64.3 pb−1 are also indicated.
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Figure 9.6: Exclusion limits (95% CL) in m0,m1/2 plane assuming λ
′
11k = 0.3 for (a)
tan β = 2, (b) tan β = 6 and (c) tanβ = 10 for k = 1, 2 hatched dark, and k = 3
filled light region [1]. A curve of constant squark mass is indicated for m(d˜) = 280 GeV.
Also indicated are constraints obtained by the L3 experiment at LEP [75] and the D0
experiment at the Tevatron [78]. The dark region labelled as “not allowed” indicates
where no REWSB solution is possible or where the LSP is a sfermion.
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Figure 9.7: Exclusion limits (95% CL) in m0,m1/2 plane assuming λ
′
1j1 = 0.3 for (a)
tan β = 2, (b) tan β = 6 and (c) tan β = 10 for j = 1, 2 hatched dark, and j = 3
filled light region [1]. Curves of constant squark mass are indicated for m(u˜) = 275 GeV
and m(t˜) = 270 GeV. Also indicated are constraints obtained by the L3 experiment at
LEP [75] and the D0 experiment at the Tevatron [78]. The dark region labelled as “not
allowed” indicates where no REWSB solution is possible or where the LSP is a sfermion.
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10 Conclusion
A search for squarks in R-parity violating supersymmetry is presented in this thesis,
using the final data set of the H1 detector at HERA. The single resonant production
of squarks via a lepton-quark-squark coupling λ′ in electron-quark fusion is expected.
Direct squark decays, and squark decays involving gauginos are considered, leading to
final states with electrons, neutrinos, muons and jets in different multiplicities. Sev-
eral exclusive selection channels, based on the final states expected from squark decays
are examined with respect to the standard model expectation. No significant deviation
from the SM predictions could be observed in the analysis of data sets corresponding to
integrated luminosities of 183 pb−1 of electron-proton, and 255 pb−1 of positron-proton
collision data, collected at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 319 GeV. The differential
kinematic distributions are well described in all selection channels, and even for more
complex final states a reasonable description of the data by the SM expectation is ob-
served. The non-observation of a signal is interpreted in the framework of the MSSM
and the mSUGRA models, assuming the single coupling dominance hypothesis. Exclu-
sion limits on the strength of the 6Rp couplings λ′1j1 and λ′11k, depending on the squark
mass hypothesis, are derived in the MSSM by a scan of the supersymmetric parameters
70 GeV < M2 < 350 GeV and −300 GeV < µ < 300 GeV at tan β = 2 and 6. The
exclusion limits improve the existing boundaries, and exclude couplings λ′1j1 and λ
′
11k
at the level λ′ . 0.5 · 10−2 at Msquark = 100 GeV, and λ′ . 0.5 at Msquark = 290 GeV
for all three squark generations j, k = 1, 2, 3. For an 6Rp coupling strength compara-
ble to the electromagnetic coupling strength, λ′1j1 or λ
′
11k =
√
4παem = 0.3, squark
masses up to 275 GeV are excluded for u˜jL squarks, with d˜
k
R squarks further excluded
up to 290 GeV for all three squark generations j, k = 1, 2, 3. An interpretation in the
mSUGRA model, assuming an 6Rp coupling strength comparable to the electromagnetic
coupling strength, yields exclusion limits on the supersymmetric parameters m0 and
m1/2, which superseed previous constraints obtained at HERA. The excluded region
of supersymmetric scenarios is similar to the excluded region obtained at the LEP
and TeVatron colliders, and competes with indirect limits derived from precision elec-
troweak data. In the light of the LHC, which now quickly accumulates more data at
unprecedented centre-of-mass energies, more severe constraints may become available
in the near future. Although searches at the LHC experiments concentrate mostly
on R-parity conserved SUSY models, first searches for combinations of non-zero 6Rp
couplings have been performed. The LHC may quickly discover 6Rp SUSY, since the
pair-production of squarks with high masses is possible, and the 6Rp couplings may lead
to final states easily visible at a hadron collider. However, no better testing ground
than HERA exists so far for direct searches for new particles which couple to leptons
and quarks. Furthermore, a high-energetic lepton beam interacting with the proton
beam of the LHC, as proposed in form of the LHeC, would allow extended studies of
6Rp couplings with an immensely increased sensitivity [168]. It is now up to the LHC
and TeVatron experiments to decide the fate of supersymmetry and other new physics
scenarios in the beginning millenium.
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Some supplementary material is compiled at this place. Views of the H1 detector layout
are shown for illustrative purposes. Additional Figures show preselections of the data
and SM expectation in channels, where further optimisation cuts are applied.
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Figure A.1: A 3-dimensional view of the H1 Detector, as implemented in GEANT in
the H1 software [169].
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Figure A.2: Technical drawing of the H1 Detector. The sketched trajectories show
where particles under different θ angles traverse the detector volume [169].
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Figure A.3: Distributions of (a) z-vertex position, (b) number of electrons per event,
(c) number of jets per event, (d) inelasticity ye and (e) virtuality log10(Q
2
e) and (f) mo-
mentum fraction xe reconstructed via the electron method, transverse momenta of (g)
leading electrons P ele1T and (h) leading jets P
jet1
T , (i) reconstructed missing transverse
momentum PmissT , polar angle of (j) leading electrons θ
ele1 and (k) leading jets θjet1,
and (l) longitudinal energy balance
∑
(E − Pz) in the NC DIS selection channel for
Q2e > 2500 GeV
2 with data (points) events from 255pb−1 e+p collisions compared to
SM MC predictions. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncer-
tainties on the SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data
events show statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from
a squark with Msquark = 150GeV decaying into an electron and a jet with arbitrary
normalisation.
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Figure A.4: Distributions of (a) z-vertex position, (b) number of electrons per event,
(c) number of jets per event, (d) inelasticity ye and (e) virtuality log10(Q
2
e) and (f) mo-
mentum fraction xe reconstructed via the electron method, transverse momenta of (g)
leading electrons P ele1T and (h) leading jets P
jet1
T , (i) reconstructed missing transverse
momentum PmissT , polar angle of (j) leading electrons θ
ele1 and (k) leading jets θjet1,
and (l) longitudinal energy balance
∑
(E − Pz) in the NC DIS selection channel for
Q2e > 2500 GeV
2 with data (points) events from 183pb−1 e−p collisions compared to
SM MC predictions. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncer-
tainties on the SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data
events show statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from
a squark with Msquark = 150GeV decaying into an electron and a jet with arbitrary
normalisation.
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Figure A.5: Distributions of (a) z-vertex position, (b) ratio of energy flow Vap/Vp,
(c) number of jets per event, (d) inelasticity yh and (e) virtuality log10(Q
2
h) and (f)
momentum fraction xh reconstructed via the hadron method, (g) reconstructed missing
transverse momentum PmissT , transverse momenta of (h) leading jets P
jet1
T and (i) sublead-
ing jets P jet2T , (j) longitudinal energy balance
∑
(E − Pz), polar angle of (k) leading jets
θjet1 and (l) subleading jets θjet2 in the CC DIS selection channel for Q2
h
> 2500 GeV2
with data (points) events from 255pb−1 e+p collisions compared to SM MC predic-
tions. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on the
SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data events show
statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark with
Msquark = 150GeV decaying into a neutrino and a jet with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure A.6: Distributions of (a) z-vertex position, (b) ratio of energy flow Vap/Vp,
(c) number of jets per event, (d) inelasticity yh and (e) virtuality log10(Q
2
h) and (f)
momentum fraction xh reconstructed via the hadron method, (g) reconstructed missing
transverse momentum PmissT , transverse momenta of (h) leading jets P
jet1
T and (i) sublead-
ing jets P jet2T , (j) longitudinal energy balance
∑
(E − Pz), polar angle of (k) leading jets
θjet1 and (l) subleading jets θjet2 in the CC DIS selection channel for Q2
h
> 2500 GeV2
with data (points) events from 183pb−1 e−p collisions compared to SM MC predic-
tions. The error band gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on the
SM prediction (solid histogram) added in quadrature. Error bars of data events show
statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark with
Msquark = 150GeV decaying into a neutrino and a jet with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure A.7: Kinematic distributions of selected events in the eq channel for (a-f) the
e+p and (g-l) the e−p data (points) compared to SM MC predictions (solid histogram)
before the y−M optimisation. Shown are the transverse momenta of (a, g) electrons
P ele1T and (b, h) jets P
jet1
T , (c, i) the inelasticity ye, the polar angle of (d, j) electrons θ
ele1
and (e, k) jets θjet1, and (f, l) the virtuality log10(Q
2
h). The error band gives all model
and experimental systematic uncertainties on the SM prediction added in quadrature.
Error bars of data events show statistical uncertainties. The dashed histogram indicates
the signal from a squark with Msquark = 150GeV decaying into an electron and a jet
with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure A.8: Distributions of the transverse momenta of (a, g) electrons P eT , (b, h)
leading jets P jet1T and subleading (c, i) jets P
jet2
T , as well as the corresponding polar
angle distributions of (d, j) electrons θe, leading jets θjet1, and subleading jets θjet2 in the
eMJ(RC) channel for (a-f) the e+p and (g-l) the e−p data (points) compared to SM
MC predictions (solid histogram) before the y −M optimisation. The e+p data are
not expected to contain signal events from squark decays in this channel. The error band
gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on the SM prediction added
in quadrature. Error bars of data events show statistical uncertainties. The dashed
histogram indicates the signal from a squark with Msquark = 150GeV decaying into an
electron and multiple jets with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure A.9: Distributions of (a,e) the reconstructed missing transverse momentum
PmissT , momenta of (b,f) the leading jet P
jet1
T , as well as (c,g) the longitudinal energy
momentum balance
∑
(E − Pz), and (d,h) the polar angle of the leading jets θjet1 in
the νq channel for (a-d) the e+p and (e-h) the e−p data (points) compared to SM
MC predictions (solid histogram) before the y −M optimisation. The error band
gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on the SM prediction added
in quadrature. Error bars of data events show statistical uncertainties. The dashed
histogram indicates the signal from a squark with Msquark = 150GeV decaying into a
neutrino and a jet in e−p interactions with arbitrary normalisation.
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Figure A.10: Distributions of the (a,g) reconstructed missing transverse momentum
PmissT , momenta of (b,h) leading jets P
jet1
T and subleading (c,i) jets P
jet2
T , as well as the
(d,j) longitudinal energy momentum balance
∑
(E−Pz), leading jets θjet1, and subleading
jets θjet2 in the νMJ channel for (a-f) the e
+p and (g-l) the e−p data (points) compared
to SM MC predictions (solid histogram) before the y −M optimisation. The error
band gives all model and experimental systematic uncertainties on the SM prediction
added in quadrature. Error bars of data events show statistical uncertainties. The
dashed histogram indicates the signal from a squark with Msquark = 150GeV decaying
into a neutrino and multiple jets with arbitrary normalisation.
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B Zero Lepton Search for SUSY at the ATLAS
Experiment
In the course of my PhD, I have been given the opportunity to participate in the work
of the ATLAS experiment at CERN. A cross check of the expected signal contributions
to the signal regions in a search for SUSY in channels with high PT jets, high missing
energy, and zero leptons has been performed. A cross check of the exclusion limits for
Rp conserving SUSY in the Msquark −Mgluino plane has been done for the individual
signal regions considering, only a subset of the systematic uncertainties for the signal.
A small overview of the analysis and the results is presented in the following.
Overview
First searches for the production of supersymmetric particles in proton-proton collisions
at ATLAS have been performed in a data set corresponding to an integrated luminosity
of Lint = 35 pb−1 [81] taken at a centre-of-mass energy
√
s = 7 TeV. Final states with
multiple high PT jets and large missing energy E
miss
T are expected for supersymmet-
ric models, in which squarks and gluinos can be produced pair-wise (q˜q˜, q˜ ˜¯q, g˜g˜, q˜g˜) in
proton-proton collisions. The considered SUSY models assume that R-parity is con-
served, thus a stable lightest supersymmetric particles is expected, which leads to the
missing energy signature. No significant excess has been observed in any of the consid-
ered signal regions. Exclusion limits for parameters of the MSSM and the mSUGRA
model (with conserved Rp) have been derived, excluding equal masses of squarks and
gluinos up to 870 GeV at 95% CL.
A short description of the analysis procedure, the method for the calculation of
exclusion limits, and the results obtained in a simplified ansatz are summarized. A
description of the ATLAS experiment, and more details of the analysis are found else-
where [81].
Squark and Gluino Creation and Decay in Proton-Proton Collisions
The production of squark-pairs proceeds at lowest order via the t-channel exchange of
gluinos between quarks in the initial state. Gluino-squark pair production proceeds at
lowest order via the s-channel, or the t-channel exchange of squarks or gluinos between
quarks and gluons in the initial state. For the production of gluino pairs and squark-
antisquark pairs, the lowest order processes are given by s- and t-channel exchange
of squarks and gluinos between quark-antiquark, or gluon-gluon initial states [170].
NLO corrections for squark and gluino production in hadron collisions are also con-
sidered [170]. Figure B.1 shows the NLO production cross section σNLO for squarks
and gluinos. Figure B.2 shows the production NLO cross section for the different sub-
processes σNLOsubprocess in the Msquark −Mgluino plane. The relative contribution of each
subprocess to the total cross section is shown in Figure B.3. At small values for the
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squark mass, the squark-squark and squark-antisquark processes contribute most sig-
nificantly. At low gluino masses, the gluino-squark process dominates. The production
of gluino pairs contributes most for approximately equal squark and gluino masses.
Squarks and gluinos decay in R-parity conserving models via cascades of gauginos
into the lightest supersymmetric particle, which is assumed to be a weakly interacting
neutralino χ01. The neutralino is expected to be stable, and escapes detection after
its creation, thus leading to high missing energy in the reconstruction of events. Su-
persymmetric events from the processes q˜ → qχ01, and g˜ → qqχ01 have been generated
using the HERWIG++ [171] event generator v2.4.2, and passed through a full ATLAS
detector simulation.
Search Strategy and Event Selection
Four overlapping signal regions A−D are defined for candidate events which originate
from squark and gluino decays. The criteria for the selection are summarised in Ta-
ble B.1. The signal regions are chosen for maximal exclusion in the Msquark −Mgluino
plane, for a set of simplified models, where the mass of the lightest neutralino is as-
sumed to be massless, and the masses of other supersymmetric particles are set to
values beyond the reach of the LHC.
For maximal reach in the Msquark −Mgluino plane, signal regions with two or more
jets (for the q˜q˜ region), and signal regions with three or more jets (for the q˜g˜ and g˜g˜
regions) are defined. After the object reconstruction (for details see [81]), events are
discarded if they contain electrons or muons, or if jets fail any of the quality criteria,
or if the requirements for the primary vertex reconstruction are not fulfilled (for details
see [81]). The selection criteria for the signal region are based on high PT jets, and high
reconstructed missing energy EmissT (see Table B.1). Additional cuts on the azimuthal
separation between the missing transverse momentum vector ~PmissT and jets, on the
ratio of EmissT and the reconstructed effective mass meff , the effective mass, and the
mass hypothesis mT2 are applied to enhance the signal to background ratio in the
signal regions (for definitions of the observables and more details see [81]).
After these selection steps, good agreement is observed for candidate events selected
in the signal regions and the SM expectations. Table B.2 summarises the findings in the
signal regions in data and the SM expectation, as well as the uncertainties attributed
to the SM expectation from uncorrelated error sources, the jet energy scale, and the
luminosity. The signal regions are dominated by irreducible and fake SM background
events from W + jets production, Z + jets production, single top, top pair production
and QCD background processes (for details on the uncertainties and the background
contributions see [81]). No significant deviation from the SM predictions is observed.
Thus, exclusion limits are derived on the SUSY parameters. The acceptance for the
signal ASRi in each signal region i = A−D is shown in Figure B.4. The formula
NSRisignal =
∑
subprocess: q˜q˜,q˜ ˜¯q,g˜g˜,q˜g˜
ASRisubprocess × σNLOsubprocess × Lint
is used to estimate the number of signal events NSRisignal expected in each signal region
in the Msquark −Mgluino plane.
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Exclusion Limits
Exclusion limits on the number of signal events in the signal regions are calculated
with the CLs method, using the profile likelihood ratio as test-statistic in pseudo-
experiments. The limit setting is implemented using the RooStats [172] software, which
is part of the RooFit package. Using the observed number of events, the SM background
expectation, and the attributed uncertainties, as well as the predictions for the signal
cross section, and experimental uncertainties on the expected number of events from
signal processes, a one-sided upper limit on the signal contribution is determined. The
limit is derived interpolating the equivalent gaussian Z significance [173], which is
given by the distance from 0 in a normalised Gaussian distribution for a given p-value.
Model configurations which lead to Z > 1.645, which corresponds to a p-value of 0.05,
are excluded. This procedure yields 95% confidence exclusion limits. The method is
explained in detail elsewhere [174].
A simplified ansatz, which does not take into account the full systematic uncertain-
ties, has been used to cross check the official ATLAS results. The exclusion limits are
based on the official numbers published for the signal regions. The systematic uncer-
tainties on the background prediction in the signal regions (see Table B.2) are taken
into account, and the jet energy scale uncertainty has been determined for the signal
for each of the mass combinations in the signal grid. The jet energy resolution is not
taken into account for the signal processes. For the uncertainty on the signal cross
section prediction a global relative uncertainty of 15% is assumed, by contrast to the
official ATLAS results, which are based on the uncertainty obtained from PROSPINO.
The luminosity uncertainty is treated with a relative uncertainty of 11%, attributed
to the signal and background predicitions. The observed limits, obtained with this
simplified method in three of the four signal regions, are shown in Figure B.6, and can
be compared to the published limits in each signal region [175]. The results show a
good agreement with the published observed exclusion limits in the signal regions A
and C. Significant deviations are observed in signal region B, where the effect of the
simplified uncertainty treatment changes the contour of the limit in some regions. In
signal region D no limit could be derived with the simplified ansatz. The simplified
treatment of the systematics does not permit the calculation of a limit in this region,
due to the small numbers involved from the background and signal expectation. A
strong influence of the systematic treatment on the exclusion limits is expected in the
signal regions B and D. The simplified ansatz does also not reproduce the full features
of the official ATLAS limits, i.e. in the regions where LEP and the TeVatron already
put strong constraints.
Conclusion
A search for SUSY in the first data available at the LHC in channels with high PT
jets, large missing transverse energy and zero leptons has shown no deviation from
the expectations of the SM model in the considered signal regions. Equal masses of
squarks and gluinos up to 870 GeV are excluded by the observation at 95% CL. A cross
check of the ATLAS results, taking not the full systematic uncertainties into account,
shows a good agreement in the signal regions A and C with large statistics. In the
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signal regions B and D with a low SM expectation and low signal expectation a more
thorough treatment of the systematics is needed, as applied by the ATLAS experiment
for the published results. The results of this analysis show that the limit contour
depends especially in these signal regions on the correct treatment of all systematic
uncertainties. For signal region B the largest deviations from the ATLAS limits are
visible for low squark masses. The extremely low statistic in signal region D allows the
calculation of exclusion limits, only if the systematic uncertainties are fully considered.
The LHC is now quickly accumulating more integrated luminosity, and there will be
soon updates for all the SUSY searches. The much increased integrated luminosity will
allow tests of SUSY models at higher masses, where SUSY may reside, waiting for its
discovery.
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Signal Regions
A B C D
Njets ≥ 2 ≥ 2 ≥ 3 ≥ 3
P leading jetT [GeV] > 120
P leading jetT [GeV] > 40
EmissT [GeV] > 100
∆φ(jet, ~PmissT )min > 0.4
EmissT /meff > 0.3 − > 0.25 > 0.25
meff [GeV] > 500 − > 500 > 1000
mT2 [GeV] − > 300 − −
Table B.1: Selection criteria for the non-exclusive signal regions A−D [81].
Signal Region Data (Lint = 35 pb−1) Total SM Expectation
A 87 118 ± 25[u] +32−23 [j] ± 12[L]
B 11 10.0 ± 4.3[u] +4.0−1.9 [j] ± 1.0[L]
C 66 88 ± 18[u] +26−18 [j] ± 9[L]
D 2 2.5 ± 1.0[u] +1.0−0.4 [j] ± 0.2[L]
Table B.2: Event yields from SM predictions and from Lint = 35 pb−1 of first data
(collected in 2010) in the signal regions A − D. The SM prediction is dominated in all
signal regions byW+jets and Z+jets production, with additional smaller contributions
from single top and top pair production, and QCD processes. The uncertainty on the SM
prediction contains uncertainties due to Monte Carlo statistics, data statistics in control
regions, and other sources of uncorrelated systematic uncertainties, as well as the jet
energy resolution and lepton efficiencies [u], the uncertainty on the jet energy scale [j],
and the uncertainty on the integrated luminosity [L] [81].
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Figure B.1: Total NLO cross section in pb−1 in theMsquark−Mgluino plane, for squark
and gluino production at the LHC at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV, calculated
with PROSPINO v2.1 [170]
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Figure B.2: NLO cross sections in pb−1 for the subprocesses (a) gluino-gluino,
(b) squark-antisquark, (c) squark-gluino, and (d) squark-squark production in the
Msquark − Mgluino plane, which contribute to the total cross section, for squark and
gluino production at the LHC at a centre-of-mass energy of
√
s = 7 TeV, calculated with
PROSPINO v2.1 [170].
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Figure B.3: Relative contribution of subprocesses (a) gluino-gluino, (b) squark-
antisquark, (c) squark-gluino, and (d) squark-squark production to the total NLO cross
section in the Msquark −Mgluino plane.
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Figure B.4: Acceptance for SUSY signal events in the four signal regions (a) A, (b)
B, (c) C, and (d) D in the Msquark −Mgluino plane, determined from 10000 generated
events at each mass combination using HERWIG++, passed through a full ATLAS de-
tector simulation. The contributions of the subprocesses are weighted by their relative
contribution to the total cross section.
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Figure B.5: Expected Signal Count for SUSY signal events in the four signal regions
(a) A, (b) B, (c) C, and (d) D in the Msquark −Mgluino plane in Lint = 35 pb−1.
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Figure B.6: Observed limits in three of the four signal regions (a) A, (b) B, and (c)
C in the Msquark −Mgluino plane. The limits can be compared, as a cross check, to the
official ATLAS results in the different signal regions [175]. Only a part of the ATLAS
limits is shown in the plot. The vertical line sketches the exclusion limit from TeVatron
experiments, and the horizontal line sketches the limit from the LEP experiments.
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